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ABSTRACT
Wilson, Cicely Tenneille. Ph.D. The University of Memphis. August 2013. A
mixed method investigation of communication apprehension in first generation college
students at a four-year college. Major Professor: Dr. Katherine Grace Hendrix.
Using qualitative and quantitative methods, I explore (a) experiences of firstgeneration college students with high levels of communication apprehension, (b) how the
experiences compare to those of non-first-generation college students, and (c) the
possibility that first-generation college students experience higher levels of
communication apprehension than non-first-generation college students. Throughout my
investigation, I : (a) confirm that students who are the first in their families to attend
college have experiences different from students whose parents attended or graduated
from college, (b) establish a possible link between the academic preparedness of students
from poor quality/performing urban schools and students from high performing suburban
schools, (c) confirm that high levels of CA most often come from a concern of how
students are perceived by their peers, (d) provide an example of how self-efficacy and
social self-efficacy are connected to communication apprehension, (e) provide an
example of how communication apprehension can stem from being a FGCS, socially
unprepared and isolated from one’ peers, and (f) posit that non-traditional students have
concerns about age difference when taking classes with traditional students that may lead
to state or situational communication apprehension. These and other research findings
provide (a) examples of what has been profiled and described in earlier research on
FGCS, (b) examples of what has been profiled and described in earlier research on
students with high levels of communication apprehension, and (c) support for future
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qualitative studies in the areas of FGCS and students with high levels of CA as a means
of learning about the students’ actual experiences, needs, and feelings.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Every semester, I have a “silent” student. This student sits at the rear of the class
or in a distinct corner out of the line of sight from the podium. This student never asks
questions or makes comments—solicited or unsolicited. When asked a question about
material or speech ideas, this student may not reply immediately, if at all. When the
student does not understand material or an explanation of material, this student will not
ask questions. The best communication I can get from the silent student is an email, but
even that is unusual. This student does not do well in the class and most likely fails the
course. If I ask the student, “Why didn’t you tell me you didn’t understand?” or gently
chide the student by saying, “You should have emailed me or come by my office if you
had questions,” I usually get silence or raised eyebrows and a slight shoulder shrug at
best. It is this situation that I experience in at least one class every semester that has
prompted my interest in classroom experiences of students with high levels of
communication apprehension.
Communication Apprehension is defined as an "individual level of fear or anxiety
associated with either real or anticipated communication with another person or persons"
(McCroskey, 1977b, p. 78). McCroskey, Booth-Butterfield, and Payne (1989) conducted
a study on the impact of communication apprehension on college student retention and
success and concluded that students with high communication apprehension “will earn
lower grade point averages and are less likely to persist at the university” (p. 104).
Studies have also been conducted on college attrition and first generation college
students (FGCS). FGCS who start at four-year institutions are at a high risk of leaving
1

without bachelor’s degrees, especially if they are lower-income or minority students
(Ashburn, 2009). Ishitani (2003) reported that only 24% of FGCS earn a college degree
within 8 years of high school graduation. The 24% is a disparaging statistic compared to
the 68% of students who graduate with a least one parent who attended college (Chen,
2005).
Students who have high levels of CA and students who are the first in their
families to attend college have something in common—they are at risk of leaving fouryear institutions without a bachelor’s degree. While prior research connects CA to
college attrition and FGCS to college attrition, there seems to be no research that
investigates the college experiences of those students who are FGCS with high levels of
CA. The purpose of this study is to investigate the phenomenon of CA as experienced by
FGCS who, in their first and second years of college, may be at risk of dropping out or
reverse transferring. I also investigate the experiences of FGCS with high levels of CA
and non-FGCS with high levels of CA for similarities to answer the following questions:
RQ1: What are the experiences of FGCS with high levels of CA at the University
of Memphis?
RQ2: How do the experiences of FGCS at the University of Memphis compare to
the experiences of non-FGCS at the University of Memphis?
RQ3: Do FGCS experience higher levels of CA than non-FGCS?
Why This Research?
This research topic resonates with me personally as a student and as a teacher. My
mother graduated from college, but my father never attended college. By some
definitions, I am a first generation college student, and by others I am a second
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generation college student. In either case, I come from a low-income background like the
majority of FGCS. I have been in grade-school and graduate school classrooms with
students with whom I felt I did not belong based solely on my background1. This feeling
of not belonging caused me to repress my usual extroverted communication manner, as I
would not participate in class discussions, volunteer to answer questions, or talk with my
classmates. I had some teachers who didn’t push me to communicate, and I had some
who did. I am thankful for the ones who spoke with me after class and inquired about my
“quietness.”
As a teacher, I have seen many undergraduate students remain silent during my
classes. They don’t volunteer to answer questions, and some refuse to answer when
called upon. In a private conversation with a “silent” student, I asked her to explain why
she never asked questions about material she did not understand. After much reluctance
and obvious discomfort, she said she felt out of place in college and that she would be
better off getting a job. We discussed why she felt unsuited for college, and she
mentioned that no one in her entire family (meaning more than one generation) had ever
been to college, she had no idea what the class was talking about (certain non-academic
topics of discussion came up during class), and because she could not express what she
wanted to say, she chose to say nothing. Despite much encouragement and consideration,
the student left the school and got a full-time job.
There are “silent” students on every campus. Some are silent because they have
high levels of fear of communicating with others, and some are silent because they are
FGCS who are ashamed or feel out of place among teachers and classmates who come
1

I did not experience this feeling during undergraduate school because I attended a historically
black college where many of my classmates shared my background. This implication will be discussed in
the study by Francis & Miller (2008) on page 21.
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from different socioeconomic backgrounds. Both types of students are at a disadvantage,
but those students who are both FGCS feeling out of place and fearful of communicating
with others are at an even greater disadvantage.
Research that investigates the communication apprehension of FGCS and nonFGCS at a four year institution that would provide a clearer profile of four-year college
students who are the first to attend college and have high levels of communication
apprehension is needed on multiple fronts. First, college attrition and reverse transfer
rates are increasing, and retention and graduation rates for FGCS are declining, so
colleges and universities are searching for answers. There are several studies that identify
causes of students leaving an institution before graduation, prompting colleges to create
retention initiatives, but communication apprehension may be an under-investigated
culprit. Institutions with large populations of high CA, and FGCS who have high CA may
be able to curb college attrition and reverse transferring2 by designing programs that offer
support to these students. More specifically, the findings of this study may provide some
initial insight to colleges and universities on how to improve retention and/or graduation
rates of FGCS by (a) informing the faculty of the anxiety and/or (b) offering assistance to
these students.
Second, faculty who teach FGCS with high levels of CA could better understand
communication behaviors that can be both puzzling and frustrating and, therefore, able to
consider the student more carefully from an instructional communication approach.
FGCS often feel marginalized and isolated at college and are more likely to have negative
experiences at the hands of peers, teachers, and/or institutions (Langhout, Rosselli, &

2

Reverse transfer- transferring from a four-year institution to attend a two-year institution.
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Feinstein, 2007). In their research studying the relationship between communication
apprehension and self-esteem, McCroskey, Daly, Richmond, and Falcione (1977)
confirmed that “individuals with characteristics common to high communication
apprehension tend to be rated by others as less positive than low apprehensives…” (p.
270). While many FGCS struggle academically, they also have the potential for success,
which is often hampered by challenges such as embarrassment, self-doubt, a sense of
being overwhelmed, and struggles with communication differences (Coates, 2009).
Because professors may not know which of their students are FGCS or the
socioeconomic backgrounds of their students, this study is of great importance to the
professors who interact with students who demonstrate characteristics of communication
apprehension, as they may be prompted to consider the student with more insight.
Third, participants who are FGCS will help provide insight to their experiences,
as Orbe’s (2003) research on the African American FGCS indicate that students want
very badly to succeed, as many of their parents and family members are living
vicariously through them, but many FGCS are unable to talk to their parents and family
members about their struggles, as their family members cannot relate and can only offer
general encouragement. Participants with high CA who may avoid communication with
their teachers and peers may benefit directly from this study by having the opportunity to
share their thoughts and feeling without fear of judgment or ridicule. Students who do not
participate can also benefit from this study and the spectrum of related studies, as
graduate students, graduate teaching assistants, and professors may read and develop a
new perspective from the research.

5

Chapter 2 is a review of literature that provides an overview of the research
conducted on topics of communication apprehension and its influence on college success
and first generation college students and the factors that influence their college success.
Studies that make a connection between the two topics will also be discussed. Chapter 3
describes the mixed methods approach to the investigation of FGCS and CA. Chapter 4
consists of an analysis of the quantitative data collected from survey research. Chapter 5
is an analysis of qualitative interview data. Chapter 6 is a discussion of pertinent points
addressed in Chapters 1-4 and implications for further research regarding FGCS, high CA
students, and teachers of both categories of students.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Colleges and universities are losing students. Although students are graduating
from high school and enrolling in college, they are leaving without degrees. While
students who drop out of college or transfer to community college (reverse transfer) are
of all races and socioeconomic backgrounds, there is one type of student that stands out.
First generation college students (FGCS) are less likely to persist and graduate than
second-generation college students (Pike & Kuh, 2005). Suggested causes of attrition
vary and include race-related, social, and academic stress (Neville, Heppner, Ji, & Thye,
2004), pre-college factors such as ACT & SAT scores and GPA, (Ishitani, 2006), and
family dynamics (Herndon & Hirt, 2004).
Elyse Ashburn (2009), a writer for the Chronicle of Higher Education, reported
four particular factors that lead to reverse transfer: a) a lack of guidance in developing
their college plans, b) lack of clear goals, c) inability to find academic and financial help,
and d) the absence of advocates pushing them to earn Bachelor degrees. While these
suggested causes are valid and empirically supported, there is a possible cause that was
not mentioned.
What is missing in these suggested causes is a lack of communication. One can
hardly expect to experience academic success without communicating with others, as
communication is the very conduit by which teachers teach and students learn. When
students avoid communication with their teachers and peers, the learning process can
become strained and difficult and not necessarily effective. Communication
Apprehension is defined as an "individual level of fear or anxiety associated with either
7

real or anticipated communication with another person or persons" (McCroskey, 1977b,
p. 78). McCroskey, et al. (1989) conducted a study on the impact of communication
apprehension on college student retention and success and concluded that students with
high communication apprehension “will earn lower grade point averages and are less
likely to persist at the university” (p. 104).
The first part of this literature review3 will provide an overview of silence in the
classroom. The second part of the review will survey CA—the definitions of CA and
related constructs and its effects on classroom setting and social environment behaviors,
The third part of the literature review will address the definitions of FGCS and the
contributing factors of FGCS college attrition. The last part of the literature review will
share the results of a study that investigated both disadvantages; thus, demonstrating a
need for the current research4.
Silence in the Classroom
It is important to note the two kinds of acceptable silence in the classroom, as not
all quiet students are apprehensive. Some students are introverts who are quiet by nature.
Faculty members may become disconcerted when trying to communicate or interact with
introverted and apprehensive students, as they may interpret a lack of communication or
interaction as student failure (or their own failure to engage the student). The student is
also negatively affected by such an interaction because the faculty member may then

3

The literature review is comprised of articles, unpublished papers, and non-academic reports
from 1976 to 2009 found in multidisciplinary databases and search engines such as JSTOR, Project Muse,
and GoogleScholar. The keywords “first generation college students,” “communication apprehension,”
“college attrition,” “college retention,” “quiet students,” and “reverse transfer” were used to locate relevant
sources.
4

Because existing literature does not include examples or observations of how the theories and
constructs are made manifest in the classroom or interpersonal situations, my own observations and
applications will be included.
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respond to them differently as a result of a negative interpretation of the student’s ability
based on the lack of effective communication. Some students are intense thinkers whose
delayed response may be perceived negatively.
There are two kinds of good silence in the classroom— silence by nature and
silence while thinking. I discuss these types of silence as a means to distinguish between
silence that should be welcomed and silence as a result of ignorance, unpreparedness, or
communication anxiety.
Silence by Nature
A great number of people are “naturally quiet,” meaning their quietness is due to
temperament. Temperament refers to “behavioral and emotional reactions” (Kagan, 1994,
p. 40). While there are many different temperaments, this discussion will focus on the
two basic categories of temperaments—extroversion and introversion.
In 1921, Swiss psychologist Carl Jung introduced the terms “extrovert” and
“introvert” to “distinguish two large groups of psychological individuals” (Jung, trans.
1976, p. 6). The extrovert is responsive to and quickly accepts activities going on around
him/her and has a need to join in the activities. This individual has the ability to not only
endure noise of every kind but also enjoys the noise. Whatever secrets the extrovert has
are usually already shared with others, and whatever thoughts or plans the extrovert has
are shared with conviction (pp. 549-550).
The introvert, however, does not join in activities but rather has a dislike for
people when surrounded by too many. The introvert does not like get-togethers, and the
larger the crowd, the greater the introvert’s resistance to join in. Instead of mixing with
others, the introvert “barricad[es] himself against influences from outside” (Jung, trans.
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1976, p. 550). The introvert retreats into himself in a search for “quietude” ( p. 552).
“Introverts recharge their batteries by being alone; extroverts need to recharge their
batteries when they don’t socialize enough,” explains Susan Cain (2012), the author of
Quiet: The Power of Introverts in a World That Can’t Stop Talking (p.10). Contrary to
popular belief, introverts are not hermits or recluses. In fact, they may have strong social
skills and enjoy small parties, but “they prefer to devote their social energies to close
friends, colleagues, and family. They listen more than they talk… [and] think before they
speak” (Cain, 2012, p. 11).
Temperament is a personality trait, and according to psychologist Kenneth Olson,
“personality traits are genetically transmitted” (Olson, 2007, p.278). So individuals who
are “naturally quiet” are usually so because of their introverted temperament. Although
opinions differ on the extent of influence, many scientists (Bates,1987; Buss &
Plomin,1975; Carey, 1986; Eysenck,1981; Rothbart, 1981; and Thomas & Chess, 1977)
agree that temperamental types are genetically influenced.
Introversion and extroversion has been predicted in individuals as early as 4
months after birth. Jerome Kagan, renowned developmental psychologist, launched a
study more than 30 years ago that evaluated 500 four-month-old babies in order predict
which babies would likely grow up to be introverts or extroverts5. Kagan’s (1994) theory

5

Kagan’s 1979 study initiated a series of longitudinal studies that focused primarily on the
prediction and profiling of inhibited/uninhibited infants who would develop into introverted and
extroverted teens/adults. Other studies (Braungart, Plomin, DeFries & Fulker,1992; Fullard, McDevitt, &
Carey, 1984; Goldsmith, Lemery, Buss, Campos, & Joseph, 1999; Plomin, Loehlin, & DeFries, 1985;
Robinson, Kagan, Reznick, & Corley, 1992; Rothbart, 1981) involving infants focused on the genetic
influence on temperaments and the temperamental assessment of infants
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posits babies who responded with spastic behaviors to unfamiliar stimuli6 were more
likely to become introverts, as their exposure to unfamiliar things and people caused them
“distress,” while babies who showed minimal “spasticity” were low reactives and likely
to become extroverts (p. 175). Highly reactive babies were predicted to become introverts
because they were highly sensitive to things and persons unfamiliar to them, while lowreactive babies were predicted to become extroverts7 because they were not as sensitive
to things and persons unfamiliar.
The amygdala, an organ inside the brain that operates as the brain’s switchboard,
has an important function—to detect new or threatening things in an individual’s
environment. Kagan’s theory that infants born with an especially sensitive amygdala
would “wiggle and howl when shown unfamiliar objects” and grow up to be cautious and
alert when meeting new people (Cain, 2012, p. 102). The babies who were visibly upset
by unfamiliar sights, sounds, and smells were future introverts. On the other hand, babies
who were unmoved by unfamiliar sights, sounds, and smells were future extroverts
because their amygdalas were not stimulated by new things (Kagan, 1994, p.47).
Those high-reactive babies grow up to be sensitive to their environments and
become keen at noticing things. Cain (2012) reports one psychologist’s use of the phrase
“alert attention” to describe what high-reactive children devote to people and things. “It’s
6

The transmittal of norepinephrine (molecules in the brain) “quiets’ background neural activity,
thus increasing sensitivity to odors, lights, and sounds; therefore, stimuli consisted of brightly colored toys,
recorded voices and swabs of dilute butyl alcohol as means to introduce visual, auditory, and olfactory
stimulation (Kagan, 1994).
7

Longitudinal studies were conducted on the infants throughout their adolescent and teen years.
Assessment conducted between the ages of 12-14 revealed very little change in external demeanor over the
span of 5-7 years, supporting the hypotheses predicting the temperamental behaviors of inhibited and
uninhibited infants. With the use of a functional magnetic resonance imaging machine (fMRI), researchers
were able to view the amygdalae of the participants and support the initial hypothesis that the amydalae of
inhibited and uninhibited infants produced different responses (Cain, 2012; Kagan, 1994; Schwarz, C.E,
Wright, C.I., Shin, L.M., Kagan, J., & Rauch, S.L., 2003)
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as if they process more deeply—sometimes consciously, sometimes not—the information
they take in about the world” ( p. 103). While all children notice things about their
environments and feel emotions, “high-reactive kids seem to see and feel things more”
(p. 103).
Kagan’s theory (1994), which provides a physiological explanation to
introversion and extroversion, may provide teachers insight regarding silence in the
classroom. Silence by nature is “good silence” or acceptable silence because some
students are simply “wired” to be quiet and pay alert attention to novel elements in their
environments; this does not mean, however, that the student is not listening, ill-prepared
for class, or does not know the answer to the question. On the contrary, more often than
not, the introverted student is paying rapt attention to what is being said by both the
teacher and other students in the classroom.
Silence of Listening and Thinking
Another kind of good silence is the silence of listening. My fifth-grade teacher
proclaimed (what seemed to be daily) “you can’t hear while your mouth is open.”
Perhaps my fifth-grade teacher had read the words of Brother David Steindl-Rast, a
Benedictine monk who said “without silence there can be no listening” (Lindahl, 2009, p.
15). Both the teacher and the monk were right—while one can actually acknowledge
sounds while talking, it is difficult to actually understand and process information while
talking. When students choose to remain silent during class discussions, it is very
possible that they are thinking about what has been asked or said. Kay Lindahl (2009)
points out how the six letters that spell L-I-S-T-E-N also spell S-I-L-E-N-T. One cannot
have one without the other. This silence of listening and thinking can be best explained
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by the discussion of wait-time8 in the classroom. By extending the wait-time, the teacher
allows students more time to think carefully and discover answers.
According to Gagnè, Yekovich, and Yekovich’s information processing model
of learning, “to answer a recall question, the student must locate the relevant information
in long-term memory, retrieve it into working memory, check to see if the retrieved
information does answer the question, and then answer the question” (as cited in Duell,
1994, p. 398). If the question posed requires application of information, the process will
be longer, as the student will need to apply the retrieved information to the situation and
decide if the information is correct, and if it isn’t correct, the students repeats the process
(Duell, 1994).
If a particular student is called upon to answer a question, other students are not
likely to begin the answer-searching process; thus, if the called upon student does not
answer or answer correctly and the teacher moves on to another student, the process will
start all over (one student at a time), resulting in the silence that usually begins to weigh
on the teachers’ patience and prompts negative thoughts about the selected students or
class as a whole. If the teacher allows adequate wait-time9 after asking the question and
then calls on a student, it is likely that several students will have thought the answer
through and be ready to answer if called upon (Duell, 1994). According to Rowe, a 3-5
second increase in wait-time promotes (a) an increase in student response length, (b) an
increase in unsolicited student responses, (c) an increase in the number of questions asked

8

Wait-time as defined by Honea (1982) is “the length of silent pause between utterances of
participants in classroom recitation” (p. 167).
9

Adequate wait-time is considered to be between 3-5 seconds (Duell, 1994; ; Duell et.al., 1992;
Harris & Swick, 1985).
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by students, and (d) an increase in questions from the slower ability students (as cited in
Harris & Swick, 1985).
Understanding the forms of positive silence in the classroom would allow
students who are introverts and students who are critical thinkers10 time to think without
ridicule, judgment, or frustration. It is important that teachers understand the difference
between acceptable forms of silence and the silence that should prompt concern, as
communication apprehension produces the silence that should be of solemn concern.
The Researcher’s Observations
I attend a church where call and response is the norm during worship service. Call
and response comes from “traditional Black gospel oratory in which the minister/pastor
(the speaker) issues a ‘call’ to the congregation (the audience), who then ‘responds’ to the
minister’s call” (Boone, 2003, p. 214). Shortly after a thought-provoking sermon, the
pastor commented to me on the congregation’s silence to which I responded, “half of us
were thinking about what you said and the other half aren’t really part of the ‘amen
corner’11.” I gave some serious thought to the brief conversation I had with my pastor,
and I thought about the many times I had posed a question to my students and gotten
frustrated because no one answered. I assumed they had not read the assignment or
simply were not prepared for class, but I overlooked two possibilities—perhaps they were
thinking or perhaps they just weren’t part of the “amen corner.”
I only discuss this silence by nature and the silence of listening and thinking
because I, like many other teachers, have overlooked the meaning of some classroom

10

Introverts tend to be critical thinkers; not all introverts think critically.

11

“Amen corner” refers to congregants who participate in the call and response tradition.
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silence. When I propose a question either to the class or an individual that requires
critical thinking, I often forget to allow time for the thought processes to take place. I
expect an immediate answer, and when I don’t receive it, I begin to assume the worst. I
would like to point out that introverted individuals tend to “listen more than they talk
[and] think before they speak” (Cain, 2012, p. 11). Students who are introverted tend to
be careful thinkers, but as students—both introverted and extroverted—need time to think
critically in the classroom.
Communication Apprehension (CA)
In Ashburn’s (2009) report on reverse transfer, she recounted the cases of two
FGCS interviewed in the study who were from the same Chicago Public School system
and struggled academically in their freshman year at a four-year college. One student,
Olivia, reached out to professors and located all four of the previously-mentioned
resources (guidance, goals, academic and financial help, and advocates pushing them to
earn Bachelor degrees) but the other student, Monique, did not. Monique, the student
who did not ask for help, reported she was afraid to do so and told the interviewers, “For
some reason I felt that if I got help, I’d be failing still.” This student ended up transferring
to a two-year community college, while the student who asked for help raised her grade
point average to a 3.2 and graduated in four years. Monique’s explanation of why she did
not ask for help could be categorized as communication apprehension.
This section of the literature review provides a profile of communication
apprehension—a brief survey of the encompassing field of communication avoidance, the
definition of communication apprehension, contributing factors of communication
apprehension, and the effects of communication apprehension on college success.
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Communication Avoidance
The details of communication apprehension can hardly be appreciated without
understanding the overarching study of communication avoidance, as the major
constructs that lie within are four different, yet related, facets that either connect or
overlap in some way. Communication avoidance includes “shyness, reticence, socialcommunicative anxiety, communication apprehension… inhibition, and unwillingness to
communicate”(Wadleigh, 2009, p.5).
Kelly (1982) reviewed four of these constructs in a comparative analysis for
similarities—reticence, apprehension, shyness, and unwillingness to communicate (see
Figure 1).

Communication
Apprehension

Reticence

Communication
Avoidance
Unwillingness to
Communicate

Shyness

Figure 1. The four major constructs of communication avoidance research.
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Phillips’ definition of reticence12 explains reticence essentially as “a problem of
deficient communication skills” (Kelly, 1982, p. 100). McCroskey (1977b) defines
communication apprehension as “an individual’s fear or anxiety associated with either
real or anticipated communication with another person or persons” (p. 78). Zimbardo
explains shyness as the behaviors and emotions that range from mild to chronic (as cited
in Kelly, 1982). Hester and Paterline define unwillingness to communicate as “a general
avoidance of communication, either out of fear, distrust, shyness, perceived isolation
from others, or perceived failure in communication” (as cited in Kelly, 1982).
The study of communication avoidance encompasses skill, emotion, behavior, and
emotion and behavior combined. This research, however, focuses only on the emotion—
fear or anxiety one feels when facing communication with others. The remainder of this
section will define communication apprehension, describe its contributing factors, and
explain its effects on college success.
Definition of Communication Apprehension
Communication apprehension (CA) has been fundamental to the study of
communication avoidance since 1970 when James McCroskey conceptualized CA as “a
broadly based anxiety related to oral communication. ” Continued research led to
modifications of the definition to “an individual’s fear or anxiety associated with either
real or anticipated communication with another person or persons” (McCroskey, 1977b,
p. 78). Since the definition does not refer to a communication context, it is understood

12

Phillips ‘original definition of reticence was revised from being an anxiety-based disorder to the
problem of inadequate communication skills because the concept of anxiety (as used by psychiatrists at the
time) did not fit the population of people with communication problems; people who avoided
communication situations were “inept at handling particular kinds of communication responsibilities”
(Phillips, 1977, p. 36).
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that communication apprehension can be experienced in any context13 (McCroskey &
Richmond, 1982).
Individuals with normal to low levels of CA look forward to positive experiences
communicating with others, while those with high levels of CA may frequently have
negative experiences. Individuals with high levels of CA may view communicating with
others as punishment or an activity that renders no reward. (McCroskey,1976). This
anxiety affects social lives, as these individuals do not enjoy talking with others and will
go to great lengths to avoid doing so. If communication is unavoidable, they will feel
“uncomfortable, tense, and embarrassed, and will appear (at best) shy or reticent to
others” (McCroskey, 1976, p. 2).
The causes of CA are not fully understood, but its origins have been classified
into two categories—trait-like and state. Trait-like CA refers to apprehension related to
personality or temperament characteristics that one inherits. Individuals who experience
trait-like CA are pre-disposed to angst in communication settings as a result of their
temperament (e.g., introverts). How one generally feels indicates trait-like CA, while how
one feels in a given moment in time or right now indicates state-like CA (Sawyer &
Behnke, 2009).
State CA refers to apprehension that one learns from experiences or situations—a
condition that varies over time (Sawyer & Behnke, 2009). The levels of state CA are
sensitive to situations and may increase or decrease given certain communication

13

I have read the work of the following scholars who have continued McCroskey’s research by
using his definition and theoretical framework of communication apprehension and/or his instrument to
measure the anxiety: Allen & Bourhis, 1996; Bowers & 36C:099, 1986; Dwyer, 1998, 2000; Frymier,
1993; Garera-Izquierdo, & Wartman, 1994; Jaasma,1997; Jordan & Power, 2007; Keaten & Kelly, 2000;
Kelly, Keaten, & Finch, 2004; Messman & Jones-Corley, 2001; Neer, 1982; Proctor, Douglas, Rubin,
Rubin, & Jordan, 1997; Roach,1999;).
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contexts or settings. Communication apprehension can either be inherited or learned
(McCroskey, 1984), as high CA parents may not produce children with high levels of
CA, but rather the child may exhibit apprehensive behavior as a result of negative
communication experiences. When communication results in negative experiences, the
child becomes reluctant to communicate; thus, developing high levels of CA that many
carry into adulthood (McCroskey, 1976). Negative reinforcement for communicating in
the classroom from teachers and peers can either cause a student to develop high levels of
CA or increase a student’s CA levels from low or moderate to high.
Because communication apprehension can be triggered by any number of
combined traits and/or experiences and its complexities are connected to reticence,
shyness, and/or unwillingness to communicate, identifying contributing factors of
communication apprehension is more probable than trying to identify specific causes.
Contributing Factors of Communication Apprehension
Because communication influences every facet of our lives, it only seems logical
that the communication problems would be manifested in a multiplicity of ways. What
communication scholars call avoidance, reticence, or apprehension, psychologists call
temperament or shyness. What educators identify as self-efficacy, social psychologists
modify to become social self-efficacy. Kagan (1994) said, “Every behavior has more than
one cause” (p. 107), and that is what is most perplexing about all of the aforementioned
constructs and theories—they can be versions of the same thing and also causes of each
other.
It is impossible for me to investigate or even speculate all of the possible
influences of communication apprehension; therefore, I chose to discuss contributors to
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high levels of CA. Naturally, the other closely-related constructs that fall under the
umbrella term of communication avoidance—reticence, shyness, and unwillingness to
communicate are considered contributors because as I mentioned earlier, they all overlap
each other. The contributing factors of special interest are self-efficacy and social selfefficacy because they influence classroom and social interactions—both of which are
vital in the college environment. Although I found no research linking self-efficacy or
social self-efficacy to communication apprehension, the constructs do share connections
that I will attempt to explain by highlighting the areas of similarities; thus explaining why
they might possibly contribute to high levels of CA.
Self-Efficacy
Albert Bandura’s social cognitive theory (1997) defines self-efficacy as “beliefs
in one’s capabilities to organize and execute the course of action required to manage
prospective situations” (p. 2). These beliefs about one’s personal competence affect the
behavior in different ways. Individuals will engage in tasks in which they feel competent
and confident and will avoid those in which they do not. Efficacy beliefs also help people
determine how much effort they will put into an activity or how long they will persevere
when facing obstacles. These beliefs also influence how resilient the individual will be
when facing adverse situations. People with low self-efficacy may believe things are
harder that they really are; this belief tends to foster stress, depression, and a narrow
vision of how to solve the problem (Pajares, 1996). Self-efficacy has strong similarities to
both reticence and communication apprehension (see Figure 2).
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Reticence

Belief in one's
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Inadequate
communication
skills

Belief that things
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Irrational
appraisal of
situations

Believe they look
foolish

Fear of looking
foolish

Figure 2. Similarities Between Self-Efficacy and Reticence

Self-efficacy and reticence. Based on Keaten and Kelly’s (2000) explanation,
reticence is “when people avoid communication because they believe it is better to
remain silent than to risk appearing foolish” (p. 168). An individual who is reticent is one
who “engage[s] in chronic silence out of fear of foolishness” (Keaten & Kelly, 2000, p.
168). The concern of looking foolish is not usually a concern of an individual who is
competent and confident in his/her abilities. As a result, one may see a common thread
between reticence and self-efficacy; individuals who have low levels of self-efficacy feel
neither competent nor confident in their abilities; and these abilities could be any number
of things—solving math problems, recalling information, or communicating with others.
The reticent individual may also “conduct an irrational appraisal of a social
situation…underestimate potential rewards and overestimate potential punishments”
(Keaten & Kelly, 2000, p. 169). The inaccurate appraisal of a situation is the second
common thread between reticence and self-efficacy, as individuals with low levels of
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self-efficacy tend to believe things are harder than what they really are. Because the
reticent person decides whether or not to communicate based on their perception of what
they stand to gain or lose (and those gains or losses are under and over-estimated), the
individual believes it is better to remain silent than take the risk of looking foolish.
Those who have low levels of self-efficacy may also exhibit this cautionary behavior;
students with low self-efficacy may not be sure they know the correct answer to the
question the teacher is asking, so they won’t say anything at all. Uncertainty of how their
comments in class will be received or perceived, prompts them to remain silent. Doubtful
that they will survive the embarrassment of confessing they don’t understand course
material, they remain silent. Not only does self-efficacy go hand in hand with reticence,
one could argue that in many cases, it causes reticent behavior. The next relationship
between self-efficacy and CA involves the emotions. Figure 3 illustrates the similarities
between self-efficacy and communication apprehension.

Self-Efficacy

Communication
Apprehension

Low levels are
accompanied by
fear or anxiety of
task

Fear or anxiety of
having to
communicate

Determines length
of task
perseverance

Fear prompts
avoidances of
communication

Figure 3. Similarities Between Self-Efficacy and Communication Apprehension
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Self-efficacy and communication apprehension. Communication apprehension is
an emotion—the fear or anxiety aroused by the thought of having to communicate with
others. Low levels of self-efficacy are naturally accompanied by emotions such as fear or
angst because the level of self-efficacy determines how long a person will persevere and
how strong he/she will be when facing opposition or difficulty. Giving up a difficult task
or weakening in adverse situations are accompanied by emotions of fear or anxiety, and it
is the presence of such emotions that makes self-efficacy a contributor of CA.
Social Self-Efficacy
The social construct of self-efficacy is based on Bandura’s self-efficacy theory
applied to social situations. Guadiano and Herbert (2003) define social self-efficacy as “a
feeling of confidence in being able to convey a favorable impression to others” (p. 537).
Individuals who have little to no social self-efficacy may actually develop a fear of social
situations, and this fear is called social anxiety disorder (SAD).
Social anxiety disorder centers around a “fear of negative evaluation by others in
one or more social or performance situations” (Gaudiano & Herbert, 2003, p. 538).
Research (Leary & Atherton, 1986; Maddux, Norton, & Leary, 1988; Schwarzer &
Jerusalem, 1992; and Wheeler & Ladd, 1982) has found correlations between selfefficacy and social anxiety, but self-focus has been explained at the link between the two.
Schwarzer and Jerusalem (1992) define self-focus as occurring when individuals believe
they are being observed and evaluated by others, indicating that individuals with low selfefficacy exhibit high public self-awareness. Consequently, this heightened self-awareness
causes them to dwell on their deficiencies, envision failures, and anticipate negative
consequences.
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Social self-efficacy and shyness. Individuals who (a) have little to no social selfefficacy, (b) display a fear of social situations, and (c) believe people are constantly
watching and evaluating them are usually labeled as being shy. Figure 4 illustrates
similarities between low social self-efficacy and shyness.

Low Social
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fear of social
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belief that people
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evaluating

embarrassment
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attention

Figure 4. Similarities Between Social Self-Efficacy and Shyness

Aron et al. explains that “shyness is the fear of social disapproval or humiliation”
(as cited in Cain, 2012, p.12). Some people who are shy prefer solitude to social
situations due to their lack self-confidence. They do not believe they have the ability to
make positive impressions on others. Some shy people have inadequate social skills.
Some people are considered shy because they become embarrassed when they receive
attention. This discomfort when receiving attention is the self-focus Schwarzer and
Jerusalem (1992) wrote about. Being the center of attention causes the shy person to
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experience heightened levels of self-awareness. They become extremely aware of what
they do or don’t do, what they know or don’t know, what they have or don’t have; all of
this leads to their having visions of failure, visions of social disapproval, and visions of
humiliation; therefore, stimulating an unwillingness to communicate (see Figure 5).

Social SelfEfficacy

Unwillingness to
Communicate

grounded in fear

prompted by fear
and distrust

grounded in
imagined failure

prompted by
perceived failure

grounded in
personal
deficiencies

prompted by lack
of communication
skills

Figure 5. Similarities in the Sources of Social Self-Efficacy and Unwillingess to
Communicate

Social self-efficacy and unwillingness to communicate. Social self-efficacy is a
feeling and more often than not, behavior is prompted by feelings. Such is true about the
behavior of unwillingness to communicate and social self-efficacy. As previously
mentioned, social self-efficacy centers around fear, envisioned or imagined failure, and
personal deficiencies. One’s unwillingness to communicate (or avoid communication) is
also prompted by feelings of fear and distrust, perceived failure, and lack of
communication skills (Kelly, 1982). As Kagan said to Susan Cain (2012), “Every
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behavior has more than one cause” (p. 107). Because identifying individual causes of
communication apprehension would prove to be an inestimable task, identifying related
factors that may influence or contribute to an individual’s level of CA was more
probable.

Figure 6. Relationship Between Communication Avoidance and Self-Efficacy
and Social Self-Efficacy

A review of the self-efficacy and social self-efficacy theories from the field of
psychology provided a parallel connection to the four major constructs of communication
avoidance research. This connection is significant because all theories and constructs
discussed in this literature review influence classroom interactions, social interactions,
and interpersonal communication with both teachers and peers—all of which are vital to
one’s success in the college environment.
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Effects of Communication Apprehension on College Success
Communication apprehension is the anxiety one experiences when facing
communication with others. This anxiety causes many apprehensive individuals to have a
desire to avoid communication. While an extensive body of research exists on CA, there
is a body of research that focuses on classroom communication apprehension (CCA),
which is CA within the specific context of the classroom Both bodies of research explain
how highly apprehensive students are at a disadvantage in the American college
classroom (Jaasma, 1997).
CA and its related avoidance behaviors can affect a college student’s life. In this
section, I will discuss the effects of CA on academic success in the classroom, and
because success in college also depends a great deal on social networks with teachers,
staff, and classmates, I will also discuss the effects of CA on communication outside of
the classroom.
Inside the Classroom
A student’s level of CA influences almost every decision made—from what
classes to take to where to sit in the classroom14. Whereas students with low levels of
apprehension may prefer small classes that would allow interaction with the professor
and other students, the students with high levels of apprehension prefer large, lecturebased classes conducive to listening, taking notes, and minimal interaction (Richmond,
2009). Moreover, not only do high CA students tend to drop classes that require
interaction with the teacher and students, they will also avoid interacting with teachers

14

Students with high levels of classroom communication apprehension prefer to sit in rows where
they are less noticeable (Neer, 1990).
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who might suggest assistance for their communication avoidance (Jordan & Powers,
2007)
In the American college classroom, participating in class activities is one factor
that contributes to student success and is recognized as an important skill (Jaasma, 1997).
Smith related student participation to critical thinking, and Nadler & Nadler relate it to
academic achievement and overall learning (as cited in Jaasma, 1997). Students who are
highly apprehensive tend to behave in ways that distance them from the learning process.
Students who participated in a study conducted by Bowers et al (1986)15 reported that
they (a) did not ask questions during class or preferred to wait until class was over to ask
the professor to ask questions (b) made themselves inconspicuous, (c) skipped class, (d)
dropped courses necessary to graduate, (e) experienced depression, and (f) failed to learn
information taught. It is reasonable that students exhibiting the first five behaviors listed
would ultimately fail to learn course information, but also contributing to the failure to
learn course information is the aversion to studying. Brophy asserted that “students
would not be motivated to learn when anxious or in anxiety producing classrooms” (as
cited in Frymier, 1993, p. 13), and Frymeier’s study (1993) reported that “students with
high CA may not expect to do as well on a task…and therefore not be as motivated to
study for a class” (p. 14).
Classrooms/courses tend to revolve around three main forms of communication—
questioning, feedback, and evaluation. Question and answer sessions during class help
students understand and apply concepts that are being discussed (McCroskey &
Andersen, 1976), but students with high levels of CA do not raise their hands to ask
15

The other researchers (referred to as 36C:099) are a total of 24 students in a communication
research methods class who conducted a telephone survey of 402 University of Iowa students about their
experiences with classroom communication apprehension.
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questions, wait for others to ask a question, and feel uncomfortable when asked a
question by the teacher (Neer, 1990).
Many teachers rely on student feedback to determine when to move on to the next
concept. When information is being covered too quickly, students offer either verbal or
nonverbal feedback that informs the teacher the pace is too fast or something needs to be
repeated or explained in a different way. Students also communicate when they
understand and are ready to move on to the next block of instruction. High CA students
do not offer such feedback (McCroskey & Andersen, 1976), so it is possible that the
content pace could be too fast for the student to follow; thus, leaving the student without
a clear understanding of course content and an unsuspecting teacher.
Students are always encouraged to communicate with their teachers in a variety of
ways. Before e-email, catching a professor before or after class was the norm, office
hours became vital information, and students had to communicate with their teachers
either face-to-face or by telephone. Such direct interpersonal communication does allow
provisions for reticence. Reticence is defined as: “When people avoid communication
because they believe it is better to remain silent than to risk appearing foolish” (Keaten &
Kelly, 2000, p. 168). Kelly, Keaten, and Finch (2004) found reticent students visited
faculty at their offices less than non-reticent students. Now, students have more ways to
communicate with their teachers than ever before—email, message board (online
classes), and other computer mediated communication (CMC) forms.
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It seems reticent students prefer asynchronous16 channels to communicate with
faculty, as asynchronous communication allows time for thinking, planning, and editing
of information, whereas synchronous17 channels require spontaneous and unrehearsed
communication. According to Kelly, et al. (2004), reticent students were more
comfortable using e-mail rather than face-to-face communication to interact with faculty.
Such avoidant behavior is also demonstrated outside of the classroom.
Outside the Classroom
While students—highly apprehensive or not—may not look forward to spending
time with their professors, they do desire to make friends and date. Socializing is a major
aspect of the college experience in which most students seek to partake. As I discussed
earlier, communication apprehension is the fear of communicating with others, and
reticence is the behavior of avoiding communication with others. It is reasonable to
believe that one’s fear drives one’s behavior. In the social context, this can be detrimental
to the social life of a highly apprehensive college student.
In a study conducted to investigate the social interactions of low and high
apprehensive students, individuals who have high levels of CA talk less and tend to
choose more remote housing and seating. High CA students who rode university
transportation between campuses daily were less likely to engage in interaction with peer
strangers in the college environment (McCroskey & Sheahan, 1978)18. This has

16

Asynchronous channels of communication (e.g., email, writing a note, bulletin board) send
communication in one direction at a time.
17

Synchronous channels of communication (e.g., face-to-face, phone, chatrooms) take place in
“real time” or at the same time.
18

The study involved 71 students (34 low apprehensive and 37 high apprehensive) enrolled in a
basic communication course at West Virginia University. Approximately 34% were freshmen, 49%
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important implications for high CA students who sit beside peer strangers in class on a
weekly basis and avoid interaction with them even if the peer stranger can assist them in
the class such as study groups, note sharing, and tutoring.
McCroskey and Sheahan (1978) also reported that “high communication
apprehensive, as compared to lows, were found to interact less with peer stangers, to be
less likely to accept a blind date, and to have fewer dates…” (p.42). Colby, Hopf, and
Ayres (1993) reported high apprehensives were considered less trustworthy, less
attractive both physically and socially. Students who are highly communicative
apprehensive are less likely to become involved with campus activities, as doing so
requires social interaction.
Friendship requires communication—disclosive communication, even. Those who
avoid communication also find developing friendships difficult. This is not to say that
apprehensive people don’t have friends; they just don’t have many of them. The high CA
student is likely to have one or two friend to which they cling tightly (Richmond, 2009).
Long-lasting friendships are difficult for the high CA to develop and maintain because
those friendships involve intimate levels of self-disclosure, and Burgoon says high CA
individuals engage in less information giving and seeking (as cited in Daly, Caughlin, &
Stafford, 2009).
Quiet, apprehensive, or reticent students have a desire to date just as those without
communication avoidance fears and/or behaviors. It seems, however, that more outgoing,
less apprehensive and less reticent people date twice as much as their counterparts
(Richmond, 2009). Because highly apprehensive individuals fear communicating with

sophomores, 11% juniors, and 6% seniors. The possible influence of race or ethnicity is undeterminable, as
the race/ethnicity of participants was not disclosed.
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strangers, they limit themselves to interacting with people with which they are already
acquainted. This type of selective dating or socializing leads the high apprehensive to be
in an exclusive relationship and “hang onto [the person] for dear life” (Richmond, 2009,
p. 229). When relationships end, the high CA individual is devastated and may
experience depression, while a low CA individual will “get back out there” and find
someone new.
Not “getting back out there” right away may lead to long bouts of loneliness, and
loneliness is associated with interpersonal communication apprehension and shyness
(Richmond, 2009). Because social contexts— interactive classrooms, campus activities,
and student organizations—require communication, the quiet or apprehensive person is
often left out. Not only are they left out because they find it difficult to approach new
people, but also because quiet or apprehensive people are viewed less favorably by others
(Roach, 1999).
The college experience is based on communication—in the classroom to facilitate
learning, with faculty for instruction and guidance, and with peers for help and
camaraderie, and. If students with high levels of CA are uncomfortable communicating in
any of these capacities, it makes sense that high CA students have less positive attitudes
towards the college environment (McCroskey & Sheahan, 1978).
It appears that high CA students tend to have three characteristics which,
regardless of the learning situation, put students with high levels of CA at a severe
disadvantage—socially and academically: (a) the desire and ability to exist in a nonverbal
environment, (b) low levels of self-efficacy (and social self-efficacy), and (c) low levels
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of academic performance. Another group of college students share the same
characteristics as the high CA students—the first generation college student.
First Generation College Students (FGCS)
American businessman Harvey S. Firestone said, “the way of the pioneer is
always rough” (ThinkExist.com Quotations, n.d.). The same is true for students who are
the first in their families to attend a four-year postsecondary institution. Students who
have to navigate the terrain of college with little to no guidance from their parents or
guardians face unlikely odds of success due to a number of effects caused by being the
first in the family to attend college. This section of the literature review will define the
term first generation college student as well as outline the contributing factors of attrition
of FGCS.
Definition of FGCS
Some scholars (Collier & Morgan, 2007; Ishitani, 2003) who have studied FGCS
have used some version of the following definition: “a college or university student from
a family where no parent or guardian has earned a baccalaureate degree” (Pike & Kuh,
2005, p. 277). While the exact wording may vary (parents did not graduate, parents do
not have or did not complete college degrees), the operational definition remains the
same and is problematic. The term “second-generation student” is used to refer to
students whose parents or guardians earned at least one baccalaureate degree (Pike &
Kuh, 2005, p. 277). Chen (2005) defines FGCS as “students who are the first in their
families to attend college” (p. iii). Tym, McMillion, Barone, and Webster (2004) cites
FGCS as “students whose parents did not attend college” (p.1). The U.S. Department of
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Education (1998) defines FGCS as “students whose parents never enrolled in
postsecondary education” (p. v).
Because the variations of the definition of FGCS can be confusing and lead to
erroneous conclusions about the influence parents with varying levels of degrees or
degree completion may have on their children’s academic success, this study will define
FGCS as “a college or university student from a family where no parent or guardian has
attended an institution of higher learning with technical and/or vocational schools
excluded.” This definition of FGCS provides clear parameters for choosing participants,
and prevents one from discounting the influence of one or both parents’ two-year degree
or incomplete four-year degree on the students’ college success. In addition to parental
education, five other factors contribute to the college attrition of the FGCS—low
socioeconomic status, pre-college characteristics, lack of financial support, lack of social
support, and lack of emotional support (see Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Contributing Factors of FGCS College Attrition
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Contributing Factors of FGCS Attrition
As Firestone’s quote indicates, being the first to do something brings about its
own challenges. The challenges that FGCS experience are often the cause of their failure
to complete the requirements of a college degree. The difficulty that FGCS face is the
transition into an unfamiliar culture (and usually with no guide to help them). The
traditional college and university culture is one that is conducive to those who come from
a high socioeconomic status; those who come from a low socioeconomic status are at a
great disadvantage—academically, financially, socially, and emotionally (see Figure 8).

Figure 8. Low Socioeconomic Status Contributes to College Attrition

Low Socioeconomic Status
Though there is no concrete definition of socioeconomic status (SES), there is a
connection between education and income. Researchers tend to adjust the components of
the term socioeconomic status according to their research. In some cases, the focus is
placed on social class as a way to categorize people based on “levels of education,
income, occupational status, and housing” (Bornstein, 2002, p. 234). In other cases, SES
has been regarded as one’s occupation or education; in other cases, it has been regarded
as one’s occupation and education. The Hollingshead’s Four Factor Index of Social
Status is more accurate for this research, as it uses both the maternal and paternal
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occupation and education to establish one’s social status (Bornstein, 2002). Families with
higher incomes are likely to be parents with higher levels of educational attainment,
while low-income families have parents with low education attainment. This relationship
between education and income has not always been the case. According to Carnevale and
Rose (2003)19, there was a time (post World War II), when blue collar, union jobs
allowed families to live in a decent neighborhood with decent schools and forms of social
capital like libraries and upwardly mobile neighbors. Even though the parents had less,
these students were able to attend college. Also during this period were parents with high
levels of education with less income. Carnevale and Rose (2003) cite school teachers as
an example of such families—where the parents were highly educated but made less
money and the children were still expected to attend college regardless of the family’s
income.
The inclusion of SES as a contributing factor to the attrition of FGCS allows for
the identification of the types of resources in which FGCS are often deficient: (a)
financial capital, or the ability to buy the things children need, (b) human capital, or the
ability to communicate high academic aspirations and concrete help in achieving those
aspirations, and (c) social capital, or the ability of parents to provide connections to the
larger community” (Bornstein, 2002, p.234). The lack of these resources often influences
pre-college characteristics (see Figure 9).

19

Carnevale and Rose investigated socioeconomic status, race/ethnicity and selective college
admissions.
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Figure 9. Pre-college Characteristics Contribute to College Attrition

Pre-College Characteristics
Parents of FGCS often have limited financial and social capital; they do not
always have the resources needed to prepare their children for college before high school
graduation (Oldfield, 2009). Pre-college characteristics such as grade point average and
standardized test scores seem to be the most documented causes of attrition. It is
important to note that FGCS tended to have lower SAT scores and lower high school
GPAs (Riehl, 1994).
The results of a study conducted by the College Board20 in conjunction with the
National Student Clearinghouse21 revealed that FGCS “were, by every measure, less
likely than their peers to finish college” (Glenn, 2008). The measures include four-year

20

The College Board is a not-for-profit association of more than 5,900 colleges, universities and schools
that works with middle schools, high schools, community colleges, four-year colleges, policymakers and
state education agencies to improve access to and readiness for higher education
(http://about.collegeboard.org/who).

21

The National Student Clearinghouse is “the leading provider of educational reporting, verification and
research on behalf of its participating institutions to the nation's colleges and high schools, student lending
community, the Department of Education, state and other educational agencies, students and alumni, and
thousands of employers and other organizations” (http://www.studentclearinghouse.org/about/).
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college graduation rates, graduation rates of students who attended highly rigorous high
school coursework, SAT scores, and high school GPAs (see Table 1).

Table 1
Graduation Rate Gaps of FGCS and non-FGCS in 2007 SAT Cohort of 866,100 Non-first
Generation and 471,000 First Generation College Students.
Persistent Gap: Graduation Rate of First-Generation cf. Non First-Generation
Status
Graduation rate in 4-year institutions
First-Gen
Non First-Gen

44.9%
59%
High School offering rigorous course work

First-Gen
Non First-Gen

58.6%
69.3%
SAT=1500 or higher
First-Gen
65.1%
Non First-Gen
72.7%
HS GPA 4.0 or higher
First-Gen
63.6%
Non First-Gen
71.6%
Note. From the Role of Philanthropy: Focus on first generation college students.
Retrieved Dec 3, 2010, from
http://www.cic.edu/projects_services/walmart_resources/Gilliard_plenary.pdf.

Lee, Reeves, Wiley, and Wyatt (2008) gathered information in table 1 from a
2007 SAT® Cohort that was comprised of college bound students who took the SAT
Reasoning Test™ any time before high school graduation in 2007 .The information came
from student responses to the SAT® Questionaire. First generation students were defined
as “students whose highest level of parental education for both parents is less than an
associates degree” (Lee et al., 2008). There were a total of 471,400 first generation and
866,100 non- first generation students who participated in the 2007 cohort. Of the first
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generation college students 58% were female and 42% were male. Female students
accounted for 52% of the non-first generation college students and 48% were male.
For each of the measures, the statistics for the FGCS are lower than that of the
non-FGCS. Of particular interest are the SAT scores and high school GPAs. Sixty-five
percent of FGCS scored 1,500 and higher on the SAT, while 72.7% of the non-FGCS
scored the same. Almost 64% of FGCS attained 4.0 GPAs, while almost 72% of nonFGCS did the same.
While these statistics are not hopeless when studied alone and not in comparison
to non-FGCS, these figures do reveal a gap that has serious implications. What should be
carefully considered is the residential patterns of public schools in particularly urban
cities such as Memphis. Carnevale and Rose (2003) explain that “ students with high SES
tend to go to high schools that are more successful in providing access to college,
especially highly selective colleges” (p. 34). Even within the high schools, there is
segregation among the students, as students with low SES are less likely to take the more
rigorous college preparatory (or college track) curriculum. When high- and low-SES
students are separated, the effects of positive peer pressure (pressure to succeed) are
reduced (Carnevale & Rose, 2003).
The difference in graduation rates in four-year institutions of FGCS and nonFGCS are significantly different. The difference in these students is more than parents
having a college degree, as many FGCS have high scholastic aptitude and do well on
standardized college entrance exams. Much of what hinders FGCS college success is
what happens or fails to happen while they are enrolled.
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The low SES of many FGCS causes a lack of resources: (a) financial capital, or
the ability to buy the things children need, (b) human capital, or the ability to
communicate high academic aspirations and concrete help in achieving those aspirations,
and (c) social capital, or the ability of parents to provide connections to the larger
community” (Bornstein, 2002, p. 234). Higher education is a culture; it has its own set of
acceptable behavior, language, knowledge, and traditions/customs. In addition to the
financial capital, human capital, and social capital that Bornstein discussed, students also
need “culture capital” as defined by Kenneth Oldfield (2009). “Culture capital is the
knowledge, skills, education, and other advantages a person has that make the
educational system a comfortable, familiar environment in which he or she can succeed
easily” (Oldfield, 2009, p. 59). It is because FGCS arrive at the college campus without
culture capital that makes success for them so difficult. Many FGCS do not understand
that college “require[s] much more from them than just getting good [grades]” (Oldfield,
2009, p. 60). FGCS from low-SES backgrounds need support and a lot of it. The lack of
financial support, social support, and emotional support also contribute most to FGCS
attrition (see Figure 10) .
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Figure 10. Lack of Financial Support Contributes to College Attrition

Lack of Financial Support
Because FGCS tend to come from lower-income homes/families, the lack of
financial support from family members is also a logical cause of attrition (Herndon &
Hirt, 2004). Money stresses FGCS more than non-FGCS students, as they have less
knowledge of how to apply for financial assistance. In a case study of FGCS at a small,
liberal arts college, Paulsen and Griswold (2009) found that students who were selfidentified as middle or upper class were 75% more likely to receive help from their
parents when completing financial aid paperwork than the students who were selfidentifies as lower class.
LaKresha Graham (2011), an assistant professor who was a first generation
college student reflected on her experience of filling out the Free Application for Federal
Student Aid (FAFSA) for the first time:
I had to complete the form to afford college. Completing the FAFSA was
complicated, to say the least. Students needed to college documentation before
filling out the application (W-2 forms, bank statements, and any other income
forms). Figuring out the necessary information for some questions was hard,
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especially for a 17-year old who had not yet filed taxes. Many questions asked
about gross income, savings, and investments. Then I had my own questions.
Should I only include my mother’s income, or add the income from my part-time
job? How do I show on the form that there are two separate incomes? I felt
pressured to make everything perfect and kept thinking about if I would be able to
even afford college…later we would receive a form that included our Expected
Family Contribution (EFC). From this we would know how much my family
would have to pay for college…I felt so much pressure, hoping that number was
as close to zero as possible. (p. 35)
In addition to not getting assistance completed paperwork necessary for financial
aid, the financial aid calculations did not allow the possibility that (a) some parents
cannot make any contributions to the students education (listed as parental contributions)
and (b) that students may actually be supporting their parents and family (Paulsen &
Griswold, 2009).
Since FGCS are unfamiliar with the financial aid system and try to complete
financial aid paperwork unassisted, many of them are unable to clearly communicate
what they need. Paulsen and Griswold (2009) also found that FGCS students were
hesitant to explain to administrators and counselors their situations and ask for help out of
embarrassment. Even though many FGCS receive financial aid, in most cases, it is not
enough on which to survive, so they turn to working both on-campus (as work-study or
student workers) and off-campus. One student interviewed by Paulsen and Griswold
(2009) reported that financial aid counselors recommended getting another job on
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campus (in addition the two the student already had) to make up for the $6,000 reduction
in the student’s scholarship.
Although they have a greater financial need, FGCS receive a little more than nonFGCS. Even when a loan is considered, the students still fall over $3,000 short ($6,000 if
loans are not considered) (Engle & Tinto, 2008, p. 22). To make up the difference, the
student would need to work 20 hours a week at a minimum wage job in addition to the
hours they were already working,22 as it was likely calculated into the financial aid
eligibility (Engle & Tinto, 2008, p.22). When students turn to working multiple jobs
(whether on- or off-campus), their academic progress suffers. Even when students
manage to clear the financial aid hurdle, they still have to adjust to the social expectations
of the academic culture (see Figure 11).

Figure 11. Lack of Social Support Contributes to College
attrition

22

“Higher proportions of FGCS than their peers worked 20+hours per week in their final year of
high school (HERI, 2007).
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Lack of Social Support
When Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor was encouraged to attend
Princeton by a childhood friend, she was warned, “…Social isolation is going to be a
part of your experience, and you have to have the strength of character to get through
that” (as cited in Housel & Harvey, 2009, p. 15). Surviving the social challenges of the
college culture can be just as demanding (if not more) than making good grades
(Oldfield, 2009). FGCS are certainly in need of social support as described by Cutrona
and Russell, “ behaviors that provide information and assistance during times of stress,
thus giving one a sense of belonging” (as cited in Rester & Franklin, p.3).
FGCS who come from low income backgrounds often come from a culture that
has an established network of trust, solidarity, loyalty, and reciprocity. Oftentimes, this
network does not coincide with that of the college culture. The networks of the low SES
work to ensure success in the SES environments; they are not as advantageous in the
college setting (Johnson, 2009). Many FGCS feel marginalized in the academic settings
because they lack the social or cultural capital they need in order to exist in their new
environment. Lubrano said these students have to “navigate the unwritten social rules of
their peers, professors, and academic administrators, many of whom come from middleand upper-class backgrounds (as cited in Housel & Harvey, 2011, p. 7).
Because FGCS mainly come from low SES families, and 75% of those who live
in low SES neighborhoods are racial or ethnic minorities (Carnevale & Rose, 2003),
some may assume that students’ feelings of being marginalized are issues of race, and
that may be true for some FGCS attending certain schools in certain regions. The findings
of a study conducted by Neville et al. (2004) on race-related stressors in Black students
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attending predominantly white institutions reported that African American students were
impacted most by race-related stressors such as, “insensitive attitudes towards Black
students,” (p. 606). The students were reported to be impacted by social stress, more
specifically interpersonal issues such as “loneliness” (p. 606).
Class issues seemingly transcend race issues in the academic settings, as many
white FGCS who attend predominantly white colleges feel marginalized as well. Saldaña,
in a study of 270 first-year students, found a strong correlation between students’ SES
and their stress levels (as cited in Langhout et al., 2007).
Langhout et al. (2007) define classism as “a type of discrimination” whereby
“people occupying lower social class levels are treated in ways that exclude, devalue,
discount, and separate them” (p. 145). Lawless (2009) explains that the maltreatment of
FGCS of low-SES can be observed in a variety of ways: (a) stereotypical narratives
shared in classrooms about the lower- and working-class, (b) organizational
rules/structures prohibit participation because of additional fees or hours that conflict
with a work schedule (c) separation of students that affords students with money more
opportunities (d) rude or hostile behavior towards students of low SES (e) dismissal of
students financial concerns (especially when relating to books and class supplies) and (f)
exclusion of students to events (e.g., galas, lectures, dinners) because of their low-SES.
When Hillary Rodham Clinton’s parents dropped her off at Wellesley College,
she felt “‘lonely, overwhelmed, and out of place’ among students who attended private
boarding schools, traveled abroad, and spoke other languages” (Housel & Harvey, 2009,
p. 16). Clinton and Sotomayor’s recollections are examples of the social isolation that
FGCS face regardless of race. Facing a new culture that causes “discomfort and
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uneasiness of not fitting in and of the daily reminders of [they] belong on the social
ladder” is not easy (Johnson, 2009, p. 128). Just as FGCS need social support that will
help them feel welcome, they also need emotional support (see Figure 12).

Figure 12. Lack of Emotional Support Contributes to College Attrition

Lack of Emotional Support
In 2007, Saenz, Hurtado, Barrera, Wolf, and Yeung authored a report of data
collected between 1971 and 2005 on first-generation and non-first-generation college
students. Saenz reported that 47% of FGCS reported parental encouragement compared
to 43% of non-FGCS. The family dynamics, academic and financial stress, and social
isolation all cause a strong need for emotional support. Emotional support can be defined
as “support individuals receive during periods of stress” (Herndon & Hirt, 2004, p.490).
Stress is expected in first-year students; FGCS would be even more stressed if they
cannot share their concerns with parents who can relate and understand Rester and
Franklin’s (2011) explains emotional support as “attentive listening and expressions of
sympathy, affection, and encouragement” (p. 4). Such emotional support communicates
care and concern and aims to decrease unpleasant feelings, such as anxiety or
unhappiness (Rester & Franklin, 2011).
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Although some family members may support the students’ educational
aspirations, the student stands to be ridiculed if he/she appears to change as a result of
education. The student struggles to maintain his/her original role when at home and their
new role that had developed at college (Orbe, 2008), making identity negotiation another
cause for emotional support.
FGCS want to succeed at college but are encumbered by hardships over which
they have no control. While many FGCS go on to experience college success, many do
not and reverse transfer or abandon education aspirations altogether. Much research has
been conducted on FGCS in attempts to build a complete profile of such a student, but
none of the profiles include communication competencies and anxieties. High levels of
CA may be an important, yet overlooked, factor in the attrition rates of FGCS.
Students with high levels of CA seem fated to fail at a four-year
college/university and reverse transfer to smaller schools or dropout of out college
completely. FGCS also seem to fall victim to the same fate—either reverse transferring or
dropping out of college. These two disadvantages (high CA and being the first in one’s
family) lead students to the same place—dropping out of a four-year institution.
The Study of Communication Apprehension in FGCS
Although research investigating the relationship between the impact of being a
FGCS and the impact of being highly apprehensive is insufficient, it is not a novel idea.
Francis and Miller (2008) conducted a study designed to answer the following questions:
1) What are the communication-apprehension levels of first-generation college
students in a case study community college?
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2) What strategies do first-generation college students have for lowering
communication apprehension levels?
Francis and Miller (2008) used the PRCA-24 to measure the CA of the FGCS at
Northwest Arkansas Community College (NWACC) and found FGCS “were
apprehensive with their oral communication” (p.44). The PRCA-24 measures
apprehension in four communication contexts—group, meeting, dyad, and public.
Francis and Miller found FGCS to be “high within the public speaking context on the
PRCA-24” (p. 44). The scores did not show high apprehension in the other contexts.
This could be explained by the demographic nature of the students. In 2006, the majority
of the 5,732 students were part-time and continuing students. Thirty-five percent of that
population was FGCS, while more than 80% of the students at NWACC are Caucasian.
Students might have felt comfortable communicating with students who are like
themselves.
The researchers offered recommendations for helping FGCS at 2-year institutions
“alleviate their high levels of CA,” but there is no data that indicates the FGCS are more
apprehensive than non-FGCS. The recommendations are also suitable for non-FGCS
who are highly apprehensive in the public speaking communication context.
These two paths of research—communication apprehension and first-generation
college students—are wide and well worn. They run parallel to each other, as the paths
for both kinds of students tend to lead to an unsuccessful college experience.
Communication apprehension has been researched for over 40 years. Other related
constructs of communication avoidance have been researched for just long. Individuals
who are highly apprehensive have been investigated, observed, profiled, and described.
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They have been tracked and many aspects of their lives studied so that we can know more
about them.
First-generation college students have been researched for decades as well. This
group of students has been profiled and described by both scholars and private
organizations. Their success (or lack of) has been tracked from the first time they took the
SAT exam to college graduation. The research on FGCS establishes two issues. First, the
literature establishes the need for a universal definition for the term first-generation
college student, as various definitions overlook various levels of a parent’s education that
may influence a student’s academic success and yield a possibly distorted view of FGCS
and their families.
Second, the literature provides factors by which FGCS success can be predicted,
such as socioeconomic status, the kind and amount of support they receive, or GPAs and
standardized test scores. Research specifies how individuals of low-socioeconomic
backgrounds are disadvantaged by their parents’ lack of education and income and how
they struggle to adjust in a culture foreign to them. The research all corroborates the
hardships FGCS face when going to college and the types of support they need from
family, friends, faculty, and administration in order to have a fighting chance at college
success. There is no research, however, on how these students communicate once they
arrive in the classroom on the college campus.
The paths of CA research and FGCS research both run in the same direction—
toward and away from success in college, but they are not connected. FGCS are just as
likely to have inherited trait communication apprehension as non-FGCS. But it would
seem that FGCS are just as or more likely to have had experiences that prompt situational
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communication avoidance than non-FGCS. This is the research that is missing. If FGCS
lack the social or culture capital that allows them to communicate in the academic
community, it seems probable that they would be predisposed to communication
avoidance more than their counterparts?
Francis and Miller (2008) look to be the pioneers in trying to bridge the paths
together, but two scholars alone cannot bridge the gap. More research is needed.
Communication avoidance constructs need to be investigated in FGCS independently of
each other. Such research may provide more personal information about these students
who have chosen to be pioneers in higher education, rather than simply contribute to a
profile. Data from such research could possibly provide additional support for institutions
that are designing and implementing programs for FGCS.
Because the markers or indicators for college attrition along both of these paths
are the same, it seems likely that a connection between the two paths exists somewhere. It
is this connection that I attempt to find in this research.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Overview
This study seeks to investigate experiences of first generation college students
(FGCS) and students with high levels of communication apprehension (CA) at the
University of Memphis as well as compare the apprehension levels of FGCS and nonFGCS. A combination of research methods were employed in order to answer the
following research questions:
RQ1: What are the experiences of FGCS with high levels of CA at the University
of Memphis?
RQ2: How do the experiences of FGCS at the University of Memphis compare to
the experiences of non-FGCS at the University of Memphis?
RQ3: Do FGCS experience higher levels of CA than non-FGCS?
In this overview, I will describe the qualitative, quantitative, and mixed research
methods chosen and explain each method’s contribution to the overall investigation.
Qualitative Research Methodology
In the eighth edition of Practical Research: Planning and Design, Leedy and
Ormrod (2005) wrote:
To answer some research questions, we cannot skim across the surface. We must
dig deep to get a complete understanding of the phenomenon we are studying. In
qualitative research, we do indeed dig deep. We collect numerous forms of data
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and examine them from various angles to construct a rich and meaningful picture
of a complex, multifaceted situation. (p. 133)
Leedy and Ormrod (2005) note that qualitative research investigates phenomena
that occur in “real life” situations and helps to reveal insight from a variety of
perspectives. Little is known about communication apprehension in first generation
college students, making the topic ripe for qualitative research, as qualitative methods
often help researchers identify a focus or “define what is important” (p. 134).
In 1994, Miles and Huberman published a second edition of their textbook
Qualitative Data Analysis: An Expanded Sourcebook. The textbook was written for
“practicing researchers” and has been used as a “sourcebook” for the experienced
scholars as well as the “beginning researcher” working with qualitative data (p.3).Miles
and Huberman (1994) explain qualitative data as:
a source of well-grounded, rich descriptions and explanations of processes in
identifiable local contexts. With qualitative data one can preserve chronological
flow, see precisely which events led to which consequences, and derive fruitful
explanations. Then, too, good qualitative data are more likely to lead to
serendipitous findings and to new integrations; they help researchers to get
beyond initial conceptions and to generate or revise conceptual frameworks.
Finally, the findings from qualitative studies have a quality of “undeniability.”
Words, especially organized into incidents or stories, have a concrete, vivid,
meaningful flavor that often proves far more convincing to a reader—another
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researcher, a policymaker, a practitioner—than pages of summarized numbers.
(p.1)
Creswell (2007) outlined five qualitative approaches to inquiry: (a) narrative
research: an expression lived and told stories of individuals’ experiences), (b)
phenomenology: a description of what someone experienced and how they experienced
it), (c) grounded theory: the generating or discovery of a theory (d) ethnography: the
study of an entire cultural group, and (e) case studies: the study of one or more cases.
While a case study would allow me to interview and observe participants and provide a
detailed description of the multiple students’ situations, I wanted to go further than a
description. Because I wanted to understand and convey what classroom interaction is
like for FGCS who have high levels of communication apprehension at a large university
(i.e., how they interact, feel, and make sense of classroom communication), I elected to
take the phenomenological approach1.
Phenomenology
According to Creswell (2007), “a phenomenological study describes the meaning
for several individuals of the lived experiences of a concept or phenomenon” (p.57). The
basic purpose of a phenomenology is to simplify individuals’ experiences to the very
essence (Creswell, 2007). When describing the essence of the phenomenon, the
researcher focuses on “what the participant experiences and how they experienced it” (p.
58). Leedy (2005) explains a phenomenological study as one “that attempts to understand
1

It is my hope that data collected from this study will be conducive to grounded theory research in
the future. Grounded theory research extends beyond descriptive phenomenological data to generate or
discover a theory. It is intended that data from this study will be used in future studies that may lead to the
generation of a theory that will explain the apprehensive behaviors in certain groups of college students at
four-year colleges.
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people’s perceptions, perspectives, and understandings of a particular situation…and tries
to answer the question ‘what is it like to experience such-and-such?’” (p. 139).
My goal was to explore in as much detail as possible how the “participants make
sense” of their status of FGCS and their college experience. The phenomenological
approach fits because it is conducive to my “attempts to explore a personal experience
and is concerned with an individual’s personal perception or account” (Smith & Osborn,
2007, p. 53).
The qualitative part of this study was designed to inquire about what students
think and feel about being a FGCS and/or highly apprehensive student who must
communicate in class and one-on-one with their professors. Mark Orbe’s (2003)
phenomenological study inspired this proposal, as his research ventured into uncharted
territory of learning about the FGCS students rather than about the results of their
experiences2. I attempted to get an in-depth look at the participants’ academic lives from
their points of view and try to understand and convey their reality of being a FGCS who
has high CA, and in some cases may be on brink of dropping out of college. While the
qualitative approach set me on track to answer my research questions about students’
experiences, the quantitative component of this study helped me to answer the question
about communication apprehension levels in FGCS and non-FGCS.
Quantitative Research
While qualitative research is used to answer questions about phenomena,
quantitative research methods are used to investigate relationships between variables so
2

Orbe’s inquiry of 29 African American FGCS provided an understanding on what it is like to be
an African American FGCS in the21st century, discussing four essential themes: going to college, self-talk,
communication with/at home, and communicating on campus.
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that phenomena can be controlled or predicted (Leedy, 2005). Variables are measured
using numerical values and are then submitted to statistical analysis for summary and
interpretation (Gravetter & Forzano, 2012). The quantitative component of this study
sought to identify a relationship between the levels of communication apprehension in
FGCS and non-FGCS, making a descriptive research design an effective strategy. The
objective of descriptive research is to describe variables as they exist; such research can
be done by using the (a) observational design: the researcher obtains a description by
observing behavior, (b) survey design: the researcher obtains a description by using a
survey, or (c) case study design: the researcher obtains a description by studying a single
individual.
In order to answer RQ3 (Do FGCS experience higher levels of CA than nonFGCS?), an assessment measuring the communication apprehension levels needed to be
conducted. The Personal Record of Communication Apprehension-24 (PRCA-24) is a
survey instrument that measures apprehension levels, making survey design a logical
choice for the quantitative component of this study (see Appendix A).
Survey Research Design
According to Gravetter and Forzano (2012), the goal of survey research design is
to obtain an accurate picture of the individuals being studied, as surveys tend to provide
“snapshots” of the group (p. 373). A “snapshot” of students’ communication behavior
was made available by using the self-reporting data collection (survey) technique.
Demographic questions included in the survey served to add to the descriptive “snapshot”
of the participants. Self-report information can be solicited in a number of question
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formats: open-ended, restricted, and rating-scale. The survey research design for this
study consisted of all three formats. Demographic questions were asked in both openended and restricted formats, while the PRCA-24 utilized the rating scale format.
In general, qualitative research methods work to uncover complexities that cannot
be easily measured or duplicated, such as feelings, perspectives, perceptions, and
individual realities. These methods are varied and flexible, providing an ability to
examine complex questions that would be unmanageable by quantitative methods.
Qualitative research methods also allow the exploration of new areas of research and the
generation of new theories.
On the contrary, quantitative research methods seek to explain and predict
phenomena that can be generalized to other people and/or situations. Quantitative
methods can also lead to the discovery of relationships that can generate theory. Although
very different, the methods do not have to be conducted exclusively. As I chose to
investigate the individual experiences of FGCS and students with high levels of CA as
well as the possibility of a relationship between the variables of FGCS and CA, I
combined both methods in this study, making it a mixed methods investigation.
Mixed Methods Research
According to Johnson and Onwuegbuzie (2004), mixed methods research is
formally defined as “the class of research where the researcher mixes or combines
quantitative and qualitative research techniques, methods, approaches, concepts or
language into a single study” (p. 17). By combining methods, the researcher can take
what is learned from one method and incorporate it into the application of another
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method whereby eliciting “new insights into the causes and consequences of beliefs and
behavior” (Axinn & Pearce, 2006, p. 1). An additional significant benefit of combining
research methods is the opportunity to use the strength of one method to offset the
weakness of the other. In tables 2 and 3 the strengths and weakness of quantitative and
qualitative methods are placed side by side for ease of comparison.
The weaknesses of qualitative methods can be balanced by the strengths of the
quantitative methods (see Table 2). Because qualitative data is detailed and generated
from personal experiences and perceptions, it is difficult for researchers to gather data
from a large number of participants and use that data to make quantitative predictions.

Table 2
Weakness of Qualitative Methods and Strengths of Quantitative Methods
Weaknesses of Qualitative Methods
Findings may not generalize to other
people or other settings
Difficult to make quantitative predictions
More difficult to manage large participant
pools
Results are more easily influenced by
researcher’s biases
Note. From Johnson & Christensen, 2003.

Strengths of Quantitative Methods
Findings from random samples of
sufficient size can be generalized
Data can be used to make quantitative
predictions
Useful for studying large numbers of
people
Results are independent of researcher

Also, because of the personal nature of qualitative data, the findings may not be
generalized to other people or settings. Many of weaknesses can be balanced by the
strengths of quantitative methods, as quantitative methods allow findings to be
generalized and used to make predictions when it has been replicated on many different
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populations. Because the results of quantitative studies are relatively independent of the
researcher (e.g., the use of statistical tests), quantitative methods are optimal for studying
large populations.
In contrast, the weaknesses of quantitative methods are balanced by the strengths
of the qualitative methods (see Table 3). In quantitative research, the researcher tends to
focus on data that supports or refutes the hypothesis and may overlook phenomena that
may surface.
Seeing that quantitative research is often conducting using large participant pools,
the knowledge gained from quantitative research may be too general to apply to specific
situations, contexts, and individuals. The explanations of categories and/or theories of
quantitative research can be abstract making it difficult for many to understand the results
of quantitative research in terms of “real life” situations and contexts.
Nevertheless, the strengths of qualitative methods can help counterbalance these
weaknesses, because qualitative research provides flexibility that allows the researcher to
adjust the focus of the study to investigate unexpected phenomena that may surface, as
study participants may raise issues and topics that may not have been considered in the
initial research design (Carr, 1994). Qualitative methods also provide the researcher with
tools needed to describe the phenomena in rich detail and possibly generate a tentative
theory explaining the phenomenon. Qualitative methods are especially conducive to the
investigation of personal and contextual details, which can be used to vividly illustrate a
phenomenon to the readers of the research report.
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Table 3
Weaknesses of Quantitative Methods and Strengths of Qualitative Methods
Weaknesses of Quantitative Methods
Researcher may focus on theory or
hypothesis testing and overlook occurring
phenomena

Knowledge produced may be too abstract
or general to be applied to specific
situations, contexts, and individuals
Researcher’s categories/theories may not
be clearly understood by readers of
research
Note. From Johnson & Christensen, 2003

Strengths of Qualitative Methods
 Researcher is responsive to new
developments in study and may
therefore shift the focus
 Useful for describing complex
phenomena in rich detail as they are
found in local contexts.
 Can also be used to generate
explanatory theory about a
phenomenon.
Enables researcher to identify contextual
and setting factors that relate to the
phenomenon
Individual cases enable researcher to
vividly demonstrate a phenomenon to
readers of research

The complexity of my research problem requires more than “numbers in a
quantitative sense or words in a qualitative sense” (Creswell & Clark, 2007, p. 13). The
principle of mixed methods research is “that the use of the quantitative and qualitative
approaches in combination provides a better understanding of research problems than
either approach alone” (p. 5). Linking both qualitative and quantitative data collection
methods provides me a practical tool to investigate the research questions by using both
numbers and words. By using the mixed methods approach, I am able to confirm or
corroborate the findings from each method, provide richer detail, and possibly provide
fresh insight and initiate new lines of inquiry (Miles & Huberman, 1994). The
quantitative method provides a method by which I can obtain precise results that can be
generalized, while the qualitative method provides data that will allow me to form a rich
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depiction of the phenomenon at hand. By selecting a mixed methods approach, I will be
able to draw on the quantitative characteristics of theory/hypothesis testing and statistical
analysis as well as the discovery and exploration characteristics of the qualitative
approach; thus, providing a more complete story of experiences of FGCS and high CA
students at the University of Memphis.
Study Design
This study was designed to find answers to the following research questions:
RQ1: What are the experiences of FGCS with high levels of CA at the University
of Memphis?
RQ2: How do the experiences of FGCS at the University of Memphis compare to
the experiences of non-FGCS at the University of Memphis?
RQ3: Do FGCS experience higher levels of CA than non-FGCS?
As discussed in the previous section, research questions 1 and 2 were best
investigated using qualitative methods, while research question 3 was best investigated
using quantitative methods. This portion of the methodology chapter will outline the
process in the order by which this study was conducted. First, an outline of the
quantitative method will describe participants and instrumentation. Second, the outline of
qualitative methods will include detailed descriptions of participants and interview
questions.
Quantitative Method
The survey research method was executed first in order to (a) identify FGCS and
non-FGCS, (b) assess communication apprehension, and (c) identify students for the
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qualitative component. After describing the participant selection process, I will describe
the survey instrument.
Participants
With the assistance of the Director of Curriculum and Planning and IT department
at the university, a simple random sample was conducted. A sample selection of 4,319
freshmen and sophomore students at the University of Memphis3received an invitation
via email to complete the survey online. Of the 4,319 students who received the email,
201 students completed the survey4. The demographic information of the 201 survey
participants has been organized by parental education (FGCS or non-FGCS), sex/gender,
and race/ethnicity.

Survey Participants
First
Generation
College
Students
27%

non-First
Generation
College
Students
73%

Figure 13. Study Participants by Parental Education

3

In the fall of 2011, The University of Memphis had a faculty of 4,779 (2,511 full-time and 2,268
part-time). In the spring of 2012 (the time of this study), the student population was 21, 354 (14,183 full
time and 7,171 part-time).
4

Email included an IRB approved letter and consent form. See Appendix C for IRB information.
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Of the 201 survey participants, 147 were non-FGCS, indicating that either or both
parents had attended either a two-year or four-year institution. Fifty-four participants
were FGCS, indicating that neither parent attended a two or four-year institution (see
Figure 13).
Examination of FGCS by sex/gender reveals 13 males and 41 females completed
the survey, while 43 males and 104 females who are non-FGCS completed the survey
(see Table 4). A breakdown of all participants by race/ethnicity reveals 7 Asian students,
49 Black/African-American students, 7 Hispanic/Latino/Spanish students, 1 Native
Hawaiian/Pacific Island student, 126 White students, 11 Bi/Multi-Racial students
completed the survey (see Figure 14). Table 3 lists participants by parental education and
race/ethnicity.

Table 4
Survey Participants by Parental Education and Sex/Gender
First Generation College Students

Non-First Generation College Students

Males

24% (13)

Males

29% (43)

Females

76% (41)

Females

71% (104)

Total

100% (54)

Total

100% 147
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All Participants by Race/Ethnicity
Bi/Multi-Racial Asian
4%
5%

Black/AfricanAmerican
24%
White
63%

Hispanic,
Latino,
Spanish
3%
Native Hawaiian,
Pacific Islander
1%

Figure 14. Participants by Race/Ethnicity

Table 5
Survey Participants by Parental Education and Race/Ethnicity
First Generation College Students

Non-First Generation College Students

Asian

4

Asian

3

Black/African-American

19

Black/African-American

30

Hispanic, Latino, Spanish

3

Hispanic, Latino, Spanish

4

White

27

Native Hawaiian, Pacific Islander

1

Bi/Multi-racial

1

White

99

Bi/Multi-Racial

10

Total

147

Total

54
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Students who completed the survey answered demographic questions that made
the previous tables and figures possible. They also answered questions that assessed their
levels of communication apprehension.
Survey Instrument
The survey instrument was a total of 37 questions and was constructed using
Survey Monkey, an online survey service. The survey was designed to obtain
demographic information, measure levels of communication apprehension, and obtain
contact information for those interested in participating in the qualitative study. In this
section, both parts of the survey will be detailed.
Demographic information. Upon arriving at the online instrument but before
beginning, the student was prompted to answer the following multiple choice/scaled
questions concerning demographic information:
1. Gender
2. Race
3. Age
4. Hometown
5. How many semesters have you completed?
6. High school GPA
7. Current GPA
8. Highest grade/degree completed by mother
9. Highest grade/degree completed by father
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10. How would you categorize your academic success at the University of
Memphis? (over-achieving, doing well, doing okay, struggling, failing)
11. Have you thought about transferring to another school? If so, which school
and why?
Questions 1-5 were asked to ensure the student met the participant criteria.
Questions 6 and 7 were asked to get an idea of the students’ academic ability and
adjustment from high school to college. Questions 8 and 9 were asked so participants
could be identified as either FGCS or non-FGCS. Questions 10 and 11 were asked in
order obtain an idea of the participants’ academic success and satisfaction with the
University of Memphis. After completing the demographic information, participants were
directed to the questions that measured communication apprehension.
Personal report of communication apprehension (PRCA-24).The PRCA-24
measures communication apprehension (Appendix A). It is a widely used instrument that
is highly preferred and recommended due to its reliability (>.90) and predictive validity
(http://www.jamescmccroskey.com/measures/prca24.htm).The instrument consists of 24
statements regarding feelings about communicating with others, allowing the researcher
to attain and calculate “sub-scores on the contexts of public speaking, dyadic interaction,
small groups, and large groups”
(http://www.jamescmccroskey.com/measures/prca24.htm). The scaled answer choices
range from 1 to 5: Strongly Disagree = 1; Disagree = 2; Neutral = 3; Agree = 4; and
Strongly Agree = 5. See table 6 for PRCA-24 scoring calculations.
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Table 6
PRCA-24 Scoring Calculations
PRCA-24 Scoring Calculations
Sub scores
Group Discussion
Meetings
Interpersonal
Public Speaking
Total

Scoring Formula
18- (scores for items 2,4, & 6) + (scores for items 1, 3, & 5)
18- (scores for items 8, 9, & 12) + (scores for items 7, 10, & 11)
18- (scores for items 14, 16, & 17) + (scores for items 13, 15, & 18)
18- (scores for items 19, 21, & 23) + (scores for items 20, 22, & 24)
Add all sub-scores

Scores can range from 24-120.Participants scoring below 51 are individuals who
have very low levels of CA. Participants scoring between 51- 80 are individuals with
average levels of CA. Participants scoring above 80 represent are individuals who have
high levels of CA. Upon completion of the PRCA-24, students were asked to provide an
email address if they wanted to be contacted for a personal interview.
Qualitative Method
Sixty-six participants scored 80 or more on the PRCA-24, indicating they have
high levels of communication apprehension and were willing to meet for an interview.
Each of the qualifying 66 students was contacted via email asking for an interview. Those
who agreed to be interviewed were met in a faculty member’s office to provide privacy
or in a public location off campus for convenience. Upon completing the interview, each
participant received a $10 gift card to area restaurants as a gesture of appreciation for
their time. In this section of the chapter, I will provide basic profiles of each participant
as well as an outline of the interview questions.
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Participants
Of the 47 non-FGCS participants with high levels of CA contacted for an
interview, only four agreed to be interviewed. Of the 19 FGCS participants with high
levels of CA contacted for an interview, only two agreed to be interviewed. I have
provided a demographic profile of each interview participant5; participants are listed in
by PRCA-24 score from highest to lowest.
Jacob. Jacob is a Caucasian male between the ages of 18-20 majoring in Civil
Engineering. He is from Bartlett, Tennessee, and he graduated from Bolton High School
with a grade point average between 3.1-3.5. At the time of the interview, Jacob was
completing his third semester. His mother has a Bachelor of Arts degree and is a stay-athome mother. His father has a master’s degree and is a civil engineer. Jacob reported his
academic performance as “doing okay” and a current grade point average in the range of
2.1-2.5. Jacob’s score on the PRCA-24 is 117.
Carmen. Carmen is an African American female between the ages of 18-20.
Although she traveled a great deal with her military parents, she reported her hometown
to be Richmond, Virginia. She graduated from Bartlett High School with a grade point
average of 2.99. At the time of the interview, Carmen was completing her fifth semester.
Her mother is a teacher with a master’s degree and coursework toward a doctorate
degree. Her father is a therapist and has a master’s degree. Her stepfather attended a
community college. Carmen reported her academic performance as “doing well” and a
grade point average of 3.50. Carrie’s score on the PRCA-24 is 112.

5

Names have been changed to protect participants’ identities.
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Angela. Angela is a 20 year-old Caucasian female from Memphis, Tennessee. She
graduated from Raleigh Egypt High School with a grade point average 3.95. At the time
of the interview, Angela was completing her third semester and had a grade point average
of 2.6. She had recently changed her major from English to Education and reported her
academic performance as “doing okay”. Angela’s mother earned a General Education
Degree (GED) but did not attend college, and her father did not graduate high school.
Angela’s score on the PRCA-24 is 109.
Allen. Allen is a 19-year-old Caucasian male majoring in Computer Science. He is
a Memphis native, and he graduated from Christian Brothers High School6 with grade
point average between 3.1 and 3.5. At the time of the interview, Allen was completing his
fourth semester. His mother holds a master’s degree and is a nurse; his father holds an
associate’s degree and is retired. He reported his current academic performance as “doing
well” and a grade point average between 3.1-3.5. Allen’s PRCA-24 score is 104.
Rita. Rita is a 39-year-old Caucasian non-traditional student from Collierville,
Tennessee. She reported her high school grade point average to be between 2.6 and 3.0.
At the time of the interview, Rita was completing her second semester and reported her
academic performance as “doing well”. Her grade point average was in the range of 3.64.0. Both of Rita’s parents graduated from high school, but neither attended college.
Rita’s score on the PRCA-24 is a 100.
Richard. Richard is an 18-year-old African American male majoring in Business
with a minor in Political Science. His hometown is Southaven, Mississippi. He graduated

6

Christian Brothers High School is a private all-male school.
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from Southaven High School with a grade point average of 4.4035. At the time of the
interview, Richard was completing his second semester. His mother is an elementary
school teacher who completed a bachelor’s degree, and his father is a manager of retail
distribution center who completed earned a high school diploma and completed some
college. He reported his current academic performance as “over-achieving” and a grade
point average of 4.0. Richard’s score on the PRCA-24 is 97.
These six students all have high levels of communication apprehension. Two of
these students, Angela (third highest PRCA score of 109) and Rita (fifth highest PRCA
score of 100), are first generation college students. Each participant answered the
interview questions, providing varying degrees of details about their backgrounds,
classroom experiences, and feelings about classroom communication.
Interview Process
Interview questions (Appendix B) were generated in order to uncover the feelings
and thoughts about the participants’ communication behavior in the classroom and with
their professors. As the interviews were semi-structured, participants were free to
elaborate and share information beyond the prepared questions, which allowed me to ask
questions of clarification and/or adjust interview protocol as the situation necessitated. I
began each interview asking background information—confirming their demographic
information and parents’ education. The interview thereafter was continued with the plan
of asking three overarching questions; one interview question addressed the participants’
thoughts on being a FGCS (if applicable) and/or being socially and academically
prepared for college, another question (and multiple follow up questions) addressed the
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participants’ asking questions or making comments in class, and the last key question
(with follow up questions) addressed the participants’ communication with their
professors in private conversations. The rationale for each question is discussed hereafter.
FGCS, non-FGCS, and college preparedness. In order to determine or confirm
the status of each participant, I asked about their parents’ education. The follow-up
question to that information was an attempt to determine their level of comfort with the
college culture.
Question 1: Were you encouraged to go to college or was it expected?
Question 2: Has being a FGCS influenced your college experience? If so,
how?
Question 3: Do you feel that you were prepared socially and academically for
college?
These questions were asked to invite the participants to share how they felt about being in
college, their adjustment from high school to college, and how being a FGCS influenced
their college experience.
Communication apprehension and the classroom. As a transition to the questions
about communication apprehension, each participant was informed of their PRCA-24
score and their indicated level of communication apprehension. The following questions
were asked to extract information about the participants’ classroom behavior and feelings
about class participation:
Question 4: Do you ask questions or make comments in class?
4a: If so, when do you do this? How often do you do this?
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4b: If not, why do you not ask questions or make comments?
Question 5: Have you ever not asked a question when you didn’t understand or
hear information clearly?
5a: If so, why didn’t you ask?
5b: Have your grades ever been affected by your not asking a question in
class?
Question 6: Have you ever not responded when a teacher called on you to answer
a question or offer a comment?
6a: If yes, why didn’t you answer?
6b: What were you thinking as you sat quietly?
Question 7: What other times have you felt uncomfortable communicating in
class?
One-on-one communication with professors. Because many apprehensive
individuals may feel less discomfort communicating in private conversations, I asked
questions about personal conversations with their professors.
Question 8: Do you communicate with your professors in private conversations?
8a: If so, how often does this happen? What do you talk about? How do
you feel when you are talking privately with a professor?
8b: If not, why don’t you talk to your professors?
8c: Have you ever needed to talk to a professor to clarity on an
assignment or your progress and did not? How do you feel about
talking to your professor?
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Questions 1-3 were asked establish the feelings about college in both FGCS and
non-FGCS. The remaining interview questions were asked to gather data about each
participant’s experience communicating in the classroom and outside the classroom with
their professors. Only question 2 was not asked of each participant, as it was only
relevant to FGCS. The other questions were asked of each participant so that data could
be compared between FGCS and non-FGCS. How this data was analyzed will be
discussed in the final section of this chapter.
Data Analysis
Quantitative Data Analysis
The data collected from the quantitative component of this study was analyzed for
significant difference between the mean PRCA-24 scores of FGCS and non-FGCS. In
order to do this, a t-test was conducted on the mean scores of both FGCS and non-FGCS.
The results of the test will reveal whether or not there was a statistical difference between
the PRCA-24 scores of both groups. This data analysis was conducted using Statistical
Package for the Social Science (SPSS).
The analyzed data will answer RQ3: Do FGCS experience higher levels of CA
than non-FGCS? The t-test compares the mean scores of both groups (FGCS and nonFGCS) and determines whether or not the difference is statistically significant.
Qualitative Data Analysis
Qualitative data collected from personal interviews with participants was
analyzed with the purpose of bracketing out themes recurrent in both the experiences of
FGCS and non-FGCS. This data helped to answer RQ1 and RQ2:
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RQ1: What are the experiences of FGCS with high levels of CA at the University
of Memphis?
RQ2: How do the experiences of FGCS at the University of Memphis compare to
the experiences of non-FGCS at the University of Memphis?
With the use of NVIVO, a content analysis program, interviews were transcribed
and coded into “nodes” or themes, allowing the data to be interpreted and discussed in an
organized manner. The data was coded into 26 nodes, and these nodes were classified
into more general categories (see table 7). For example, I created nodes for
“communicating in the university center,” “starting a conversation,” and “talking with
professors.” Comments about any these three communication contexts were coded or
labeled as such. These three nodes were classified in the general category of
“communication outside of class.”
Organizing interview data into nodes using NVIVO allows themes to emerge and
an in-depth investigation of experiences across participants to be conducted; thus,
answering RQ1. The organization of the interview data into themes also allows for sideby-side comparisons of FGCS and non-FGCS experiences; thus, providing an answer for
RQ2.
Summary
Previous research on FGCS is primarily quantitative and provides a profile of
these students. The same is true for research on individuals with high levels of
communication apprehension. Unlike previous quantitative studies, this study attempts to
make a connection between the two variables (parental education and apprehension) as
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well as concentrate on and compare the personal experiences of those who embody both
variables. In order to delve deeper into the questions of FGCS and CA, more than one
approach is necessary.
The quantitative method of survey research investigates a possible relationship
between the variables of parental education (FGCS or non-FGCS) and communication
apprehension. A t-test compares PRCA-24 scores from both categories of students for
significant difference. From this statistical test, whether or not FGCS experience higher
levels of CA than non-FGCS was uncovered. The qualitative method of phenomenology
allows an in-depth investigation of personal experiences of participants who exemplify
either one or both of the variables in question. From this data, the details of classroom
experiences of FGCS are illustrated and compared to the classroom experiences of nonFGCS.
Because this study approaches a familiar research topic from a personal
perspective, the students’ voices will be heard rather than “reported.” In the upcoming
chapter, I attempt to convey the students’ experiences in such a way that the readers of
the research will regard it as “real” and “personal” rather than as a “data” of some
faceless students at a university.
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CHAPTER 4
QUALITATIVE FINDINGS
Overview
The statements collected from six interview participants regarding their college
experiences have been grouped into seven themes: (1) academic progress, (2) adjusting to
college, (3) belief in abilities, (4) campus life, (5) communication, (6) parental/family
involvement, and (7) peers. All of these themes are discussed in this section with specific
details organized into subcategories (referred to in table 6 as nodes) in order to provide a
comprehensive illustration of each student’s experiences. The final section of this chapter
synthesizes participant answers according to similarities and differences.

Table 7
Themes and Nodes

Themes

Academic Progress



Adjusting to College

Belief in Abilities









Communication




Nodes
Current class performance
GPA decline (from high school to
college)
Academic preparedness
Social preparedness
Navigating new environment
Self-doubt/self-efficacy
Thoughts of dropping out
Fear of looking foolish
Communication during/after class
o Collaboration
o Questions and comments
o In large classes
o Fear of looking foolish
Communication outside of class
Public speaking
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Table 7
Themes and Nodes continued
Themes

Nodes








Parental/Family
Involvement
Peers

Parents’ expectations to go to college
Parental encouragement/advice
Responsibilities to family
Age difference
Appearance
Racial Diversity
Social Class Diversity

Findings by Themes and Nodes
Academic Progress: Jacob, Richard, Angela, Rita
This category of comments reflects recent experiences with current grades and
course progress. Of the six participants, four are discussed here.
Jacob: non-FGCS
Jacob admitted with a large smile and some laughter that there were classes in
which he had not done well:
I had no clue what I was doing in that class. It was civil engineering
measurements and I had absolutely--the four of us in the lab group
together had absolutely no idea what the teacher was asking of us and
what exactly we were doing. Just absolutely no idea.(Personal
communication, April 5, 2012)
Jacob also wished he was doing better in his Calculus class. “like right now in Cal
I, I'm wishing I'm doing better in that class cause it's easy stuff but when it comes around
to the test, I guess I'm not a good test-taker.” He said his status in his calculus class was
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not like his status in his civil engineering class. “I completely understand what we're
doing with the homework and after I'm done with the homework, I completely
understood what I did, and I could do it again. But yeah...I don't know.” (Personal
communication, April 5, 2012)
Richard: non-FGCS
At the time of the interview, Richard was taking micro-economics, a class for
resident assistants, Business Calculus, English 1020 (composition II), Comparative
Political Thought, MIS, and Honors Forum. When asked about the difficulty of the
courses, he replied, “Microecon is probably my hardest course. Other than that, they’re
pretty [much] freshman level classes or sophomore level” (Personal communication,
March 23, 2012).
Angela: FGCS
Angela had already experienced some difficulty in her academic progress. Her
current grade point average was 2.6, and she had changed her major from English to
Education.
I realized that English was a little bit more difficult, and in order to teach high
school, because I did want to be a teacher, I need a lot of patience and I need to be
able understand English a lot better than I did. I flunked my semester of English
[and] I had to take it again, so after I took it the second time, I thought "this is a
little bit more difficult I need to go ahead and change my major now. (Personal
Communication, March 21, 2012)
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Rita: FGCS
Rita was enrolled in Microbiology (and lab), English 1020 (composition II),
History, and Intro to Communication Film at the time of the interview and did not report
any difficulties in her classes, but she did share her preferences: “I don’tlike reading and
English. I don't like reading a paragraph, and I'm a fine reader, I think. I am nothing
exemplary, but there's not really a problem ,but I don't know. I don't really jump on that”
(Personal communication, March 15, 2012).
These comments provide some insight to how the participants were doing
academically. The next section recounts the participants’ experiences when adjusting to
college. Jacob wished he were doing better, and Richard was pleased and even surprised
by his academic performance. Angela was not satisfied with her academic performance,
while Rita was satisfied with her academic performance.
Adjusting to College
The adjustment from high school to college varies greatly between individuals.
The transition experiences have been categorized into grade point average, academic
preparedness, social preparedness, and navigation of new environment (see Table 8).

Table 8
Adjusting to College Theme and Nodes

Adjusting to College






Nodes
GPA decline (from high school to college)
Academic preparedness
Social preparedness
Navigating new environment
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Grade Point Average Decline From High to College: Carmen, Jacob, Angela
Non-FGCS, Carmen and Jacob, experienced significant changes in grade point
average when transitioning from high school to college. Carmen’s academic performance
seemed to improve, while Jacob and FGCS Angela experienced decline in academic
performance.
Carmen (non-FGCS). “I did so much during high school, I actually did not
perform as well as thought I would so, [my gpa was a] 2.99” Carmen’s GPA at the time
of the interview was 3.51.
Jacob (non-FGCS). [My gpa was] 3.1 or somewhere in that ballpark. Jacob didn’t
know his exact GPA, but he said it was definitely lower than 3.1. When asked if there
were classes that he had not done well in, he smiled a big smile, laughed, and said
“yeeaaah”
Angela (FGCS). Angela graduated with a grade point average of 3.95 but
reported her current GPA to be 2.6 last time she checked. She explained, “as far as
finding scholarships, I need to get my GPA up. I lost my HOPE scholarship my first year
because of my GPA. One of the main problems I've had with that was because of the
classes. When I was high school, I was an honor roll student. Excellent honors and AP
classes, but I get here and I find out that the education level that I had because of being in
Memphis City Schools, is a lot lower than it is here.”
Adjusting to college was different for each student: Carmen’s grade point average
improved because she was no longer over-committed to extracurricular activities. Jacob
and Angela both experienced a drop in grade point averages; Jacob did not appear
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distressed about his poor performance in some courses, while Angela appeared
devastated by her poor academic performance and the loss of her scholarship.
Academic Preparedness: Carmen, Jacob, Angela
When participants were asked if they felt they had been prepared academically for
college, the comments varied:
Carmen (non-FGCS).Carmen’s comments are as follows:
I guess somewhat. From high school I was [academically prepared]. From when I
was in elementary and middle school I travelled to new schools every 6 or 7
months, and so my education was so that one moment I would be learning
something brand new at school and another moment I might be repeating
something I learned from another school and another state. But when I went to
high school...my mama always read to us and it never held me back because I am
an over-achiever. I'm gonna get my grade. I [knew] I wanted to go to college, and
I [knew] I'd do better in grades in college anyway. (Personal communication,
April 2, 2012)
Jacob (non-FGCS). Jacob reported that he was not academically prepared for
college “all across the board.”
Some of my classes were bit of a leap. Like civil engineering--there's nothing that
can prepare you for what you're covering in that class, but in math, it's along the
same lines. They teach differently, but it’s the same subject matter. In English, I
just hate English. I hardly pay attention anyways, but for the most part, I feel like
your senior classes, although they say that they are going to prepare you, they
really don't prepare you the way they think they are preparing you. Cause they
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think that they're covering the material the same way the professor would, but
they can't because whereas a high school teacher has to care about their students,
professors doesn't have to care. So, when a professor tells you about an
assignment and about what you have to do, he could care less if you understand
the material. Whereas your high school teacher actually has to care and actually
has to put in the effort to make sure you understand it. So, it is very different. The
closest I got to that was the AP classes I took and they just had to keep going with
the material whether you understood it or not. They had to keep going to fit it all
in. They still cared and still worked with the students and taught more than the
teachers in college, but at the same time, they had to keep going. So, it was
definitely a difference in high school if you started slipping, there's a guidance
counselor. You get called in the office and they'd be like "hey, you're slipping.
Get it together." Whereas in college, they're like “whatever.” They send you an
email and say “hey, you're slipping,” but that's about it. It's up to you. (Personal
communication, April 5, 2012)
Angela (FGCS). Like Jacob, Angela did not feel like she was academically
prepared for college, but for different reasons. She blames the quality of Memphis City
Schools for her unpreparedness.
When I was in high school, I was an honor roll student. Excellent honors and AP
classes, but I get here and I find out that the education level that I had because of
being in Memphis City School, is alot lower than it is here. Here, you need a
higher education. Like I'd prefer a Shelby county or better MCS or private or
home school. I would not send my kids to Memphis City schools…at the time, i
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felt like I was prepared [academically], but now that I'm in it, I feel like I'm
unprepared. I wasn't prepared enough to make the transition. My counselors at my
high school told everybody this as we filled out the FAFSA that we need to go to
Southwest1. That was the first thing that needed to be on the FAFSA . It wasn't for
me. It was University of Memphis becasue I thought Southwest was sub-standard
for me. (Personal communication, March 21, 2012)
Carmen’s reflection on her academic preparedness focused on herself and her
family. Jacob’s reflection of his partial preparation focused on the different levels of
involvement from faculty, while Angela attributed her lack of academic preparedness to
the school she attended and the district of which is a part of. The next set of comments
addresses social preparedness.
Social Preparedness: Richard, Allen, Carmen, Jacob, Angela
The topic of social preparedness primarily involves diversity and the ability to
socialize with a larger and, in some cases, a more racially and economically diverse
student population.
Richard (non-FGCS) .“Socially, I did feel like I was prepared. Even though I'm
kinda a quiet person I still feel like I was prepared by participating in a lot of
extracurricular activities,” Richard said. When asked about the demographics of his high
school, Richard reported that his high school was almost equally Black and White with a
small group of Asians, Mexicans, and some international students. When asked how his

1

Southwest Community College is a local community college in Memphis where many students

attend to complete general education courses before transferring to a four-year school.
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high school prepared him socially, he replied, “Yeah. It brought my attention to diversity.
Seeing different. It wasn't like a shock to me. I'm kinda used to that social setting.”
Allen (non-FGCS).Allen simply replied to the question of social preparedness,
“Prepared socially? Coming from the high school? Christian Brothers is an all male
school, so its's kinda strange going from an all-male school to a co-ed school. For the
most part, yes, but it was kinda a little bit different.”
Carmen (non-FGCS). Carmen lived on campus her first semester, but has lived
off-campus with her mother since then.
I was [socially prepared] maybe. Being at a public high school is definitely gonna
prepare you socially. Also, whatever your experiences are before you get to
college, for me, since I traveled so much, I had to adjust and make new friends
immediately or I was just gonna be the new person in every classroom that was
quiet, so I decided that to I was sociable from that. I didn't know it was gonna
bring that outlook at the end but it worked so when I got to college it was so easy
to meet people. I have lots of friends. I'm involved in many organizations and
things like that.” (Personal communication, April 2, 2012)
For Jacob and Angela, college did not change how they socialize with others, so
they seemed to need no social preparation before arriving on campus.
Jacob (non-FGCS). Jacob says that socially, there was not much of a difference
between high school and college.
In high school, you don't just go up to people walking down the hall and say
"hey" that often. You might every now and then--early in the morning because
that's when all the cool people show up but just randomly throughout the day you
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just don't say hi to people that regularly, so there's not that much of a difference in
college where you're just walking by. You usually only talk to people in your
classes. You make friends with them. You don't just randomly go up to people
and start talking to them about nothing. (Personal communication, April 5, 2012)
Angela (FGCS). Angela attended a predominantly African American high school,
which is significantly different from the diversity at the University of Memphis. In
addition, Angela lives off-campus and only comes to campus to attend classes. When
asked if she felt socially prepared for college she replied:
No. I don't really socialize. I am more of a...what do you call it...anti-social
person. I don't really leave the house. I'm usually stuck in my room. Friday and
Saturday nights its at home with the parents. I wished I had a social life. I
socialize as much as I can at school and in the classroom, but as far as outside the
classroom, I don't have friends. and alot of times I tell people my best friends are
books, and its kinda stupid. Its kinda true too. I didn't get to have a teenage life,
basically what normal teens do--going to clubs, hanging after school, dances and
stuff. I went to one dance, and as far as pep rallies after school—none.” (Personal
communication, March 21, 2012)
For Richard, Carmen, and Jacob, socializing in college required no big
adjustment. For Allen, coming from an all-male school to a co-ed campus, there was a
difference. Although Angela experienced the biggest difference in exposure, her social
habits did not change.
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The last topic of adjusting to college is the navigation of a new environment. For
some students, the term “navigation” was literal—referring to physically finding their
way around campus, while for others, the term referred to adjusting to college in general.
Navigation of New Environment: Jacob, Rita, Angela
Jacob (non-FGCS). Not being the first in his family to attend college, Jacob was
able to receive guidance and advice from an older sibling and his parents about adjusting
to college.
He shared, “I have an older sister who's about to graduate this semester so she
kinda already let me know a lot of things. So I walked in knowing quite a bit of what to
expect, but really it was expecting what the teacher wants out of you is different than
what a high school teacher wants out of you. Not on a harder scale. Just on they want a
more intellectual more original scale.” (Personal Communication, April 5, 2012)
Rita (FGCS). Rita is a non-traditional student with college-aged children. Her
adjusting and navigating of the new environment was more physical. She says, “I was
slightly intimidated by the size of the place and just being able...as a matter of fact trying
to find you. There's several buildings that include either arts of communication in the
name, so this is my third stop.”
Angela (FGCS). Angela pointed out that while college was a great experience, it
was also very stressful. “It can be very very stressful because I'm having to learn
information on my own. I'm having to find my own stuff. Almost the same as it was in
high school. My parents didn't go to high school,” she explained. She elaborated on the
kind of information she was having to find on her own, “Scholarships. trying to find the
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right classes, trying to find exactly what career I wantto go into, my skills, just the typical
information.”
Angela seemed to have trouble finding a suitable word to explain her difficulty.
When offered the word “navigate,” she responded by saying,
Yes! Thank you! Navigate--I really don't.It's really hard for me to adjust is when
classes get cancelled. I hate that! because now, I'm trying to figure out I've got an
hour before my next class. What tha heck am I gonna do for an hour? So I'm like
walking around campus trying to find something to do or I'm sitting there looking
bored to death. I’m just slowly figuring out there's alot of stuff I could really be
doing. I can't go to the rec center2 and be back in an hour. I can't walk that fast3.
(Personal communication, March 21, 2012)
Jacob, Rita, and Angela reported their experiences navigating a new environment,
while the other three participants did not. Jacob received advice from his older sister who
also attended the university. Rita shared that her difficulty was in navigating the campus
learning her way around, and Angela reported that her difficulty navigating the new
environment included gathering information on scholarships and classes as well as the
logistics of getting to class.
Belief in Abilities
Being in a new environment requires the development of new abilities, which can
lead to a lack of confidence in some students. This section discusses the students’ belief

2

Recreation center is located on the east edge of campus.

3

Angela walks with a limp.
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in themselves and their thoughts of leaving college as a result of their beliefs (see Table
9).

Table 9
Beliefs in Abilities Theme and Nodes
Themes
Belief in Abilities



Nodes
Self-doubt/self-efficacy



Thoughts of dropping out.



Fear of looking foolish

Self-Doubt: Carmen, Richard, and Angela
Carmen, Richard, and Angela shared their thoughts and feelings on their selfdoubt.
Carmen (non-FGCS). Carmen runs track for the University of Memphis. She
reported “before I run a race for track, I get so scared. I throw up. I use the bathroom
several times. I get so nervous my body is jumping. I try to convince myself that
something is wrong with me so I can't run, which is bad because it is all mental. I tell my
coach I can't do this. After I run it, it's alright. Those first few steps, I get so nervous.”
Although Carmen says she is aware that her state of anxiety is mental and she usually
does well after those first few steps, she experiences it at every track event.
Richard (non-FGCS). Although Richard was an honor student who felt he was
prepared academically and socially for college, he reported that he still doubted his
ability to succeed in college. He said, “I wasn’t sure I could still keep my high GPA. I
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just thought it would take a lot for me to get those same grades. I didn't know how I
would adjust here.”
Angela (FGCS). Angela shared that her self-doubt had been a part of her life and
not limited to her college experience.
I should be encouraging myself more and not doubting myself like I've been most
of my life…maybe I woulda got valedictorian or maybe if I should left books and
maybe picked up more common sense because it's what I got accused for all the
time. ‘Your sister has more common sense in her pinky than you do in whole
body’ because sometimes I can be a little slow or stupid at times. They [parents]
say it because they want me to do better, but nine times out of 10, I end up taking
it in a negative way like they are bashing on me they're trying to hurt me.
(Personal communication, March 21, 2012)
Carmen and Richard (both non-FGCS) doubted specific abilities. Carmen
experiences self-doubt before athletic events, and Richard doubted his ability to adjust to
the academic demands of college. Angela’s (FGCS) self-doubt had been reinforced by
her parents and had become a natural way to consider herself and her abilities. Just as
Carmen (non-FGCS) described her behavior of wanting and trying to back out of her
races because of her self-doubt, many FGCS students like Angela demonstrate such
behavior when it comes to remaining in college when they feel they don’t have what it
takes to succeed.
Thoughts of Dropping Out: Angela
Angela (FGCS). After sharing the source of her self-doubt, Angela shared that she
has had second thoughts about attending college:
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I was helping my sister with her math work--she's homeschooled now, she's not in
MCS. So I'm basically having to tutor my brother and sister with their English and
their math. Well, while tutoring my sister with her math, I mentioned that
something was very easy and to her that's a little offensive because what's easy to
me is hard for her. She's math-challenged, so when me and her got to arguing, I
left the room and I started cooking dinner and my dad came in and I talked to my
Dad ‘I don't think I need to college anymore. I need to either find something or
drop out. I'm wasting my time even trying.’ My dad kinda comforted me and said
‘continue on the way you're doing. You're doing very good.’ He sees me as being
an elementary teacher--more or less. He feels like if I'm around a bunch of
elementary kids that I'd do just fine. (Personal communication, March 21, 2012)
Angela rationalized her thoughts of dropping as “I can't teach my brother and
sister and help them get better grades in the subjects they are struggling in, how am I
gonna be able to teach 3rd, 4th, 5th grade students basic math if I can't teach them?”
Angela’s beliefs in her abilities inform her ideas of dropping out of college—if
she is unable to tutor her younger siblings, she will not be able to teach students in a
classroom.
Campus Life
Comments about the participants’ campus life reflect answers to questions about
life in the residence halls and extracurricular activities (see Table 10).
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Table 10
Campus Life Themes and Nodes
Themes
Campus Life




Nodes
Dorm life
Extracurricular activities

Dorm Life: Richard and Angela
Richard (non-FGCS). Richard shared that living on campus and being a Resident
Advisor (RA) has helped him develop more social skills. “This semester kinda changed
since I've had the resident advisor position. I've been able to meet new people. Provide
programs for them, so I'm more changing personally with my social skills, and it's still
something I'm working on.”
He explained his resident advisor job as, “basically supervising or enforcing
policies on a floor in a resident hall. You do it for a semester--it's a semester contract, so
you do it throughout the semester unless you get fired. And it's a job, you provide
programs for them, you do safety checks. Pretty much like you're supervising them and
enforcing policies, making sure they do what they're supposed to do, making rounds and
stuff.” Richard’s position has helped him academically as well.
Like I said it's kinda help me out personally and it actually helps my study skills
even more. I'm able to stay focused. Say for instance, I have a duty night from
seven at night to seven in the morning, but you only have three rounds, so I'm in
that dorm for that time period unless I need to go get something to eat and I can
call another RA, but I can focus on my grades. Say for instance I do have friend
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that I met over the semester that calls me and say you wanna hang out or
something, I can tell them I can't do it. It is easier for me to stay focused and it
kinda keeps me -- where I need to be. It's helped me [develop] professional skills
and being open to people, working with people more kinda helping me out. And
I'm still working on, like I said cause I know we have group process or in-service
in which all the RAs from all over the campus meet and we'll do like an activity
based on like business etiquette or something like that, and I'll still be kinda to
myself, but I'll still try to have a small group of people that I talk to each time or
get to know their names or something. (Personal communication, March 23,
2012)
Living and working on campus has helped Richard developing social skills as
well as time management skills. Carmen and Rita both live off campus, but Angela’s
experience of living off campus is in stark contrast to Richard’s.
Angela (FGCS). Angela lives at home with her family and is dropped off on
campus to attend classes. When asked if she had ever thought about moving on campus,
she replied:
Yes. I have. I've even talked with my parents. My dad won't let me. He says that
it's cheaper to stay at home. It's better if I stayed at home cause who else is gonna
wake him up at seven o’clock in the morning and hand him his coffee. But he said
he knew people who were on college campus and said that the dorm life they had
he doesn't approve even the co-ed dorms. I don't care if it's one gender--an allwoman dorm. He doesn't feel comfortable with me staying on campus. (Personal
communication, March 21, 2012)
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When explaining where her father got this information about dorms, she stressed
the words he and me.
[That is what] HE's heard from people HE knew. So he won't let ME experience.
In my opinion, I feel it's cheaper for me, but then they [parents] throw in I don't
have a job, I don't have any money, my GPA's down, so I have no scholarship
money coming in, I already in $2000 loan debt, so then throw in all those things,
and I'm like..I'm just gonna be stuck here til I'm 25. I don't want to be stuck there.
I remember the first or second time that I mentioned it to my dad. My dad told me
about one of my brother's resource teachers who was like 30 something years old
still living with her mom and I'm like I don't want to be 30 something years old
still living with my parents. I want a life. I want to get away. I happen to want to
be able to mingle with people my own age. I just don't have the intelligence to. I
don't know where to go, who to talk to.4(Personal communication, March 21,
2012)
When asked if she thought moving on campus would help her blossom and be
able to communicate with people, she interrupted with an emphatic “YES! YES!” and
followed up with “because I can stay after class. I'd have access to the gym, so maybe I
could work out with somebody.”
The contrast between Richard (non-FGCS) and Angela’s (FGCS)experiences
concerning living on campus is a stark one. Living and working in the residence hall has

4

During this explanation, Angela was talking with her hands, but she ended this sentence by

dropping her hands in her lap and lowering her head as if defeated.
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helped Richard grow socially and focus academically, while Angela still struggles with
such things.
Extracurricular Activities: Richard, Carmen, Angela
The following comments reflect the participants’ experiences and feelings about
extracurricular activities on campus.
Richard (non-FGCS). When asked about his extracurricular activities, Richard
compared the previous semester to his current semester:
Last semester, it seems like I needed to get out more cause I was just…everything
was just studying, studying, and I kinda got…not overwhelmed. I didn't have
anything to do like...I was just boring. I would go play basketball and football
cause I like doing that, but other than that, it's like I didn't really have a social life.
it 's like studying...the same routine schedule that I had. This semester kinda
changed since I've had the resident advisor position. I've been able to kinda meet
new people. Provide programs for them, so I'm more kinda changing personally
with my social skills, and it's still something I'm working on. (Personal
communication, March 23, 2012)
Carmen (non-FGCS). Carmen’s activity was based on civic involvement and
academic preparation.
I have an internship right now and last semester I [ran] track for the university. I
also run an organization called Greatest Together- a voter empowerment
organization and I was looking for members, so I started asking people if they
would like to volunteer at some of our events. I actually have 246 members now. I
worked with this organization called Youth About Business which was like a
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business camp that helped me break all my fears and everything and it challenged
me so much and I met so many new people that I never knew from all across the
country.” (Personal communication, April 2, 2012)
Carmen’s living off campus did not impede Carmen’s extracurricular activities, as
her activities are very much directly related to her academic and career aspirations.
Angela’s involvement, however, is directly affected by her commuter status.
Angela (FGCS). Staying on campus after classes are over is a rarity for Angela, so
participating in extracurricular activities was almost impossible—for a while at least.
It's very rare if I'm able to stay after school. I had to ask my dad after I'd signed up
for something "dad, there's a mock interview going on" and at the time, I thought
it was the Wednesday after I signed up and I find out it's actually today. My dad's
"yeah just let me know what time" and I'm like "wow". They actually almost beat
the crap out of me because last month they had a Valentine's dance. It was after
school. I’d just found about it that day and they're like "why didn't you tell us?"
cause I told my sister and obviously she snitched on me and told my parents.
[They said]"why didn't you tell us it was a singles dance? We could have let you
go!" (Personal communication, March 21, 2012)
Angela provided clarification on which events and activities her parents were
more willing to allow her to attend; she said her parents are more apt to let her go to
events if it’s something her mom did or they’ve talked to somebody who has done the
same thing that she is wanting to experience. Angela shared, “one thing I wish I'd known
before I came to college is maybe knowing exactly what clubs I could have joined in
order to be around people who are like me.”
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Extracurricular activities can provide students with relief from study schedules, an
introduction to campus and community involvement, career networking, and an avenue to
developing social skills. Students like Angela (FGCS) who don’t engage with other
students miss out on these benefits.
Communication
Communicating with teachers and classmates is an integral part of one’s
participation and success in college. This section will discuss students’ communication
during class and after class (to include classroom collaboration, questions and making
comments, and large classes5) as well as communication outside of class (such as in the
University Center, starting conversations, and with professors) and public speaking (see
Table 11).
Table 11
Communication Themes and Nodes

Themes

Nodes


Communication




5

Communication during/after class
o Collaboration
o Questions and comments
o In large classes
o Fear of looking foolish
Communication outside of class
Public speaking

These sub-nodes of communication during/after class will be organized by the use of figures in

this section, as heading levels have been exhausted.
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During and After Class
Communication during and immediately after class are discussed together, as
classroom communication often takes place in the form of classroom collaboration and
many students feel comfortable asking questions of their professors immediately after the
class meeting ends. This section on communication addresses the communication that
takes place solely as a result of class meetings and course content with both classmates
and professors. The first form of classroom communication to be discussed is
collaboration (see Figure 15). Questions and comments and communication in large
classes will follow.
Allen (nonFGCS)
Carmen
(non-FGCS)
Jacob (nonFGCS)

Collaboration

Rita (FGCS)
Angela
(FGCS)
Figure 15. Responses and Comments About Collaboration

While classroom group work or collaboration was a common experience for five
of the six participants, the experiences and feelings about having to work with other
students varied.
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Allen (non-FGCS).When asked about the situations that made him feel
uncomfortable communicating, Allen, referred to group work:
Most of the time when I'm not comfortable doing something in a class it would be
if we're given a group thing, and no one in my group is motivated to do anything,
then I'm like "I guess I have to do this". I don't really mind, but I wish other
people would at least help out. So are the biggest things because then I worry
about what we will get for a grade or what not or what the teacher's gonna think.
Cause if you make a good impression on the teacher, if you have trouble later on
then you can normally talk to them, but if you're in a group and then you look
bad, it can go downhill from there. So it could go both ways depending on how
the work is done. That's generally what kinda makes me uncomfortable. (Personal
communication, March 26, 2012)
Carmen (non-FGCS).Carmen’s response to questions about collaboration was
positive, as she seems to be the consummate group mate. When asked about her
experience with collaboration, Carmen commented on her role in her most recent
classroom collaboration: “It was good. I'm like the leader of the group. It's always that
one person that lags behind, so I have to give everyone a call and remind them of the
project. That's the only thing that everyone's not gonna always be at the level that you're
at and they're not always gonna be excited about something as you are.” (Personal
Communication, April 2, 2012)
Jacob (non-FGCS).Jacob commented that his experience with classroom
collaboration had varied:
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I've had both ends of the spectrum. I've had good moments where we
communicate well and we're getting everything done together. and then I've had
bad moments where one person's trying to do it all and nothing's getting done
because they don't know what they're doing, or I'm trying to do it all and I'm
trying to communicate with them because they have all the information, but I
can't get anything done because they can't communicate with me. And I have had
moments where we're trying to communicate with each other but we're coming at
it from opposite ends saying the same thing and it’s not working or we're
completely different--we have completely different end points and we're on the
total opposite of a side and we can't come to a compromise and we're wasting
time because we can't come to a compromise, then that causes issues. (Personal
communication, April 5, 2012)
When asked more pointedly about the communication within small groups, Jacob
said that he doesn’t get nervous about working or talking in small groups, but he does get
nervous about the possible outcome “because usually some of the people I get grouped
with I don't like--there's at least 1 or 2 always--but I try and make it work usually, even
though I know it probably won't work.”
Rita (non-FGCS).Because she is non-traditional student who is 39, Rita is
sometimes hesitant to communicate in small groups or classroom collaborations for fear
of sounding like a parent.
I feel a lot older than them. As a matter of fact, when I left micro lab, I didn't want
to communicate with another student for fear of sounding like… (her voice trails
off). I told him this time, but it happened earlier "I didn't want to sound like your
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mom". So and it was something you was doing wrong and you have to do the
proper technique or you won't get the right result when you go back, and I would
like for my group to get a good result. But, I didn't want to tell him because I
didn't want to make him uncomfortable and the idea of making him
uncomfortable and having tension made me uncomfortable, so I skipped it the
first time. Yeah. But usually, [talking] with the teachers, I don't…it doesn't bother
me so much. (Personal communication, March 15, 2012)
Angela (non-FGCS).When asked about her feelings and comfort level during
group work, Angela said she sometimes feels confident, but usually, “I'm a little nervous
and then again … I kinda tend to draw myself away from them because I feel like if I
show them how intelligent I really am or try to put more of myself out there, they might
rebel (reject). They might end up pushing me away like "you're not the type of person we
want to hang out with" stuff like that. When we get in group assignments for some
reason, I tend to close up.”
With the exception of Angela, the principle fear of classroom collaboration for
most of the student participants was getting along and getting a good grade.
Another facet of classroom communication that makes students uncomfortable is
asking questions and making comments during class. All six participants shared their
experiences and feelings on asking questions and making comments (see Figure 16).
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Allen (nonFGCS)
Carmen (nonFGCS)

Questions and
Comments

Jacob (nonFGCS)
Richard (nonFGCS)
Rita (FGCS)

Angela (FGCS)

Figure 16. Responses on Questions and Comments

Allen (non-FGCS).Allen was asked if he had ever failed to respond when a
teacher called on him to answer a question or offer a comment, he responded:
You mean like "I don't know"?I don't know that I've ever...I'm sure there has been
when I've been indecisive… but nothing like "I don't want to answer your
question" Well, there was...I'm taking oral comm right now and I missed the day I
was supposed to give a speech--what my teacher does--she does the people's court
and if you miss, you have to give a one- minute speech about why you missed. I
didn't want to tell anyone why because it was kinda personal. So that was once
instance I guess you could say that. (Personal communication, March 26, 2012)
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He went on to clarify that if a teacher asks him a question that he would try and
relay some type of right answer. “I just won't stare at them. Or I’ll say I wasn't paying
attention or something like that.”
Allen shared that he was reluctant to ask questions during class because he felt
like asking questions may lower his classmates’ impression of him, as he likes for his
classmates to feel they can come to help for help. When asked if he had ever not asked a
question and then regretted not doing so, he answered yes:
I would say yes. I can't think of a specific instance, but I kinda feel like there's
been a time when I should have asked a question and then that information came
up later and on a test for instance and I don't know and it's kinda my own fault. It
could have possibly [influenced my grade in a class], yes. I am fairly confident in
saying at some point it has happened. (Personal communication, March 26, 2012)
Carmen (non-FGCS).Carmen said she asks questions in just about every class.
She reported that she has never failed to respond to a teacher when called upon: “No. I
don't do that. I am quick to answer,” she said confidently. She said if she doesn’t know
the answer, she asks "could you please repeat it" or “could you say it in another way
because I don't understand?” If she simply doesn’t know, she doesn’t just say “I don’t
know” but rather "I don't know but I will do the research and can I get back with you."
When asked if she ever failed to talk with a professor to get clarity on an
assignment or her progress, she did admit that it had happened:
I think maybe like once. Last semester I was so busy because I also run track for
the university…so it was really hard because our practice would correlate with the
time they have their office hours so it was really hard to getting to them through
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email and stuff and so but it worked out in that class. I still made a B. Normally I
don't want a B, but it was okay. (Personal communication, April 2, 2012)
Jacob (non-FGCS).Jacob perceives asking questions and making comments as a
lack of competence on the teacher’s behalf. He shared that he doesn’t ask questions or
make comments in class unless he has to:
If the teacher is obviously wrong about something, then I obviously have to make
a comment and say ‘hey, you're doing this wrong’ or if I obviously don't
understand something and it's not something I know I can go later and figure it
out, then I'll ask a question. But I don't like to ask questions during class cause I
feel like it should be the instructor's purpose to already have answered those
questions, so if they don't answer the questions then it's not really up to the
student to be asking the question. The instructor should have covered it in the first
place. So I very rarely ask questions because I don't want to seem like the
teacher's pet because half the time, if I don't already know the answer and I'm just
asking it to make the teacher prove one of my points, they don't really know what
they're talking about. I'm just trying to get some feedback onto where they're
trying to go with what they're saying really. Not everyone communicates very
well. (Personal communication, April 5, 2012)
Jacob admitted to not asking questions when he didn’t understand or didn’t hear
something completely. He said, “If I don't like the teacher or if I just don't care what
they're talking about or if it's not useful pertaining to what we're supposed to be covering,
then I just don't ask questions. I'm just like ‘this doesn't matter anyways’ so, I continue on
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or if I don't like the teacher, I know even if I ask the question and the teacher's not going
to explain it right or not explain it at all, so it's not worth asking the question.”
Using his class, Calculus I, as an example, James said he would ask a question if
he wasn’t quite clear on something:
In Calculus, it's a bit harder to understand and she's [the instructor] usually level
about how to do the steps. Usually if I'm having a question, it's because she
skipped something that she already knows how to do and she does it so often-because in math you have to do so many steps so often that you don't realize when
you're teaching somebody you're skipping a step that might be vital to them but to
you, you do it so often you don't even realize that you're skipping it anymore.”
(Personal communication, April 5, 2012)
Jacob confessed that he is more likely to ask questions in his math classes because
they involve methods or steps, but does not ask questions in classes that don’t interest
him—in English courses, for example:
In English there's not too many steps to process. It's you have multiple ways you
can go with something but in the end, you can get the same right answer, so if I
ask a question, even though I am thinking of it one way, the teacher can be
thinking of it a totally different way and it helps me none whatsoever because
we're not even on the same page even though we're still thinking about the same
answer. (Personal communication, April 5, 2012)
When asked if he had ever not responded when a teacher called on him to answer
a question or offer a comment, James answered,
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I usually I tell them I don't want to respond, but for the most part, I try to always
respond because it kinda looks bad on the teacher that the student doesn't want to
respond. I've had [that happen] once in English. I just did not want to answer the
question, but I was just having a bad day. I just said I don't have a comment on
that. Sometimes it's more awkward to answer the question than to not answer the
question. (Personal communication, April 5, 2012)
Jacob explained the situation of this question:
We were watching a video in class and there's about something that was a taboo
subject and he [the teacher] asked me a question that I felt either way I answered
it, it just wasn't worth answering it. I could have answered it, but the rest of the
class probably wouldn't have understood the way I stating it and the teacher
would have understood it, but it would have caused more confusion in the class
and that's not what we were going for. (Personal communication, April 5, 2012)
Jacob has a number of criteria that informs whether or not he will ask or answer
questions, but he made it clear that he resents having to ask a question in order to get an
understanding.
Richard (non-FGCS).When Richard is in class, he is rather active in the
classroom and asks questions and makes comments frequently. When he is hesitant to ask
a question during class, he tends to wait and ask the question after the class period ends.
“I'll still ask the question; it's not that I just don't. Sometimes I will prefer that [asking the
teacher after class]over him answering the question in front of the whole class. I'd rather
for him to be face to face so he can really break it down for me.”
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When asked if he had ever not responded when a teacher called on him to answer
a question or make a comment, Richard said, “Nah. I usually always answer. I still make
an educated guess even though it might not be right. I just won't say ‘I don't know’ I'll
still try. ..at least try.”
Whether or not he feels comfortable asking a professor a question in class
depends on the question. “If I think I need a more in-depth answer, I really don't have any
idea, I'll more likely ask it after class is over with” (Personal communication, March 23,
2012).
Rita (FGCS). Rita admitted right away that she experiences some discomfort
when asked to read aloud. “I don't like Reading and English. I don't like reading a
paragraph, and I'm a fine reader, I think. I am nothing exemplary, but there's not really a
problem, but I don't know. I don't really jump on that.” When it comes to asking
questions of her professors, however, Rita does not experience any nervousness or
apprehension. She commented:
I suppose being a freshman there's a lot of things that I wonder if I'm
completely off-target with. Like am I gonna sound foolish with a
question? Sometimes I do wonder that. But you don't get to be almost 40
and not realize that everybody says stupid stuff sometimes. I can imagine
other really young people that are relatively shy just thinking ‘I'll skip it.’ I
can see that being the case out of fear. (Personal communication, March
15, 2012)
Rita did not recall ever failing to talk to or ask a question of a professor when she
needed to. On the topic of participating in discussions during class, she said her level of
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enjoyment depends on the circumstances, but she is more comfortable talking in groups
of people in her own age group.
Angela (FGCS).Angela prefers talking to her teachers over her classmates. She
sees herself as a model student or “teacher’s pet” and has no problems asking questions
or making comments during class. She reports that she does so “all the time.” When she
does talk to her classmates, it is to “maybe trying to figure out what activities are going
on at school. What would they like. Sometimes I ask them to help me out with the notes
if I miss something. Very rarely do I ever talk to them about anything else besides telling
them how much my life sucks and wishing I had theirs” (Personal communication, March
21, 2012).
While all of these participants are highly apprehensive, each has his or her own
criteria that inform their willingness to ask and/or answer questions and make comments
during class. According to the comments, communication during class (asking/answering
questions and making comments) is perceived as not necessary to learn, very necessary to
learn, a way to demonstrate the teacher’s incompetence, and a way to display the
student’s competence.
It is common for individuals who are shy or apprehensive to become even more
so when in the presence of large crowds. In this section, students share their feelings and
behavior when communicating in large classes (see Figure 17).
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Richard
Communication
inLarge Classes

(non-FGCS)
Angela (FGCS)

Figure 17. Responses about Communication in Large Classes

Richard (non-FGCS).While Richard reported that he felt comfortable
participating in class discussion and asking questions, there was one class in which he did
not feel as comfortable:
The only class that I might not feel is say for instance, a class is really big. My
microeconomics class [has] 250 [students], so I'm more reluctant to ask a question
or say a comment. [I am reluctant] because its a big class and every time you raise
your hand its...all the class just looks at you so you're like I need to make sure I
say something that's smart or educational. I'll still ask questions, but it's still the
same thing…you don't want to stop the class because they are all looking at you
like “why are you asking alot of questions?” (Personal communication, March 23,
2012)
Angela (FGCS).Upon seeing the number of people in her classes, Angela was not
overwhelmed but surprised. The classes were either the same size or smaller than the
ones she had in high school.
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The comments in this section reflect only three of the six participants; Carmen,
Jacob, and Rita’s fear of how they are perceived by their classmates is discussed (see
Figure 18).

Carmen (nonFGCS)
Fear of Looking
Foolish

Jacob (nonFGCS)
Rita (FGCS)

Figure 18. Responses about the Fear of Looking Foolish

Carmen (non-FGCS). Carmen was quite confident that she participates in class
discussion all of the time; however, there is an instance that makes her hesitate to
participate—when participating will cast her in a negative light to her teachers and peers.
If the teacher is giving a PowerPoint presentation and she went over some of the
stuff and then she asks if [we] have an opinion about [it]. Then I might say...I
think it's right or wrong even if I haven't researched it previously, but if she says
something that we were supposed to read last night for homework and this was
happening in the story and why do you think this, I might not say anything
because I didn't read that part of the story, so I don't know what was the before
that...that part she read because I don't want to look like I didn't read. (Personal
communication, April 2, 2012)
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Jacob (non-FGCS).Jacob reported experiencing concern (not so much as anxiety
or discomfort) when communicating with others in both informal and formal settings. “I
think with everybody, you want to make sure you don't mess up with what you're saying.
You don't want to feel stupid in front of other people that you consider as smart or
smarter than you, so you caution your words to make sure that you're saying what you
want to say” (Personal communication, April 5, 2012).
Rita (FGCS).Non-traditional student, Rita expressed that she, too, often thinks
about how she is perceived by her peers when asking questions. “I suppose being a
freshman there's a lot of things that I wonder if I'm completely off-target with. Like am I
going to sound foolish with a question. Sometimes I do wonder that.” Because age (her
age and the ages of her classmates) is often a factor in when and how she communicates,
Rita clarified how she feels at times, “I might be somewhat nervous...probably less with
younger people and more so with people of maybe extremely powerful people, I might be
intimidated by their intellect and afraid of saying something stupid, but usually I'm not
like that” (Personal communication, April 26, 2012).
Regardless of parental education (FGCS/non-FGCS), gender (male/female), or
age (traditional/non-traditional), the fear of looking foolish or being perceived negatively
by classmates is a common concern, as it is shared by all three participants.
Outside of Class: Allen, Carmen, Jacob, Richard, Rita, and Angela
These responses reflect students’ feelings and willingness to engage in
conversations with their professors outside of the classroom (before or after class or
during office hours) and other students around campus.
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Allen (non-FGCS).When asked whether or not Allen communicates with his
professors in private conversations, Allen replied that his doing so was rare and that it
depends on the professor. He shared the characteristics or behavior a professor would
need to demonstrate before he would feel comfortable to “hang around” after class.
That's a tough question. I guess they would have to be closer to…well
maybe not necessarily to my age group but there has to be some type of
bridge I could use to connect to them other than they are teaching this
material and that's the only connection we would have. Like "Top6" in the
computer science department, he's probably one of the best teachers I have
ever had, and I think he won an award for teaching along with someone
from the chemistry department--excellence in teaching, but he's like 30
years old or something like that. I play video games on occasion; he does
that too. He likes Monty Python. I find it funny. So it's things I could talk
to him about and he's every easy to talk to. That would be one quality-being very easy to talk to. (Personal communication, March 26, 2012)
In essence, Allen looks to have something in common with his professors other
than just meeting in class. He admitted that he hasn’t talked to many of his professors
outside of class (with Top being the exception), and the couple of professors that he did
meet outside of class “wasn’t anything...didn't really talk about much.”
Carmen (non-FGCS). Because of Carmen’s internship, she is not able to arrive
on time for her 5:30 pm class. Each class meeting begins with a quiz, so she found that
talking with the professor outside of class to be a great help in explaining her situation so
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that the professor would allow her to take the quiz at the end of class. Carmen does not
limit her conversation with her professors to class. She tries to establish a rapport with
them by offering personal greetings such as “how's everything going for you?” She says
she does this to be sure she can get to them (they know who she is and are accessible to
her). When asked if she had ever had a professor with whom she could not establish a
personal connection, she replied with laughter “not really. I get through to people. I am
determined! I am Carmen Culpepper!” She shared a situation she experienced with a
teacher who seemed uninterested in communicating with her:
I think I had a some professor--I can't remember the name and I can't really
remember the situation, but I know that if they didn't communicate well with me,
I will stay after class or come early before class to make sure I talk to them. I use
every media I can in order to get through you, so if that's not working, showing up
face to face with you, it's gonna be email, it's gonna be any phone call number,
outside emails, sending something to address it if I have to get that far, but I don't
like writing things too much. I'll write a note and leave it after class saying "I've
been trying to get in contact with you." (Personal communication, April 2, 2012)
Communicating with her peers outside of class does not seem to pose a problem
for Carmen either. The idea of going to the University Center and approaching students
she does not know was not new to her:
I did that all the time. I also run an organization called Greatest Together- a voter
empowerment organization and I was looking for members, so I started asking
people if they would like to volunteer at some of our events. I actually have 246
members now...I think maybe since they 10th grade it was probably after...I was
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always comfortable talking to people but I wouldn't have been as comfortable
unless I worked with this organization called Youth About Business which was
like a business camp that helped me break all my fears and everything and it
challenged me. (Personal communication, April 2, 2012)
Jacob (non-FGCS). Jacob does not communicate with his professors in private
conversations on a regular basis, but he has talked to a few outside of class. “[The
conversations are] usually about schoolwork. I had a few times where we'd talk about
nothing but not long because the professor's busy, I'm busy, so we're not really just there
to chat and talk,” he shared.
When it comes to approaching his peers, he reflected on his communication
behavior in high school:
In high school, you don't just go up to people walking down the hall and say
"hey" that often. You might every now and then--early in the morning because
that's when all the cool people show up but just randomly throughout the day you
just don't say hi to people that regularly, so there's not that much of a difference in
college where you're just walking by. You usually only talk to people in your
classes. You make friends with them. You don't just randomly go up to people
and start talking to them about nothing. (Personal communication, April 5, 2012)
Jacob maintains the same outlook on campus. He said he would only approach a
student in the UC if he knew them or if he was doing something in particular:
For Engineers Without Borders, one of the members and we had an event and we
had flyers we had to handout. Nobody knew about the event, and we were upstairs
on the level and everyone else was downstairs on the first level, and there's no one
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downstairs telling them that upstairs was where it was going on. So I took a
handful of flyers, walked downstairs, and just started going up to random people
telling them all about the event. I mean that's a special case, though. I don't
always just go up to people and say "Hey, let's talk." (Personal communication,
April 5, 2012)
Jacob reported that he wasn’t nervous about going up to people, but that he did
choose who he approached with the flyers:
I did choose who I went up to though. I made sure I didn't go up to someone who
was obviously studying or obviously working hard on their homework or
obviously I could tell wasn't going to care about what I had to say. I went up to
the people that had an obvious way about them. I know most of them probably
still didn't care, but I was still more decisive because I had a limited number of
flyers and a limited amount of time left. (Personal communication, April 5, 2012)
He considers himself outgoing. Given a hypothetical party situation, James
explained that he would usually walk up and start talking to people: “I usually try and be
friends with most of the people at the party. I don't try to be the life of the party, but I do
try to make sure other people don't feel excluded from the party. The people that don't
want to have fun at the party, it's fine with me. Don't have fun, but I'm not trying to make
sure everyone has fun because I like to have fun.”
Richard (non-FGCS). Richard makes a conscious effort to establish a rapport with
his professors by engaging in private conversations either before or after class. “Say for
instance, they are walking after class, everyone is leaving, I'll stay to say something like
‘I hope you have a good weekend’ I usually keep following up with that like... I may ask
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how your weekend was or something that kinda stirs conversation.” Richard went on to
explain that he does not usually feel nervous or comfortable when talking to his
professors in this way. “It depends on how the professor reacts to some of my questions
or they're more down to earth or they're kinda not really a people person and you don't
want to keep asking questions. You just go on, but if the teacher is really active with you
and really seem like they're concerned, you won't be as nervous, I guess.”
Richard shared how he reacted to a professor that did not seem interested in
engaging with him after class.
Most of my professors have been kind of down to earth except for last semester
one of my professors wasn't as he wasn't a people person. He was a really smart
individual, but he really wasn't a people person. It became a problem for some of
the other students in the classroom because he didn't understand sometimes
people going through things or reasons why they didn't do something in the class.
I didn't really stereotype him saying he's not a people person but it's like when I
try to start that conversation, everything he talked about had to do something with
the class. He seemed like he didn't have an outside life. Everything he talked
about was related back to the class in some kind of way. I just started a
conversation because I think that it creates a better relationship in the class.
(Personal communication, March 23, 2012)
Richard said when he bade the professor a good weekend, the professor replied “you too”
and “make sure you study for your test.”
When it comes to communicating outside of class, Richard was clear on what
makes him uncomfortable.
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Meeting someone like a stranger…walking on campus or something. I don't really
come up to people and just say "hey how you doing?" That's when I feel
uncomfortable--meeting new people. I just feel nervous. I don't want to come off
as a person I'm not or something, but I've gotten better on that since high school
because I used to be really really shy. I’d just go straight to class and just study
all the time. That's the only problem I really have, but as far as concerning my
grades, I make sure I try to connect with my professor. It's more of my
socializing. I don't really have...I have friends, but it's not like I don't really have
close, close friends other than my family members. (Personal communication,
March 23, 2012)
When asked if he would ever go to the UC and approach a student who was
sitting alone, Richard responded “oh, no. Not at all.” He said communicating with
another student would be easier if someone were to approach him, but he is not
comfortable doing it to others. He has tried though:
Sometimes if I'm walking on the sidewalk I'll say "hey, how're you doing" or
something. Just because I'm in a good mood and I try to do it. Or hold the door for
somebody, and then I can start conversations. It's more like I have to feel
comfortable with somebody that I seem like I have something in common with
them. I'll be more likely to approach them, but if I don't seem like I have anything
in common with them, I just wouldn't come up to them. Ifit seems like I have
something in common with them—like I play basketball with them or something.
It's something like I have a level of comfort with them or something in common.
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I'll more than likely to come up to them than someone that I don't have anything
in common with. (Personal communication, March 23, 2012)
Richard’s feelings are the same with the members of the opposite sex. “If it's a
girl that I'll like...yeah kinda like that. But if she's like a nice-looking girl and I might talk
to her but if she doesn't seem like my type of girl, then nah.”
Rita (FGCS).When Rita answered a question about talking to her professors in
private conversations, she shared her comfort levels with certain professors. She reported
being “really comfortable” with her English professor. She described her micro lab
instructor as “awesome,” “very approachable,” and “easy to talk to.” Her feelings about
her microbiology professor were different:
I’ve spoken to him. I don’t feel uncomfortable necessarily. I just like…I get the
impression he might be rather busy and you’re really supposed to go through
TA’s with him So, he’s nice…personality wise, he seems very approachable, but I
just somehow get the impression that it’s probably…I don’t know it ‘frowned
upon’ is the right phrase, but it’s preferred that you through other people or send
him an email maybe. I actually approached him after the class, and it wasn't that
bad. It didn't bother me too much, but he shot me down. I had missed I had been
really, really sick and missed a quiz, and it said on the syllabus there were no
makeup quizzes, but I thought I'd been in the hospital a couple of days before that
maybe he would make an allowance and no. No such luck. I didn't just feel wildly
out of my skin going to talk to him, but it's different than talking to some of the
other more approachable ones that are all as a matter of fact—they’re student
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teachers. That might make a difference. (Personal communication, March 15,
2012)
Angela (FGCS). Angela is comfortable talking with her professors outside of the
classroom, but usually their conversations are about the course—getting additional
information for a homework assignment or letting them know about a pending absence.
When asked if she feels nervous, anxious or generally uncomfortable when talking to her
professors, Angela replied, “I feel very comfortable talking to my professors. I'd rather
hang around my professors more than I would the students in the classroom. I have a
good connection with teachers because I've always looked up to them. I've had several
teachers that have been very inspiring to me that actually encouraged me into teaching.”
Angela’s communication behavior outside the classroom varies when it involves
talking with her peers. When asked if she ever visited the University Center, where large
crowds of student gather, she responded with “yes and no.” She went on to explain, “I
would go there and I'd probably run into somebody I knew from a previous class, but if I
were to hangout, I would end up sitting by myself because I've done that quite a few
times and it's like nobody really comes around.”
Angela reported that she is not comfortable approaching someone or attempting to
join a group by asking, “is anybody sitting here?" Angela said, “I think the only time I
did that was in the library and he was on the computer. But no, and in a way I almost feel
uncomfortable to do that because I think if approach somebody and say ‘hey is this seat
taken, can I sit here’ that they will think that I am invading their space or something.
Basically, self-conscious reasons.”
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Her behavior wouldn’t change if it were another female student her age; she still
wouldn’t go over and try to start a conversation.
I don't like starting conversations. To me, I feel uncomfortable doing that. Now,
in the classroom environment, it's a little different. There's sitting next to me-cause I did it to one girl last year. I complimented her and then I started talking
and I've done that once or twice outside of class where I see a girl who has
something that I like I'd go "ooo where'd you get those?" Just start up a little
conversation. But other than that I don't and in a way, I almost don't feel
comfortable starting a conversation with somebody. I kinda wish somebody'd do
that with me, but that'll never happen. (Personal communication, March 21, 2012)
Angela had mentioned rejection earlier in the interview; she admitted that she
fears the person may not want to talk to her, so she doesn’t approach anyone first. She
elaborated a little more on what would make her comfortable: “I'd feel more comfortable
[if someone came up and said "hey. is anybody sitting here?" and start talking] because
that lets me know "hey, they noticed I'm sitting by myself and if I want to go talk to
her...she looks a little lonely.
Based on the comments shared, the participants seem open to engaging their
professors in conversation outside of the classroom, but their decisions to do so rest upon
behavior demonstrated by the professor. The idea of approaching other students in
student gathering spots like the University Center seems to make many of the participants
uncomfortable unless there is a goal—recruitment for student organizations.
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Public Speaking: Allen, Carmen, Jacob, Richard, Rita, Angela
Because the PRCA-24 includes public speaking anxiety in its overall
measurement, students were asked about their feelings and reactions to situations that
require them to speak to a public audience.
Allen (non-FGCS). Andrew said that he gets the typical nervousness associated
with public speaking. “Generally if you have to get up and talk in front of the classroom,
you kinda get nervous for a moment. kinda get nervous and little edgy, but in generally,
not that bad…It's not like ‘oh God what am I gonna do?’”
Carmen (non-FGCS). Nervous laughter is Carmen’s signature. Although she is
quick to talk in front of others, she admitted that she gets a little scared. She recognized
that fear of public speaking is common and shared that when she is scared, she laughs.
After she laughs, she is then able to talk. “I still do love to do public speaking that's
because I do like talking in front of huge audiences,” she added.
Jacob (non-FGCS). Although Jacob had not yet taken a public speaking course,
he was confident that he would experience no speaking-related anxiety, “I took 3 years of
acting classes in high school, so public speaking is very easy for me.”
Richard (non-FGCS). Richard identified the factors that influence his nervousness
when speaking to an audience:
It depends on the [situation]. If it is something for class--a speech that I prepared
myself for, I still will be a little nervous, even if I feel like I prepared myself.
[Nervousness] actually depends on the group or number of people. If it's a small
classroom setting maybe 20-25 people and I know the people in there, I'll feel
comfortable. I won't be that nervous. I'll still be nervous but not as nervous as if it
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was a new group of people or a big crowd. Then I'll be pretty nervous. It depends
on the number and the people I know. (Personal communication, March 23, 2012)
Rita (FGCS). Rita reports that she does not fear public speaking in general, but
she does worry about “flubbing and then getting on a roll flubbing.”
I think there's people a lot worse than me, but I worry about getting so off track
that I can't get back on. I took speech class last semester, and I got more comfortable.
Particularly I think that was because I knew the people in the room better. They were less
harshly judging than you might imagine at the beginning. ...in the end you're all cheering
each other on going "you can do it!” (Personal communication, 15, 2012)
Angela (FGCS). Although Angela is generally uncomfortable speaking directly to
her peers, she reported that she was comfortable speaking in front of a class. “It's
something I've done all my life. I've always been outspoken in front of a class,” she
added.
The participants’ responses reflect the common responses to public speaking.
Allen experiences the usual edgy feelings that are controllable. Carmen enjoys public
speaking and does it often, but she still experiences a level of fear that induces nervous
laughter. Even though While Jacob is confident that he would experience speakingrelated anxiety, Richard is acutely aware of his levels of public speaking anxiety and the
factors that influence his nervousness. Rita, who has performed well in her public
speaking course, experiences the normal fear of stammering over words and not being
able to recover. All of the participants’ responses to public speaking vary but are all
common.
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Parental/Family Involvement
This section of data reports what students shared about their parents’ and families’
involvement in their matriculation at The University of Memphis. Experiences of being
expected to go to college, receiving parental encouragement and/or advice7, and
managing familial responsibilities while in college are discussed (see Table 12).

Table 12
Parental/Family Involvement Themes and Nodes
Themes
Parental/Family
Involvement





Nodes
Parents’ expectations to go to college
Parental encouragement/advice
Responsibilities to family

Expected to Go to College: Jacob, Allen, Carmen, Angela,
Jacob and Allen (non-FGCS). Jacob reported that his attending college was
expected. Allen was expected to attend college. He said, “I wasn't pressured, but
everyone assumed. Obviously you're gonna be going to college...”
Carmen (non-FGCS). Carmen’s mother was a first-generation college student,
and that influenced expectations that she attend college.
I was definitely encouraged to go to college. I guess I actually have a little
bit different experience than a lot of other people. I actually lived in 13
states and 3 different countries. My dad was in the military when my mom
7

Parental encouragement/advice were merged due to the brevity of comments on each.
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and dad were together until I was 7. They divorced and then we moved
back from Panama to America and from there we traveled a lot. My mom
had me at the young age of 18, and her mother didn't actually go to
college, so she was the first one to really step up in her family and make
that change. My grandma did have 10 kids so a lot of [them] did go out
and do bigger things than she did because she instilled that inside of them.
After traveling so much, my mom decided to go back to school and make
those bigger steps, so from there it grew. We were always taught we were
gonna be better than what she was doing and things like that. (Personal
communication, April 2, 2012)
Angela (FGCS). Angela’s parent’s did not expect her to attend college. She
explained, “No, I took that upon myself. They wanted me to finish high school. That was
my goal. Finish high school without being pregnant. The going to college and wanting to
be a teacher was my idea. They did not pressure me at all.” When she shared her plans of
attending college, however, her parents were supportive (Personal communication, March
21, 2012).
Parental Encouragement/Advice: Jacob and Angela
Only two of the participants—Jacob and Angela—shared experiences about their
parents’ offering encouragement and/or advice.
Jacob (non-FGCS). When asked if his parents offered him advice about college,
he explained why he didn’t readily except their offerings:
They tried to [offer advice], but they had no clue what they were talking about
because it had been so long since they had been in college. And the college my
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mom went to is Crichton College it's Victory University now, but it's an adult
college...it was designed for adults, so that was totally different. And my dad went
to college 20 something years ago, so a lot has changed since then, but apparently
we still have the same professors, though. (Personal communication, April 5,
2012)
At the time of the interview Jacob had an older sister who was graduating at the
end of the semester from the University of Memphis. His sister briefed him on a number
of things before he arrived on campus. Jacob said, “So I walked in knowing quite a bit of
what to expect, but really it was knowing what the teacher wants out of you is different
than what a high school teacher wants out of you. Not on a harder scale; just that they
want more intellectual, more original scale.”
The coaching from his sister wasn’t too detailed, however, because “she’s a
pharmacy major and I’m a civil engineering major, so our schedules not really coincide
whatsoever, but she helped out a lot with the normal swag of how you act on campus and
what sets out most freshmen from all the other kids—don’t ever dress up for class—that
kind of thing,” Jacob explained.
Angela (FGCS). Because Angela is a first-generation college student, her
experience receiving encouragement/advice from her parents was wholly different. When
Angela had thoughts of dropping out of college, her father encouraged her:
Well, while tutoring my sister with her math, I mentioned that something was
very easy and to her that's a little offensive because what's easy to me is hard for
her. She's math-challenged, so when me and her got to arguing, I left the room,
and I started cooking dinner and my dad came in and I talked to my Dad ‘I don't
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think I need to college anymore. I need to either find something or drop out. I'm
wasting my time even trying.’ My dad kinda comforted me and said ‘continue on
the way you're doing. You're doing very good’ and that he sees me as being an
elementary teacher--more or less. He feels like if I'm around a bunch of
elementary kids that I'd do just fine. (Personal communication, March 21, 2012)
Although Angela’s parents did not attend college and are not familiar with the
connections between majors and careers, they have offered advice on her teaching career
path, “And my parents influenced me to start at an elementary level and work my way up
if I wanted to do (teach) higher,” Angela explained.
While Angela’s father is supportive of her staying in school, he discourages her
from experiencing other aspects of college that living on campus would offer. “He says
that it's cheaper to stay at home. It's better if I stayed at home cause who else is gonna
wake him up at seven o’clock in the morning and hand him his coffee.”
Because neither of Angela’s parents attended college, they cannot offer advice
from their own personal experience. Instead, her father offers advice from information he
has heard from others. Angela was aware that her father’s information comes from
secondary sources:
But he said he knew people who were on college campus and said that the dorm
life they had he doesn't approve even the co-ed dorms. I don't care if it's one
gender--an all-womans dorm. He doesn't feel comfortable with me staying on
campus…[this comes from things] that HE's heard from people HE knew. So he
won't let ME experience. I remember the first or second time that I mentioned it
(moving on campus) to my dad. My dad told me about one of my brother's
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resource teachers who was like 30 something years old still living with her mom
and I'm like I don't want to be 30 something years old still living with my parents.
I want a life. (Personal communication, March 21, 2012)
Family Responsibilities: Angela
The only students interviewed who have family responsibilities are Rita and
Angela. Rita’s responsibilities are expected since she is a non-traditional student with
children. Angela, however, is a traditional student who has heavy familial responsibilities
that impact her college experience.
Angela (FGCS). In addition to tutoring her brother and sister with their English
and math, cooking dinner and waking her father up in the mornings, Angela has
responsibilities that prevent her from participating in campus events:
I am being sheltered because of my parents. If I was a little bit more open with my
parents about ‘hey, this event's coming up. can I stay after school for this?’Alot of
events that happen at the school, happen after 7 p.m. I leave at 2 p.m., so when
events that happen after 2 p.m., I'm kinda screwed. And events that happen during
school, I'm in class, so then again I'm also screwed. (Personal communication,
March 21, 2012)
When asked what prevents her from being able to stay on campus after 2 p.m.,
Angela explained her family’s financial situation:
I help my dad. We have to paint apartments in order to pay rent because neither of
my parents have a job. They are on disability. So in order to make sure my dad
doesn't hurt his back more than it already is, I try to help him. Not only that, I pick
up five-gallon paint buckets just to make sure my dad and my sister don't hurt
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themselves, but in return I am hurting myself physically. And then I have a
brother and sister that I have to take care of. I'm the oldest out of 3. It's where
most of the stress comes from--being the oldest. (Personal communication, March
21, 2012)
In summary, the parental/family involvement varies between the non-FGCS and
FGCS. The non-FGCS—Jacob, Allen, and Carmen—were all expected to attend college
without pressure or extended discussions. Angela, the FGCS, was not expected to attend
college and made the decision to do so on her own. Jacob disregards his parents’ advice
and suggestions although they both attended college. Angela accepts her parents’ advice
and suggestions despite they have never attended college8. None of the non-FGCS
reported having familial responsibilities, but FGCS Angela does. Angela’s role in the
family is a vital one, as her contributions to her household are both financial and
emotional; her assistance helps the family financially (helping paint apartments pays the
rent) and she teaches and cares for her younger siblings. Angela’s familial responsibilities
are so great that they limit her exposure to other college students and involvement in
campus activities.
Peers
This final section of data reflects thoughts, feelings, and experiences related to the
participants’ interaction with their peers or classmates. Age difference, appearance, and
diversity (to include race and social class) are addressed (see Table 13).

8

This contrast will be address in greater detail in Chapter 6: Discussion.
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Table 13
Peers Theme and Nodes
Themes

Nodes






Peers

Age difference
Appearance
Diversity
Race
Social Class

Age Difference: Rita (FGCS)
Because Rita is a 39 year-old, non-traditional student, her experiences and
feelings about age difference between her and her classmates are the focus of this section.
When discussing her comfort level with asking questions in class, Rita answered
that she is usually one of the students who does so often. She elaborated by saying that
she felt her asking questions was age-related, as long periods of silence after the teacher
asks a question makes her uncomfortable and she feels compelled to answer. “I feel like
the teacher is being disrespected in a sense if they don’t get an answer,” she said.
When talking with her classmates in group or collaboration situations, she is
conscious of the age difference and treads carefully:
I feel a lot older than them. As a matter of fact, when I left micro lab, I didn't want
to communicate with another student for fear of sounding like...I told him this
time, but it happened earlier "I didn't want to sound like your mom". So and it was
something you [were] doing wrong, and you have to do the proper technique or
you won't get the right result when you go back, and I would like for my group to
get a good result. But, I didn't want to tell him because I didn't want to make him
uncomfortable and the idea of making him uncomfortable and having tension
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made me uncomfortable, so I skipped it the first time (Personal communication,
March 15, 2012).
When reflecting on her earlier college experience, Rita mentioned how her age
and life experience influenced her college experience, preparing her for a successful
return to college:
I went to Southwest9....It was State Tech then, now it's Southwest. You know, I
really don't hardly remember any of that, but yeah. I had been before for a bit, but
this is different. I was slightly intimidated by the size of the place and just being
able...as a matter of fact trying to find you. There's several buildings that include
either arts of communication in the name, so this is my third stop. So that was
something that really intimidated me as a young person, but you know, I've made
my way through airports and various cities. At this point in my life, so it's not so
intimidating anymore. (Personal communication, March 15, 2012)
While life experience has prepared Rita for a successful return to college, she is
very much aware of the age difference between her and her classmates and often feels
uncomfortable talking in group discussions with her classmates. “People much younger
than me talking about issues relevant to people much younger than me [makes me
uncomfortable] because I would not want to sound like a mom,” Rita said. She explained
her dislike for group discussions is not really nervousness unless “it (the conversation)
was like really off-color. Like something inappropriate. Like both genders talking about
something sexual. I would not really want to be a party to that…” (Personal
communication, April 26, 2012)

9

Southwest Community College is a two-year college in Memphis, Tennessee.
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Rita shared two experiences in which age differences made her uncomfortable
communicating with her classmates:
I have a lab partner that's the age of my children. a young man in microbiology
lab, and he actually was performing the task incorrectly. It was difficult for me to
find a way to say ‘this is not right,’ because we as a team would perform these
tasks. I knew our microbes wouldn't grow because he would not let the
inoculating loop or whatever the case was. So it was really hard for me because I
didn't want to come off...I didn't want to offend him to the point that we would
have awkwardness every time we would sit in our spots in lab. That was probably
the worse scenario. In English class, there were...I'm sure I was the oldest one in
the room and there's a group over there that were just like that clique in high
school...you remember the ones... I'm a big girl, myself, so I feel a bit more
comfortable saying it. My teacher's really large. She's super morbidly obese and
when she first walked in the room, the girls sneered and looked at her, and I was
less comfortable in that room because I thought those kids were catty and it was
more a fear of them saying smart to me and me letting loose on all the things I
really thought about and being so snotty like that. But then there would be again a
constant discomfort because of me speaking my mind. I guess overall I don't want
to step on the toes of the other students from a mom's perspective because that's
not what they're there for--to be mothered by other students. I want to let them do
their own college thing unless they ask my opinion in which I am all too happy to
pass it along--give them a little wisdom as needed. (Personal communication,
March 15, 2012)
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Rita seemed sensitive and aware of the age difference and how she might be
perceived when communicating with younger students. When asked the source of that
awareness, Rita responded,
My own kids. I know exactly where it comes from. Wanting so much to help
them that I overstep my mom bounds and there's times when I need to let them
figure out stuff on their own and that breeds resentment, and I'm not
there[college] about any of that. I just want an education. So in order to be able to
maintain my focus, as you would imagine, I am so beyond any kind of social
drama that any part of that, I'm trying to just steer clear of it I guess. (Personal
communication, April 26, 2012)
Appearance: Jacob and Angela
Because this section addressed issues with peers, appearance is also important to
some students. Only two of the student participants mentioned clothing as a concern
when interacting with their peers.
Jacob (non-FGCS). Jacob mentioned that his older sister also attended the
University of Memphis and offered some advice. Because their majors are different, she
couldn’t offer much academic advice, but “she helped out a lot with the normal swag of
how you act on campus and what sets out most freshmen from all the other kids. Don't
ever dress up for class, that kind of thing,” he said.
Angela (FGCS). Angela, on the other hand, did not have a parent or sibling to
advise her on what to wear to class. She has had to figure that out on her own.
Sometimes I can be very self-conscious. Alot of times it's self-conscious about my
appearance. I'm always trying to wear stuff to fit in or...growing up, I always wore
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boys clothes. I wasn't really caring about my appearance, and of course, I got
teased, but now, I'm trying to start wearing tight jeans, tight shirts, trying to fit
into the college life and see if I can get people to be interested in me. (Personal
communication, March 21, 2012)
Racial Diversity: Richard and Angela
The conversations on diversity included racial/ethnic diversity as well as social
class. For some, the diversity at the university is similar to that of participants’ high
schools, and for others, it is very different. The racial diversity Richard was exposed to in
his high schools seemed to have prepared him for the diverse population at the University
of Memphis. Angela’s limited exposure to diversity is a factor in how she has adjusted to
the University of Memphis.
Richard (non-FGCS).Richard reported that the demographic structure of his high
school was “more black than white half and half” with a “small group of Asians,
Mexicans, and other international students.” Richard said coming from a high school with
those demographics brought diversity to his attention, so when he arrived on the
university’s campus, he wasn’t shocked and was used to the social setting. Although he is
aware and appreciates diversity, when discussing his level of discomfort when
approaching students he does not know, he shared that he would have to have something
in common with a person in order to approach them. He further explained:
I don't want to get into race or something, but if I saw a group of white males, I
probably wouldn't be as --I wouldn't come up to them cause I'd think they
probably wouldn't like me or something and it's the same thing with the
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stereotypical black men like the way they dress10, I probably still wouldn't come
up to them. (Personal communication, March 23, 2012)
While Richard’s high school seemed to have prepared him for diversity, Angela’s
school did not.
Angela (FGCS). Angela made it clear that there was a difference between her
high school environment and the university environment.
The environment I grew up in: I went to an all-black school. There's probably 2%
white population. Now, I want to hang around white kids. I don't mean to seem
racist if I am. Because I went to an all-black school, I feel more like an outcast to
my own kind. The people--the 2% of the white people that hung out at my school
were idiots. They sucked when it came to school. Yes. I dated like three of them
cause the majority of them were boys, but now that I come here it's like I almost
wish I went to Arlington11 where's the majority white or at least to Shelby county
or a Memphis city school that was a mixture. Being isolated in one race kinda
pushed me out of the category of really. (Personal communication, March 21,
2012)
Angela’s main concern was having friends. She went on to explain, “I'm not
racist. I don't matter what color they are they could be Muslim, and I don't care. Not
really gonna tell my dad I have a Muslim friend--he'd probably kill me, but I'd just like to

10

Richard is an African American student who was not dressed at the time in the urban style of
the stereotypical African American of his age (sagging pants, reversed hat, sneakers, etc).
11

Arlington is a suburb of Memphis located in Shelby County.
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be able to be accepted for who I am and hang around people who have the same interests
that I have.”
Richard’s exposure to diversity prepared him for the diversity he would
experience on campus—both in class and in the residence halls. Because Angela did not
experience such diversity, she feels uncomfortable, isolated, and desperate to make
friends. Because she lacks exposure, she doesn’t feel comfortable trying to befriend
others of “her kind.”
Social Class: Angela (FGCS)
Another aspect of diversity is social class. Angela was the only participant who
seemed concerned with the social class differences of her and her peers. While discussing
her classroom communication with her peers, Angela seemed keenly aware of the
differences between her and her classmates.
“Sometimes the kids in the classroom have more freedom than I do and I think it's
because of the environment I grew up in and the environment they grew up in,” Angela
said. When asked to explain the difference in the environments, she explained, “ the
environment I grew up in: I went to an all-black school. There's probably 2% white
population. Now, I want to hang around white kids, but the problem that I see is they
already have a social life; they’re not really encouraging me to come in their little group
and sometimes it can be a little bit more prissier than I am” (Personal communication,
March 21, 2012).
Angela admitted that she believes her growing up in an environment different
than that of the students she would like to hang out with has influenced her academic
achievement how she sees college as a whole. She lists being sheltered by her parents,
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having to help her dad paint apartments for rent, and having to help take care of her
brother and sister as specific factors that have influenced her college experience. She
shared an experience that most college students may take for granted:
The first time I able to go to the movies with a friend that was not related to my
family in any shape, form of fashion was three weeks after my 19th birthday. To
me, that's kinda sad. I went to go see Harry Potter Death of Hallows. It was with a
girl that I took Spanish with. The only one that I had anything to do with after
class. I hadn't really talked to her since. She's more of a rich type. She has her
own life, she lives on campus, so I live off-campus. Me and her really don't
connect. We took Spanish together, and we became best friends. We had
everything in common—books, sports, activities, intelligence. And that was
basically the first time I've ever actually had a friend that I could really call a
friend. But after that semester, we lost touch to the point where I just--I have her
on my Facebook, but I don't have her on my cell phone anymore. I deleted the
number. It was pointless because every time I tried to call her, she wouldn't
answer. Okay...and I don't really socialize much on Facebook. My parents keep
track of me. It's not like I can add anybody I want. (Personal communication,
March 21, 2012)
Angela’s family moved to another part of Memphis during her elementary school
years, moving her from a school with white students to one with very few or no white
students. Angela said her apprehension began when she changed schools “because it’s
when I started getting more teased. I felt like I was an outsider and that's the problem
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now. Even with my own kind. I feel like I'm an outsider because I didn't grow up in the
same environment they did,” she explained.
In summary, Rita’s concerns regarding her peers or classmates stem from her
status as a non-traditional student. She is aware of how instructions or advice may be
received her younger classmates and is therefore hesitant. On the topic of appearance,
both Jacob and Angela were concerned with wearing attire their peers would find
acceptable. Richard and Angela’s exposure to diversity was in stark contrast. Richard, a
non-FGCS, was prepared for the racial diversity at the university because it mirrored the
demographics of his high school. Angela, however, was not prepared for the racial
diversity at the university because she attended a predominantly Black high school.
Angela’s lack of exposure to diverse populations has made it difficult for her to make
friends. Angela was also concerned with differences in social class between her peers and
herself. She is acutely aware of the social class differences between her and many of her
classmates. When asked about race, she discussed race; when asked about social class,
she discussed race and money. It seems as if Angela sees race and class as related or
interchangeable and discusses them as such.
Chapter Synthesis
The qualitative data shared in this chapter reflect experiences of both first
generation and non-first generation college students who attend the University of
Memphis. The summary of this chapter seeks to distill the data by discussing the similar
experiences of both FGCS and non-FGCS and how the experiences of FGCS and nonFGCS diverge. Further interpretation can be found in the discussion chapter.
THEME 1: Academic Progress ( Richard, Rita, Jacob, and Angela)
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Figure 19 illustrates the similarities in academic performance among Richard,
Rita, Jacob, and Angela.

Satisfactory
Academic
Performance

Unsatisfactory
Academic
Performance

•Richard (non-FGCS) •Jacob (non-FGCS)
•Rita (FGCS)
•Angela (FGCS)

Figure 19. Similarities in Academic Performance

Similarities
Comments on academic progress reflected the students’ current grades and course
progress. Richard (non-FGCS) and Rita (non-traditional FGCS) both reported having
difficult classes but still maintaining high grade point averages. Jacob (non-FGCS) and
Angela (FGCS) both experienced poor class performance and unsatisfactory grades in a
college course and a decline in grade point average after arriving at the university.
Both pairs of students contain a non-FGCS and a FGCS; yet, the experiences are
similar. It is common for students regardless of background to find courses challenging
and even difficult. The academic progress between the students was similar and
unsurprising.
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THEME 2: Adjusting to College
Some students’ academic performance remains the same from high school to
college, while others’ either improve or decline (see Figure 20).
Grade Point Average Decline from High School to College: Jacob and Angela

Similarities in GPA
Decline

Differences in GPA
Decline

•Jacob (non-FGCS)
•Angela (FGCS

•Jacob's lack of concern
•Angela's concern about
loss of scholarship

Figure 20. Similarities and Differences in GPA Decline

Similarities. It is common for students to graduate from high school with high
grade point averages to witness a decline after taking freshman level courses. Jacob and
Angela, a non-FGCS and FGCS pair, experienced a decline in grade point averages upon
taking college level courses. Jacob laughed when confessing there had been classes in
which he had not done well. Angela, on the other hand, was concerned that failing a
course caused her to lose her HOPE scholarship.
Differences. The decline in grade point average that Jacob and Angela shared is
not uncommon, but the difference in their attitudes surrounding the discussion of the
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grade point average decline is of particular interest and will be discussed in the final
chapter.

Similarities in Academic Differences in Academic
Preparedness
Preparedness
•Jacob (non-FGCS) blames high
school teachers and
curriculum
•Angela (FGCS) blames quality
of public school education

•Carmen (non-FGCS) attributes
preparedness to life as military
child

Figure 21. Similarities and Differences in Academic Preparedness

Academic Preparedness: Jacob, Angela, Carmen
Similarities. Participants were asked if they felt they had been prepared
academically for college, and the answers varied. Again, there is a similarity between
Jacob and Angela (see Figure 21). Jacob, who is a non-FGCS, did not feel he was
academically prepared for college and attributed his lack of preparation to his high school
teachers and high school curriculum. Angela, a FGCS, also attributed her lack of
academic preparation to the quality of public school education she received. She had
been an honor student in advance placement classes but fears she was not prepared
enough to make the transition from high school to college.
Differences. Carmen, a non-FGCS, felt academically prepared even though her
grade point average was low in high school. She attributed her preparedness to her early
years as a frequently-moving military child as well as her mother’s encouraging her and
being an example for her prepared her to succeed in college.
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Social Preparedness: Richard, Carmen, Jacob, Angela
Social preparedness focused on diversity and ability to socialize with a diverse
student population. All of the participants came from different high schools with different
demographics; thus, making the transition unique. Figure 22 illustrates the similarities
and differences in social preparedness.

Similarities in Social
Preparedness

Differences in Social
Preparedness

•Richard (non-FGCS) prepared
for diverse population
•Carmen (non-FGCS) prepared
for diverse population
•Jacob (non-FGCS) did not
change how he socialized
•Angela (FGCS) did not change
how she socialized

•Allen (non-FGCS) coming from
all-male high school found
diversity strange
•Angela (FGCS) coming from
predominately Black high
school did not feel socially
prepared

Figure 22. Similarities and Differences in Social Preparedness

Similarities. Both Richard and Carmen, non-FGCS, reported to be socially
prepared for the diversity at the University of Memphis and credited their extracurricular
activities in high school for their preparedness. Richard’s high school had a diverse
student population, and Carmen had traveled and interacted with diverse cultures. Their
prior experiences made their transitions to college easy ones.
Jacob and Angela’s experiences converge in this area as well. Social preparation
for Jacob was not a big transition, as he did not need to make any adjustments to how he
socialized with others. Although Angela’s exposure to diversity is extremely limited, she
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made no adjustments to how she socialized either—she didn’t socialize in high school,
and she doesn’t socialize in college.
Differences. There is a difference in levels of diversity from which Allen and
Angela came. Allen graduated from an all male high school and reported the change in
diversity to be “strange.” He still felt he was prepared socially for college. Angela came
from a predominantly black high school and did not feel she was socially prepared for
college.
Navigation of New Environment: Jacob, Angela
Concluding the theme of adjusting to college is the node of navigation of new
environment (see Figure 23).
Differences. The experiences of navigating the new environment are different
between non-FGCS Jacob and FGCS Angela. Both of Jacob’s parents attended college.
His sister was a senior at the University of Memphis and had briefed him on expectation

Jacob (non-FGCS) Angela (FGCS)
•Parents attended
•Neither parents
college
attended college
•Sister attended same •Doesn't know anyone
university
who attended college
•Received advice from •Did not receive any
sister
advice about college

Figure 23. Differences in Navigation of New Environment
of college teachers and his peers. Angela, however, was not privy to such information as
neither of her parents attended college, nor does she know anyone who attended college
from whom she could ascertain vital information like teacher and student expectations.
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THEME 3: Belief in Abilities
The belief in abilities was discussed via students’ reflections of self-doubt and
thoughts of leaving college (see Figure 24).

Similarities in SelfDoubt

Differences in SelfDoubt

• Carmen (non-FGCS)
• Richard (non-FGCS)
• Angela (FGCS)

• Carmen (non-FGCS)
athletic ability
• Richard (non-FGCS)
academic ability
• Angela (FGCS) overall
ability in everything

Figure 24. Differences and Similarities in Self-Doubt

Self-Doubt: Carmen, Richard, and Angela.
Differences. All three of these participants experienced self-doubt, but what is
notable is the areas about which they doubted themselves. Carmen reported doubting her
abilities in athletic events. Richard doubted his ability to succeed in college, but more
specifically maintain a grade point average comparable to his average when he graduated
from high school. Angela’s self-doubt was not limited to a specific area or ability like
Carmen of Richard’s. Angela’s self-doubt was all-encompassing—she had doubted
herself her whole life. Also, Angela’s self-doubt was reinforced by her parents’
comments about her intelligence and common sense. What is also noteworthy is that
Angela is hurt by her parents’ comments but blames herself for her hurt feelings,
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believing that her parents say discouraging things to make her do better but she takes the
discouraging words in a negative way.
THEME 4: Campus Life
Comments on campus life include reflections on living on campus and
participation in extracurricular activities. Figure 25 illustrates the differences in campus
life between Richard and Angela.

Richard

Angela

•Lives on campus
•works as RA
•has established
relationships with
others

•Lives off campus
with family
•Has not established
relationships with
others

Figure 25. Differences in Dorm Life

Dorm Life: Richard and Angela
Differences. Richard lives on campus. He is a resident advisor (RA) in charge of
overseeing a floor of a residence hall. He works with others to provide programs for his
residents, performs safety checks, and makes rounds. He attributed his enhanced social
skills and his academic focus to his job as an RA, as he has had to establish relationship
with his residents and other RAs as well as use his time wisely when he is on duty and
confined to one area.
Angela, on the other hand, has not been allowed to move on campus; she is driven
to campus everyday by her father and is picked up after her last class. Her father denies
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her request to move on campus citing her loss of her scholarship and secondhand
information about what allegedly goes on in coed dorms. Angela made it clear that she
believes living on campus would help her blossom socially, develop communication
skills, and make some friends.
Extracurricular Activities: Richard, Carmen, and Angela
Figure 26 illustrates the similarities and differences in extracurricular activities
between Richard, Carmen, and Angela.

Similarities in Extracurricular
Activities:

Differences in Extracurricular
Activities:

•Richard (non-FGCS) has met new
people through his activities
•Carmen (non-FGCS) has met new
people through activities

•Angela (FGCS) participates in
activities approved by her parents

•Angela (FGCS) lives off-campus
•Carmen (non-FGCS) lives off-campus

Figure 26. Similarities and Differences in Extracurricular Activities

Similarities. Richard and Carmen both attribute their meeting new people to their
participation in extracurricular activities. Richard sought extracurricular activities to
alleviate the boredom he noticed creeping upon him. He studied constantly and played
casual games of basketball and football from time to time, but he began to notice he
didn’t have a social life. His participation in extracurricular activities as an RA has
helped him with his social skills.
Carmen’s participation in extracurricular activities I based on civic involvement
and academic preparation; she leads a voter-empowerment organization and works with a
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business camp for youth. Her participation in the camp helped her overcome fears and
meet many new people from all over the country.
Carmen and Angela have something in common—both participants live offcampus.
Differences. Because Angela lives off-campus and is not in control of her
transportation to and from campus, Angela rarely stays on campus for activities. Prior to
the interview, Angela had not been allowed to stay after her classes for any activities, but
her parents soon changed and seemed to encourage her to attend social events like a
Valentine’s dance or career preparation events like a mock interview. What her parents
allow or encourage her to attend are events that her mother either experienced or what her
parents’ have been advised by a third party to allow her to attend. Angela’s limited
exposure to her peers rests heavily on her mind. When asked what she wished she had
known before coming to college, she answered that she wished she knew what clubs she
could have joined in order to be around people like herself.
THEME 5: Communication
The communication theme has three nodes: (a) during and after class, (b) outside
of class, and (c) public speaking. Figure 27 illustrates the theme, three nodes, and six
sub-nodes.
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Classroom
Collaboration

During and
After Class

Questions and
Comments

Large Classes
Fear of Looking
Foolish
Communication
Communication
with Professors

Outside of Class
Communication
with Students
Public Speaking

Figure 27. Organization of Communication Responses
During/After Class
This section focuses on students’ communication during and immediately after
class, outside of class, and public speaking. The communication situations during and
after class have been organized into sub-categories: classroom collaboration, questions
and comments, and large classes. Experiences communicating in classroom collaboration
varied between the non-FGCS participants and the FGCS participants (see Figure 28).
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Similarities in Classroom Differences in Classroom
Collaboration
Collaboration
•Fear of Receiving Poor Grade
•Allen (non-FGCS)
•Carmen (non-FGCS)
•Jacob (non-FGCS)

•Rita (FGCS)is uncomfortable
collaborating because of age
difference
•Angela (FGCS) is uncomfortable
collaborating out of fear of
rejection from her peers

Table 2. Similarities and Differences in Classroom Collaboration

Figure 28. Similarities and Differences in Classroom Collaboration

Similarities: Allen, Carmen, Jacob. Allen, Carmen, and Jacob all shared a
concern about having slackers in their group and receiving a poor grade because of
someone else’s performance. No one mentioned being uncomfortable communicating
with his or her group mates. Allen’s main concern was making a good impression with
the teacher and having a group mate that would make him look bad. Carmen is usually
the leader of the group and communicates the most with her group mates. Jacob shared
that he has experienced both good and bad collaborative situations but made it clear that
he doesn’t get nervous when talking to his group mates, but he gets nervous about the
possible outcome of the project.
Differences: Rita and Angela. Rita and Angela’s experiences are different from
the non-FGCS experiences, but both ladies tend to be uncomfortable communicating with
their group mates but for different reasons.
Talking with her group mates makes Rita uncomfortable because she is afraid she
will remind her classmates of their mothers. When trying to correct mistakes or guide the
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group’s actions, she worries about making her group mates uncomfortable, which in
return makes her uncomfortable and tense; thus, prompting her to be silent.
Group work makes Angela nervous and withdrawn. She fears rejection from her
group mates if they discover how intelligent she is or discover that she’s not the type of
person they would socialize with outside of class. She tends to close up when put in
groups.
The following responses focus on whether or not the participants ask questions,
answer questions, and/or make comments during class (see Figure 29).

Similarities in Questions
and Comments

Differences in Questions
and Answers

•They all attempt to answer
questions asked of them
•Allen (non-FGCS)
•Carmen (non-FGCS)
•Richard (non-FGCS)
•Rita (FGCS)
•Angela (FGCS)

•Jacob (non-FGCS) will only
answer/ask questions when:
•correcting the teacher
•trying to prove a point
•asking for clarity

Figure 29. Similarities and Differences in Questions and Comments

Similarities: Allen, Carmen, Richard, Rita, Angela. Allen, Carmen, and Richard
have all had times when they didn’t know the answer to a question posed to them by a
teacher, but no one reported having ever refused to answer. They either tried to answer by
guessing or admitted they didn’t know. When it comes to asking questions, Allen is
concerned about the impression his classmates would have of him if they noticed him
asking questions in class. He wants his classmates to see him as capable and someone
they can come to for help.
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The only time Carmen said she failed to get clarity on an assignment was because
track practice conflicted with the professor’s office hours. Like Carmen, Richard prefers
to seek detailed explanations after class. He admitted that he is hesitant to ask questions
during class and prefers to wait to ask his questions that require a more in-depth answer
after class is over. Rita does not experience any nervousness when it comes to answering
or asking questions in class. She attributes age and experience to her comfort in doing so.
She can see why younger students shy away from asking questions, but she knows asking
a question will help her in the long run.
Angela prefers talking to her professors over talking to her classmates and
reported that she asks and answers questions frequently during class.
Differences: Jacob. Jacob has a strong aversion to asking and answering questions
in class as well as making comments. He does so only when it is necessary. Situations
that warrant questions or comments are: A) correcting the teacher when he or she is
wrong about something, B) asking leading questions that will goad the teacher into
proving his point, and C) asking for clarity in process-based subject like Calculus. He
admitted to not answering questions simply because he didn’t like the teacher, was not
interested in the subject matter, or just did not feel like talking. Jacob’s decisions on
when to communicate in class are based on matters other than anxiety.
The size of the classroom influences some students who are reluctant to
communicate. Richard, a self-reported shy individual, admitted that he hesitates asking
questions in large classes. His microeconomics class had 250 students, and every time he
raised his hand, he felt the whole class was looking at him and wondering “why are you
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asking a lot of questions?” No one else shared their feelings about communicating in
large classes.
Several of the participants were concerned with bow their classmates perceived
them, but three of them mentioned the word “foolish” or similar words to describe how
they don’t want to be perceived (see Figure 30).

Similarities in Fear of Looking
Foolish

Differences in Fear of Looking
Foolish

•Carmen (non-FGCS)
•Jacob (non-FGCS)
•Rita (non-FGCS)

•Carmen (non-FGCS) hesitates
communicating when not prepared
•Jacob (non-FGCS) is concerned
about feeling stupid around smart
people
•Rita (non-FGCS) concerned about
her questions being off target

Table 3. Similarities and Differences in Fear of Looking Foolish

Figure 30. Similarities and Differences in Fear of Looking Foolish

Similarities: Carmen, Jacob, and Rita. Carmen participates in class discussions
on a regular basis, but is hesitant when she has not prepared for class. She doesn’t want to
look like she didn’t read, giving her teacher and classmates a cause to see her in a
negative light.
Jacob shared that he is concerned about feeling stupid around people who he
considers smart or smarter than himself, so he is careful about what he says so he doesn’t
“mess up.” Rita says she wonders if she will sound foolish asking a question or if she is
completely off-target, but she usually asks anyway. In another setting, however, when she
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is in the presence of powerful people, she can be intimidates by others’ intellect and is
afraid of saying something stupid.
While the details of the causes are different, three of the participants are
concerned how others perceive them and fear looking stupid, foolish, or unprepared.
Outside of Class
The participants’ experiences communicating with professors outside of the
classroom (before or after class or during office hours) and other students around campus
have been grouped by similarities and differences (see Figure 31).

Similarities in Communicating Outside
of Class (With professors)

Differences in Communicating Outside
of Class (student around campus)

• Allen (non-FGCS) looks for common interests
• Richard (non-FGCS) tries to establish a rapport

• Carmen (non-FGCS) and Jacob (non-FGCS) are
comfortable approaching students they don't
know on campus
• Angela (FGCS) would not feel comfortable talking
to students she does not know

• Carmen (non-FGCS) talks to professors about
classwork
• Jacob (non-FGCS) limits conversation to schoolrelated topics
• Angela (FGCS) prefers talking to professors
rather than classmates

4. Similarities
and Differences
in CommunicatingOutside
Outside of
Figure 31.Table
Similarities
and Differences
in Communicating
of Class
Class

Similarities. Allen and Richard’s communication with their professors is
contingent upon the behaviors of the professors. Allen looks for common interests in his
professors before trying to engage them in out-of-class-conversation. Richard looks for
behavior that indicates the professor is open to out-of-class-conversation. Even if he
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senses the professor is not a “people person,” Richard tries to engage anyway, as he
believes establishing a rapport with professors is important.
Carmen, Jacob, and Angela all limit their conversations with their professors to
class work. Carmen’s outside-of-class conversation with professors centers on class work
and class meetings. Jacob doesn’t feel like neither he nor the professor is there to chat
about topics unrelated to school. Although she prefers talking to her professors to talking
to classmates, Angela doesn’t speak with her professors about things unrelated to class
either.
Differences. Only Carmen and Jacob said they have approached students around
campus and felt comfortable doing it. Both had set out to distribute information about an
organization or event when they engaged in this kind of communication. They differ from
the rest of the participants, as the others said emphatically they would not walk up to
people they did not know and talk with them out of extreme discomfort. Angela
described her discomfort as being “self-conscious.” The participants who said they would
not engage in such communication said they would be open to communicating if
someone approached them first.
Public Speaking: Andrew, Carmen, Richard, Jacob, and Angela
Figure 32 illustrates the similarities and differences in public speaking discomfort
between Andrew, Carmen, Richard, Jacob, and Angela.
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Similarities in Public
Speaking Discomfort

Differences in Public
Speaking Discomfort

•Andrew (non-FGCS) gets common
edgy feeling
•Carmen (non-FGCS) displays
nervous laughter
•Richard (non-FGCS) experiences
nervousness depending on size of
audience
•Rita (FGCS) gets anxious about
messing up

•Jacob (non-FGCS) reported no
anxiety due to acting classes
•Angela (FGCS) reported no anxiety

Figure 32. Similarities and Differences in Public Speaking Discomfort

Similarities. Four of the participants—Andrew, Carmen, Richard, and Rita—
shared they experience the normal symptoms of nervousness when having to speak
publically. Andrew used the words “nervous” and “edgy” to describe his feelings.
Carmen exhibits nervous laughter, but she loves to speak and does it often. Richard’s
level of anxiety depends on the size of his audience. Rita is not afraid of speaking to an
audience but she worries about “flubbing.”
Differences. Jacob and Angela reported no anxiety. Jacob credited his three years
of acting classes for his lack of anxiety. Angela reported that she is only uncomfortable
speaking directly to her peers. Neither student had taken a public speaking course at the
time of the interview.
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THEME 6: Parental/Family Involvement
Expected to Go to College: Jacob, Allen, and Carmen
Similarities. Jacob, Allen, and Carmen—all non-FGCS—were expected to attend
college without pressure or prolonged conversation about it (see Figure 33).

Similarities in
Expectations to Attend
College

Differences in
Expectations to Attend
College

•Expected to go to college
without prolonged
conversation
•Jacob (non-FGCS)
•Allen (non-FGCS)
•Carmen (non-FGCS)

•Angela (FGCS) was not
expected to go to college.

Figure 33. Similarities and Differences in Expectations to Attend College

Differences. Angela was not expected to attend college. Her parents only desired
that she graduate high school (something that neither of them did) without getting
pregnant. She stressed that attending college was her idea.
Parental Encouragement/Advice: Jacob and Angela
Differences. Jacob and Angela’s experiences with their parents offering
encouragement and/advice are complete opposites (see Figure 34). Jacob’s parents
attended college and offer him advice that he disregards. He believes his father’s college
experience is no longer relevant because he went to college (the University of Memphis)
so long ago. His mother attended a smaller college that Jacob considers an “adult
college” (as it catered to working adults), and he refuses her advice as well. He listens to
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his older sister who, at the time of the interview, was preparing to graduate from the
University of Memphis.

Differences in Parental Advice/
Encouragement
•Jacob (non-FGCS) disregards parents' advice
•Angela (FGCS) follows her parents' secondhand
advice and needs their encouragement

Figure 34. Differences in Parental Advice and Encouragement

Angela, a FGCS, has parents who did not graduate from high school and did not
attend college. Their advice concerning college comes from secondary sources or people
they know who have attended college. Some of their advice comes from her mother’s
physical therapist. While the advice she receives from her parents comes from other
people, Angela follows their advice. Her parents encourage her to continue her studies.
They encouraged her to change her major, and have advised her on how to proceed in the
field of education as an aspiring teacher. Angela, aware that her parents have never
experienced anything on which they advise and encourage, follows their advice.
Family Responsibilities
Differences. While Carmen lives off campus and works, her employment is an
internship and is not needed to support her household. Rita, as a non-traditional student,
is expected to have familial responsibilities as she has children and maintains a
household. The other participants except Angela live on campus and are responsible only
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for themselves. Angela was the only participant who had major family responsibilities
(see Figure 35).

Differences in Family Responsibility
•Carmen (non-FGCS) lives off campus but
does not support a household
•Rita (FGCS) lives off campus and maintains a
household with children
•Angela (FGCS) lives off campus and helps
parents earn living and cares for siblings

Figure 35. Differences in Family Responsibility

Both of Angela’s parents receive disability benefits due to injuries. They cannot
work and are on a fixed income. In order to pay rent for their own apartment, they paint
apartments for the complex. Angela helps paint and carries the five-gallon paint buckets
so her father and sister don’t hurt themselves. In addition to that, she takes care of her
younger siblings and helps out around the house.
THEME 7: Peers
Age Difference
Rita was the only student for whom age influenced how she communicated with
her classmates. Rita is acutely aware of how her age and experience would lead her
classmates to perceive her, so she is very careful about giving instructions or advice when
working in a group or communicating one-on-one with her classmates.
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Appearance
Similarities and differences. Jacob and Angela both shared a concern about their
appearance. Jacob’s sister advised him on what not to wear to class. Angela observes
what others wear and tried to imitate it (see Figure 36).

Similarities in
Appearance

Differences in
Appearance

•Jacob (non-FGCS)
concerned about
appearance
•Angela (FGCS) concerned
about appearance

•Jacob (non-FGCS) got
fashion advice from older
sister
•Angela (FGCS) tries to
imitate what others wear

Figure 36. Similarities and Differences in Appearance
Diversity
Race. Racial makeup of their high schools had opposite effects on Richard and
Angela. Richard’s high school was racially diverse, and as result, he was better prepared
for the campus diversity of the university. Angela’s high school was not racially diverse;
thus, making her unaccustomed to diversity and uncomfortable talking directly to her
classmates—white classmates, in particular (see Figure 37).
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Differences in Racial Diversity
• Richard (non-FGCS) attended racially
diverse high school
• Angela (FGCS) attended high school
with no racial diversity

Figure 37. Differences in Racial Diversity

Social Class. Angela was the only participant to mention the role of social class in
her inability to fit in. This creates a difference between her and the other participants, as
no one else shared thoughts of wealth or social class in their interviews.
The summary of similarities and differences across the seven themes and their
corresponding sub-categories provides an abbreviated look at how the experiences of
these non-FGCS and FGCS compare. Many experiences and feelings are shared
regardless of background, while there are some experiences and feelings that are unique
because of the participants’ background.
Summary
When reflecting on this study and determining what its findings mean for the
fields of communication and education, I can: (a) confirm that students who the first in
their families to attend college have experiences different from students whose parents
attended or graduated from college, (b) establish a possible link between the academic
preparedness of students from poor quality/performing urban schools and students from
high performing suburban schools, (c) confirm that high levels of CA most often come
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from a concern of how students are perceived by their peers, (d) provide an example of
how self-efficacy and social self-efficacy are connected to communication apprehension,
(e) provide an example of how communication apprehension can stem from being a
FGCS, socially unprepared and isolated from one’ peers, and (f) posit that nontraditional students have concerns about age difference when taking classes with
traditional students that may lead to state or situational communication apprehension.
Interpretation and further discussion on these similarities and differences will be
addressed in the Discussion chapter.
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CHAPTER 5
QUANTITATIVE RESULTS
The purpose of this chapter is to report data collected in the investigation of RQ3:
Do FGCS experience higher levels of communication apprehension than non-FGCS?
The quantitative data collected were scores to the PRCA-24 which measures levels of
communication apprehension.
An independent samples t-test was conducted to compare levels of CA in FGCS
to levels of CA in non-FGCS. Since the PRCA-24 consists of three sub-categories
(interpersonal, meetings, and group discussion), t-test results will be reported by
category.
Interpersonal Subscores
An independent-samples t-test was conducted to compare levels of apprehension
in interpersonal communication in FGCS and in non-FGCS (see Table 14).

Table 14
Group Statistics for Interpersonal Subscore
N
First Generation

54

Standard
Standard
Deviation Error Mean
21.26 5.111
.695
Mean

Non First Generation 147 21.45 4.989

.412
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There was no significant difference in the scores for FGCS (M = 21.26, SD = 5.111) and
non-FGCS (M = 21.45, SD = 4.989); t(199) = -.237, p = .8129. The results suggest that
parental education does not effect a student’s level of apprehension in the subcategory of
interpersonal communication (see Table 15).
Table 15
Independent Samples Test for Interpersonal Subscore

Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances
not
assumed

t

df

-.237

199

-.235 92.490

t-test for Equality of Means
Sig.
Mean
Std. Error
(2Difference Difference
tailed)

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Upper
Lower

.813

-.190

.799

-1.766

1.386

.815

-.190

.808

-1.795

1.415
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Meetings Subscores
An independent-samples t-test was conducted to compare levels of
communication apprehension in meetings in FGCS and in non-FGCS (see Table 16).

Table 16
Group Statistics for Meetings Subscore
N

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Standard
Error Mean

First Generation

54

19.56

6.145

.836

Non First Generation

147 20.20

5.583

.461

There was no significant difference in the scores for FGCS (M = 19.56, SD = 6.145) and
non-FGCS (M = 20.20, SD = 5.583); t (199) = -.703, p=.4829. The results suggest that
parental education does not affect a student’s level of apprehension in the subcategory of
communication in meetings (see Table 17).

Table 17
Independent Samples Test for Meetings Subscore

t

Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances
not assumed

df

t-test for Equality of Means
Sig. (2Mean
Std. Error
tailed)
Difference Difference

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference

Upper

Lower

-.703

199

.483

-.642

.913

-2.442

1.159

-.672

87.111

.503

-.642

.955

-2.539

1.256
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Group Discussion Subscore
An independent-samples t-test was conducted to compare levels of apprehension
in group discussion in FGCS and in non-FGCS (see Table 18).

Table 18
Group Statistics for Group Discussion Subscore
N
First Generation

54

Standard
Standard
Deviation Error Mean
20.61 5.250
.714
Mean

Non First Generation 147 20.73 5.625

.464

Table 19
Independent Samples Test for Group Discussion Subscore

Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances
not
assumed

t

df

-.133

199

-.137 100.624

t-test for Equality of Means
Sig.
Mean
Std. Error
(2Difference Difference
tailed)

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Upper
Lower

.895

-.117

.880

-1.851

1.618

.891

-.117

.852

-1.807

1.573

There was no significant difference in the scores for FGCS (M = 20.61, SD =
5.250) and non-FGCS (M = 20.73, SD = 5.625); t (199) = -.133, p = .8943. The results
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suggest that parental education does not affect a student’s level of apprehension in the
subcategory of group discussion (see Table 19).
Overall CA Score
An independent-samples t-test was conducted to compare overall communication
apprehension scores levels of apprehension in interpersonal communication in FGCS and
in non-FGCS (see Table 20).

Table 20
Group Statistics for Overall CA Score
N
First Generation

54

Standard
Standard
Deviation Error Mean
78.54 19.661
2.676
Mean

Non First Generation 147 79.53 19.429

1.602

There was no significant difference in the scores for FGCS (M = 78.54, SD =
19.661) and non-FGCS (M = 79.53, SD = 19.429); t(199) = -.320, p = .998. The results
suggest that parental education does not affect a student’s overall level of communication
apprehension (see Table 21).
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Table 21
Independent Samples Test for Overall CA Score

Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances
not
assumed

t

df

-.320

199

-.319 93.478

t-test for Equality of Means
Sig.
Mean
Std. Error
(2Difference Difference
tailed)

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Upper
Lower

.749

-.994

3.102

-7.110

5.123

.751

-.994

3.119

-7.186

5.199
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CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION
This study focused on students at the University of Memphis who have high
levels of communication apprehension. The experiences of FGCS and non-FGCS were
investigated for similarities and differences, and the levels of CA were investigated for
significant difference between the groups. Qualitative results reveal some experiences
were unique to first-generation college students (FGCS), while some experiences were
common to both FGCS and non-FGCS. The quantitative results of the investigation into
the levels of CA being higher in FGCS than in non-FGCS reveal no significant
difference, indicating that whether or not an individual’s parents attended college had no
bearing on the individual’s level of communication apprehension.
The previous two chapters present the qualitative and quantitative findings
(respectively) while this chapter offers a close examination of the research findings by
focusing on the experiences of four of the six participants– Jacob, Richard, Angela, and
Rita,—because each student either confirms or refutes what is usually conceptualized
about FGCS and non-FGCS. Jacob is a Caucasian male between the ages of 18-20
majoring in Civil Engineering. He is from Bartlett, Tennessee (suburb of Memphis), and
he graduated from a nearby suburban high school with a grade point average between
3.1-3.5. At the time of the interview, Jacob was completing his third semester. His
mother has a Bachelor of Arts degree and is a stay-at-home mother. His father has a
master’s degree and is a civil engineer. Jacob reported his academic performance as
“doing okay” and a current grade point average in the range of 2.1-2.5. Jacob’s score on
the PRCA-24 is 117.
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Richard is an 18 year-old African American male majoring in Business with a
minor in Political Science. His hometown is Southaven, Mississippi. He graduated from a
nearby high school with a grade point average of 4.4035. At the time of the interview,
Richard was completing his second semester. His mother is an elementary school teacher
who completed a bachelor’s degree, and his father is a manager of retail distribution
center who earned a high school diploma and completed some college. He reported his
current academic performance as “over-achieving” and a grade point average of 4.0.
Richard’s score on the PRCA-24 is 97.
Angela is a 20 year-old Caucasian female from Memphis, Tennessee. She
graduated from a Memphis high school with a grade point average 3.95. At the time of
the interview, Angela was completing her third semester and had a grade point average of
2.6. She had recently changed her major from English to Education and reported her
academic performance as “doing okay”. Angela’s mother earned a General Education
Degree (GED) but did not attend college, and her father did not graduate high school.
Angela’s score on the PRCA-24 is 109.
Rita is a 39 year-old Caucasian non-traditional student1 from Collierville,
Tennessee who is married with three children. She reported her high school grade point
average to be between 2.6 and 3.0. At the time of the interview, Rita was completing her
second semester and reported her academic performance as “doing well”. Her grade point
average was in the range of 3.6-4.0. Both of Rita’s parents graduated from high school,
but neither attended college. Rita’s score on the PRCA-24 is a 100.

1

At the University of Memphis, non-traditional students are 21 years old and older at time of
enrollment.
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Archetypical Participants
Jacob, Angela, Richard, and Rita will be discussed throughout this chapter, as
they either confirm generalizations of FGCS and/or students with high levels of CA.
Jacob (Caucasian male) represents the archetypical non-FGCS. He comes from a
middle class home with two educated parents who provided culture, financial, human,
and social capital that he needs to succeed in college. He takes for granted the resources
and guidance provided him by his parents and older sibling, as well as the time and
attention given to him by his high school teachers and counselors.
First-generation college students are usually conceptualized as students of color2,
but Angela (Caucasian female) defies this conceptualization and represents the typical
FGCS. She comes from a low- socioeconomic background, two parents who did not
attend college, and circumstances lacking in culture, financial, human, and social capital
that she needs to succeed in college. She has heavy familial responsibilities, feels
marginalized by peers because she is poor, and has already considered dropping out. She
was not socially prepared for college, is not involved in campus events, is having
difficulty adjusting to the college culture, and has low levels of self and social selfefficacy.
Richard (a Black male) also defies expectations, representing the typical nonFGCS. He comes from two college-educated parents, and maintained a high GPA. He
was aware of his apprehension and worked to improve his communication skills and
made a special effort to establish a rapport with all of his professors. Richard was socially

2

“Students of color” refers to students who are not Caucasian.
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and academically prepared for college, is active on campus, and has a diverse group of
friends.
Much of the existing literature on first-generation college students and
communication apprehension does not mention non-traditional students (Bowers, 1986;
Ishitani, 2006; McCroskey & Sheahan, 1978; Strayhorn, 2006). This study was not
designed with the non-traditional student in mind, making 39 year-old Rita (Caucasian
female) an outlier. Her experiences regarding CA provide unique insight to the
experiences of non-traditional students who take classes with traditional students.
This chapter offers a review of qualitative and quantitative findings with an
emphasis on these four participants, limitations, and recommendations for applying the
findings and future research. The chapter concludes by summarizing the overall study.
Review of Findings
The results of this study lead to three main conclusions. These conclusions
involve (a) the experiences of FGCS with high levels of CA, (b) the comparison and
contrast of experiences of FGCS with high levels of CA and the experiences of nonFGCS with high levels of CA, and (c) the levels of CA of both FGCS and non-FGCS.
The review of research findings will be addressed by method—qualitative findings will
be followed by quantitative findings.
Qualitative Findings
RQ1 asked “what are the experiences of FGCS with high levels of CA at the
University of Memphis?” Interviews were conducted with FGCS who had levels of 803
or more. Students were asked a series of questions regarding (a) academic performance,

3

PRCA-24 scores of 80 and more indicate high levels of communication apprehension.
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(b) adjusting to college, (c) belief in abilities, (d) campus life, (e) communication, (f)
parental/family involvement, and (g) peers. RQ2 asked “how do the experiences of FGCS
at the University of Memphis compare to the experiences non-FGCS at the University of
Memphis?”
Experiences of FGCS: Angela and Rita
There were two participants who were FGCS— Angela and Rita. Angela is a 20year-old Caucasian female from Memphis, Tennessee. She graduated from a
predominantly Black high school with a grade point average 3.95. Angela’s mother
earned a General Education Degree (GED) but did not attend college, and her father did
not graduate high school.
Rita is a 39 year-old Caucasian non-traditional student from Collierville,
Tennessee. She reported her high school grade point average to be between 2.6 and 3.0.
Both of Rita’s parents graduated from high school, but neither attended college. Rita is
married with three children.
This section of the chapter will review Angela and Rita’s FGCS experiences.
Because Rita is a non-traditional student who is independent and has college-aged
children, her experiences do not include all facets discussed in this section. Her
experiences will be discussed when applicable.
Academic Performance and Adjustment to College. Although Angela graduated
from high school with honors and a 3.95 grade point average, she did feel she was
academically or socially prepared for college. She attributed the quality of a Memphis
City School education and the lack of diversity (predominantly Black) at her high school
for her difficulty adjusting to college. She had trouble locating information on selecting
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classes, finding scholarships, and deciding on a major. Even adjusting her daily schedule
was problematic, as she was unaware of the various places and activities she could
frequent between classes.
Aside from being intimidated by the large campus and having to locate buildings
and classrooms, Rita reported no problems adjusting to college. Having graduated from
high school more than 20 years earlier with a grade point average between 2.6 and 3.0,
Rita was pleased with her current grade point average that was between 3.6 and 4.0.
Belief in Abilities. Angela does not have much faith in herself or her abilities.
Much her self-doubt comes from her parents’ comments about her lack of common sense,
and she believes her parents make disparaging comments because they want her to do
better and blames herself for interpreting them negatively. She has had thoughts of
dropping out of college and just getting a job. This thought occurred to her after she
experienced difficulty tutoring her younger sister in math. She believed if she couldn’t
teach her younger siblings, she would not be able to teach elementary students basic
math.
Campus Life. Angela lives at home with her family, but she has asked her parents
about moving on campus. Her father, who did not finish high school, has several reasons
for not allowing Angela to live on campus. He says it is cheaper for her to stay at home,
he wants her home to wake him in the mornings and make his coffee, and he doesn’t
approve of what he has heard goes on in co-ed dorms. Even when Angela suggested
living in a women-only dorm, her father refused. Angela desires very much to get away
from her parents and develop a social life, but she doesn’t believe she has the intelligence
to do so.
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Because she is only on campus to attend classes, she is rarely able to attend
student activities. Her parents are willing to let her attend events if they have heard
something about from someone else or it is something they have experienced. Because of
these criteria, Angela rarely gets permission to attend student activities, and her social
skills development have remained stagnant, as she is unable to socialize and network with
other students.
Communication. Because she is usually older than her classmates, Rita is hesitant
to communicate with her classmates in small groups or collaborations for fear of
sounding like a parent. When it comes to asking questions or making comments in class,
Rita referenced her age saying, “you don’t get to be almost 40 and not realize that
everybody says stupid stuff sometimes.” She can understand why some students are
afraid of talking during class, but she does not let that stop her from asking or answering
questions in class. When talking to her professors in private conversations, Rita is
comfortable to both professors and students teachers who are usually considerably
younger. Her concerns about public speaking are normal fears—fear of stammering.
Angela is uncomfortable communicating and collaborating with her classmates
out of fear of rejection. She “closes up” out of fear that her classmates will decide she is
not the type of person they want to socialize with. When asking or answering questions,
Angela is comfortable. She prefers talking to her professors rather than her classmates.
When she does talk to her classmates, it is to either gather information about campus
activities or share with them how unhappy she is with her life.
Angela is quite comfortable talking to her professors and admitted she would
rather be in their company than in the company of her peers, as many have offered her
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encouraging words. Communicating with her peers outside of class is not as comfortable.
She is self-conscious about approaching students in the library or student center. She
doesn’t feel confident enough to start a conversation with another student, but gladly
welcomes the opportunity to converse with someone if they start the conversation. While
one-on-one communication unnerves Angela, public speaking does not. In fact, Angela
feels quite comfortable in public speaking situations.
Parental/family involvement. Angela’s parents did not expect her to attend
college, as their primary goal for her was to graduate high school without becoming
pregnant. Attending college and wanting to be a teacher was her idea. Because Angela’s
parents’ did not attend college, the encouragement they offer is general and the advice
comes from secondary sources (i.e., what they have heard from others). Even though
Angela is aware that her parents’ advice does not come from personal experience, she
still accepts it and follows it.
Family responsibilities. Interestingly enough, the only students interviewed who
have family responsibilities are the FGCS—Rita and Angela. Rita responsibilities are
expected, as she is a non-traditional student with children. Angela’s responsibilities are
that of a parent and spouse, as she tutors her brother and sister, cooks dinner, wakes her
father in the morning (and prepares his coffee), and assists her parents’ with painting jobs
(which helps pay their rent). Angela’s role in her family is vital. Both her parents and
siblings depend on her financially and emotionally, and her responsibilities are so great
that they prevent her from being exposed to other college students and campus
involvement.
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Peers. Rita’s primary concern regarding her classmates is the age difference.
Because she is 39 years old, she is several years older than most of her classmates. When
collaborating, she is hesitant to correct classmates for fear of sounding like a lecturing
mother. When students are rude or disrespectful to the professors or to each other, Rita
reminds herself to resist sharing her opinion about their behavior from a mother’s
perspective. Her sensitivity regarding her age and her communication with her classmates
comes from her interaction with her college-aged children. She wants to give advice and
help them (both her children and her classmates), but she does not want them to resent
her so she remains cautious.
Angela is self-conscious about her appearance when in the presence of her
classmates. She believes wearing trendy clothes—tight jeans and tight shirts—will help
her fit in and get people interested in her. Much of this self-consciousness comes from
Angela’s lack of diversity and low-income background. Having attended a predominantly
black school with a 2% white population, Angela feels like an outcast around other white
students. She would love to have friends, and while she would welcome friends of any
race or religion, her father has requirements regarding her friends as well (he is not
accepting of Muslims).
She has been to the movies with a non-family member one time. She has never
attended a pep rally or a sporting event. The one “friend” she had while in college was a
classmate who only befriended her so Angela would help her in their Spanish class. The
classmate took her to the movies and talked with her frequently, but after the course
ended, the classmate stopped returning Angela’s calls. She mentioned the classmates was
“of a rich type,” indicating the she is aware of the social class difference between her and
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her classmates, but she believes the failed friendship is because she grew up with black
students. She does not clearly separate race and class. When asked about race, she
discussed race. When asked about social class, she discussed race and money.
Summary. Angela’s experience as a FGCS resembles other FGCS experiences
cited in the literature review. She has had difficulty adjusting to college socially and
academically. She constantly doubts her abilities to succeed and has thoughts of dropping
out of college. She is intelligent and enjoys engaging with her professors and public
speaking but “shuts down” when talking directly with other students fearing rejection.
Her familial responsibilities are so great that they impede her social development and
involvement in campus activities. Because her parents have no college experience, they
offer general encouragement and tenuous advice from hearsay. She is aware of
differences between herself and her peers, often citing race and class as the culprits.
Angela’s experience as a FGCS is of particular interest to this study as she is a traditional
student with potential for academic success but her status as a FGCS who is also
sheltered and lives off campus feeds her communication apprehension.
Rita’s college experience as a FGCS is unique because of her age and life
experience. This is Rita’s second attempt at higher education, and she is determined to
make the most of it. Like many FGCS and non-traditional students, Rita has familial
responsibilities, but her academic performance indicates she has found a way to balance
both home and school. Her life experience has even influenced how she handles
communicating with her professors in and out of class. Even though she may think about
looking foolish asking questions in class, she asks anyway knowing that it is better to ask.
The same is true for her communication with her classmates. Her experience as a mother
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has taught her to consider her classmates’ feelings when correcting them or offering
advice, as she does not want her group mates or classmates to resent her for acting like a
mother. The experiences of Angela and Rita, when compared to the experiences of nonFGCS both converge and diverge in various areas.
Experiences of FGCS Compared to Experiences of non-FGCS
The second research question of this study sought to gather information on how
the experiences of FGCS with high levels of CA compared to the experiences of nonFGCS with high levels of CA. Using the same seven themes and some of their
subsequent nodes, the experiences of the participants were synthesized into pairs of
significant differences between non-FGCS and FGCS. The non-FGCS participants were
Richard, Jacob, Allen, and Carmen. To review, Richard was the Black participant who
was considered the typical non-FGCS; Jacob was the Caucasian typical non-FGCS who
took his resources for granted. Allen was the Caucasian non-FGCS who attended an allmale high school, and Carmen was the Black track athlete who lived off-campus.
Academic performance and GPA decline. Richard (non-FGCS) and Rita (FGCS)
reported having difficult classes, but both maintained high grade point averages. Jacob
(non-FGCS) and Angela (FGCS) experienced poor class performance and unsatisfactory
grades in a college course, but their responses to their unsatisfactory performance were
different. Jacob did not seem to be concerned about grades or not being able to continue
his college education, at times laughing when discussing his inability to keep up with
course material in a difficult class. Angela, however, seemed stressed about losing a
scholarship, having to take out a loan, and possibly having to leave the university.
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Because Jacob comes from a home where both parents and an older sibling have college
degrees, he seems to take his ability to remain in college despite poor grades for granted.
Not only has no one in Angela’s family attended college, but Angela knows no
one (i.e., family friend, church member, or neighbor) who has attended college. This is
an example of Bornstein’s (2002) concept of social capital—the ability of parents to
provide connections to the larger community. Attending college is a privilege that
Angela is working hard to maintain and frets about her ability to continue.
Academic preparedness. Jacob and Angela have similar reports that they were not
academically prepared by their high schools. Non-FGCS Jacob attributed his lack of
college preparation to his suburban high school, while FGCS Angela attributed her lack
of college preparation to her urban high school education. Jacob grew accustomed to
teachers and guidance counselors who personally checked on students’ academic
progress but found college professors do not provide the same level of attention. Angela’s
experience was the opposite. She attributes her lack of academic preparation to the
quality of Memphis City Schools. While she graduated with a grade point average of
3.95, her guidance counselor suggested she begin her college career at a community
college.
Again, the similarity and difference between Jacob and Angela sparks interest in
the shortcomings of both backgrounds—middle class, suburban and low-income, urban.
The middle-class, suburban high school provided personal attention to the student who
was preparing for college, almost to the point of dependency, while the lower-income,
urban high school did not provide basic guidance and personal attention to a student who
needed it in order to make informed decisions about her education.
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Social preparedness. Both Non-FGCS Allen and FGCS Angela graduated from
high schools with limited diversity. Allen graduated from a private all-male high school
and reported the change in diversity to be strange, but he still felt he was prepared
socially for college. It is possible that Allen felt socially prepared due to racial diversity
of his high school being similar to that of the university. FGCS Angela graduated from a
public high school that was predominantly black and felt she was not socially prepared
for college. Surviving the social challenges of the college culture can be just as
demanding as making good grades (Oldfield, 2009).
Navigation of new environment. Jacob and Angela differ with regard to their
experiences in navigating a new environment. Both of Jacob’s parents attended college,
and his sister was was a senior at the university at the time of the interview. Jacob’s sister
offered him advice on expectation of college professors and his peers. Because neither of
Angela’s parents attended college nor does she know anyone who attended college,
Angela began college without such helpful information. Parents of FGCS do not always
have the resources to prepare their children for college before high school graduation
(Oldfield, 2009). It is this lack of information and resources that makes the college
experience stressful for Angela. Just as she had to find information in high school on her
own (because her parents did not attend high school), she had to locate information about
scholarships, classes, and career paths on her own as well.
Self-doubt and thoughts of dropping out. Carmen and Richard, both non-FGCS,
doubted their specific abilities. Carmen runs track and often doubts her athletic abilities
before a competition and tries to back out of it. Richard, an honor student who felt
academically and socially prepared for college, doubted his ability to maintain a high
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GPA and was unsure of how he would adjust. Angela (FGCS) does not limit her selfdoubt to any particular ability. Instead, her self-doubt is all-encompassing—touching
every area of her life from intelligence to her emotions. Angela’s parents make
disparaging remarks about her intelligence and lack of common sense, but Angela believe
they make such comments to help her and blamed herself for taking the hurtful comments
the wrong way.
Her self-doubt and her parent’s comments have prompted Angela to think about
dropping out of college. Because her sister was having difficulty understanding Angela’s
instructions during a math tutoring session, Angela internalized her sister’s difficulty as
her fault, which later escalated to the idea that if she could not help her younger siblings
with their homework, she would not be able to teach 3rd, 4th, or 5th grade students. Her
father encouraged her to remain in school, but limit her career to teaching elementary
school. Although Angela’s father knows very little about beginning a career in education,
he listened and offered general emotional support that all FGCS need. This kind of
emotional support works to communicate care and decrease anxiety (Rester & Franklin,
2011)
Campus life. The experiences of Richard (non-FGCS) and Angela (FGCS)
regarding living on campus and participating in extracurricular activities are polar
opposites. Richard lives on campus and works as a resident assistant (RA). Admittedly
shy, Richard attributes his living on campus and his employment as an RA for his
enhanced social skills, as he has developed relationships with the people he lives with.
Angela, however, has not been allowed to live on campus. Even though Angela believes
living on campus would help develop socially and make some friends, her father forbids
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her to do so citing what he has heard goes on in co-ed dorms. Just as Orbe (2008)
explained how FGCS struggle to maintain his/her original role at home and a new role at
college, Angela struggles to create a new role while in college while maintaining the
established role with her family. At the time of the interview, she had no hope of moving
on campus, and her father continued to drive her to campus everyday by pick her up after
her last class, making it difficult for her to attend extracurricular activities.
Both non-FGCS Richard and Carmen credit their participation in extracurricular
activities for their overcoming fears and developing social skills, but Angela, who had
been limited in her participation in campus activities, has found socializing with her peers
difficult and awkward. Her parents allow her to attend events that either they have
experienced (which would be quite limited, given that neither parent attended high school
or college) or they have been advised by a third party to allow her to attend. Her limited
exposure to her peers bothers Angela, and she wished that she knew what clubs she could
join so she could be in the company of people her age. Angela’s limited socialization
with her peers informs her communication behavior.
Communication. There are distinct differences in communication during and after
class between non-FGCS and FGCS. Table 22 illustrates the communication experiences
of FGCS and non-FGCS.
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Table 22
Comparison of Communication Experiences of FGCS and non-FGCS
Communication
Experiences
Class
Collaboration
Asking/Answering
Questions During
Class

Approaching
Other Students on
Campus
Public Speaking

FGCS

Non-FGCS

Concerned about rejection from
peers

Concerned about slackers in group

Attempt to answer questions even
when unsure of answer

Attempt to answer questions even
when unsure of answer

Extreme discomfort

*Jacob considers his like/dislike
for teacher when deciding if he
will answer questions
Extreme discomfort

*Angela reported being too selfconscious
Angela reported no public
speaking anxiety

*Only Jacob and Carmen are
comfortable doing so.
Jacob reported no public speaking
anxiety

With regard to classroom collaboration, non-FGCS are primarily concerned about having
slackers as group members and receiving a poor grade because of another student’s
performance. FGCS Rita and Angela’s concerns are different. Rita, because she is a nontraditional student who has children the ages of her classmates, worries she will make her
classmates uncomfortable by reminding them of their mothers. Group work makes
Angela nervous and withdrawn, as she fears rejection from her group mates when if they
discover she is not the type of person they would socialize with outside of class.
The non-FGCS seem to have a level of confidence when interacting with their
classmates that the FGCS do not. Rita’s concerns are logical and could prompt future
research regarding non-traditional students’ level of comfort when interacting with
traditional students. Angela’s reaction to having to collaborate with her peers is
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exemplary of McCroskey’s (1976) description of an apprehensive individual’s behavior
as “uncomfortable, tense, and embarrassed” (p. 2).
On the issue of asking/answering questions and making comments during class,
both non-FGCS and FGCS attempt to answer questions during class even when they were
not sure of the answer. One non-FGCS, Jacob, admitted to refusing to respond to
questions and solicitation for comments during class, and his decisions on when to
communicate in class are based on matters other than anxiety. Jacob speaks up in class if
(A) the teacher is wrong about something and needs to be corrected, (B) his questions
will goad the teacher into proving his point, or (C) he needs clarity in a process-based
subject like Calculus. He reported not answering questions because he did not like the
teacher, or was not interested in the subject matter, or simply did not feel like talking.
Jacob’s behavior indicates his possession of culture capital (the knowledge, skills,
education and other advantages) that makes him comfortable in the educational system
(Oldfield, 2009).
When asked about approaching students they did not know around campus, only
non-FGCS Carmen and Jacob were comfortable with doing so. The other participants
(both non-FGCS and FGCS) said they would be extremely uncomfortable approaching
people they did not know, but only FGCS Angela described her discomfort specifically
saying she would be too “self-conscious.” This is another example of Angela’s lack of
confidence and awareness of the differences between herself and her classmates. This
hyper-awareness is also evident in Angela’s responses to questions about public
speaking. Even though she had not taken a public speaking course, Angela reported no
anxiety about public speaking; she reiterates that she is only uncomfortable speaking
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directly to her peers. Ironically, Jacob also reported no angst about speaking publicly and
cited his three years of acting classes as the reason.
Parental/Family Involvement. When comparing the parental/family involvement
of non-FGCS to that of FGCS, there are distinct differences in parents’ expectation of
their child attending college, encouragement/advice, and familial responsibilities. The
non-FGCS students were expected to attend college without prolonged discussion.
Angela’s parents did not expect her to attend college and wanted only for Angela to
graduate high school without becoming pregnant. Angela’s decision to attend college
was hers alone.
Jacob’s parents both attended college. His father graduated from the University of
Memphis, and his mother graduated from a smaller college as non-traditional student.
Jacob disregards advice from both parents. He believes his father’s college experience
was too long ago to be relevant to him, and he refuses his mother’s advice because she
attended what Jacob considers an “adult college” (it caters to working adults) as a nontraditional student. Although his older sister was a graduating senior at the time of the
interview, he listened to her advice.
Angela, as mentioned earlier, has parents who attended neither high school nor
college. Her father dropped out of school, and her mother earned her General Education
Diploma (GED). Like (cite source) indicated, many FGCS do not personally know
individuals who attended college. This is Angela’s situation. Although her parents know
nothing of higher education, they still offer advice—advice that comes from secondary
sources. Her mother’s physical therapist offers advice to Angela’s parents who may then
pass it to Angela. While Angela knows her parent’s advice does not come from personal
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experience, she accepts it and makes decisions based on it. This is in stark contrast to
Jacob’s rebuff of his parent’s advice. How these two students contrast is yet another
example of how social class can influence a student’s academic experience and success.
The middle-class student who is exposed to a plethora of resources of advice takes it for
granted and rejects it, while the low-income student in dire need of such advice settles for
it in any form available.
As Paulsen and Griswold (2009) explained, some FGCS may actually support
their parents and family. This is true for Angela, as her familial responsibilities encroach
upon her academic responsibilities and overall college experience. Aside from Rita, who
is expected to have familial responsibilities as a non-traditional student, Angela is the
only participant with familial responsibilities. Even Carmen (non-FGCS), who lives offcampus, works to take care of her own needs and wants and does not have responsibilities
outside of college. Because both of Angela’s parents are severely injured enough to
receive disability benefits, they are unable to work. In order to afford the rent on their
apartment, they (the entire family helps) paint apartments for the complex. Angela—who
is thin, frail, and walks with a limp—carries five-gallon paint buckets so her father and
sister don’t hurt themselves and helps them paint. She also cooks, cleans, and tutors her
siblings. Angela’s responsibility to her family is as great as if she were a wage-earner.
This kind of responsibility impacts Angela’s ability to move on campus or at least attend
campus events, meet students, and develop socially.
Peers. The final set of experience comparisons involve how participants respond
to their peers in relation to appearance, racial diversity, and social class diversity. Both
Jacob and Angela were obviously concerned about their appearance. Non-FGCS Jacob’s
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sister gave him advice on how to act on campus and how not to stand out among
freshman students. Jacob referred to the advice as “normal swag of how you act on
campus.” The term “swag” involves an individual’s confidence in how they dress and
carry themselves.
Angela, not having anyone familiar with college enough to give her such advice,
observes what others wear and tries to imitate it. She used the phrase “self-conscious”
several times to describe how she feels about her appearance, admitting she is always
trying to fit in. For a while, she wore boys’ clothes and was teased, but now that she is in
college and in an effort to fit in, she tries to wear her jeans and shirts tight hoping to
attract some attention from her peers.
The racial makeup of a student’s high school and the university they choose to
attend can influence how well they adapt socially and academically in college. Richard, a
non-FGCS who is Black, attended a racially diverse high school and was prepared for the
diversity he witnessed on the university campus. Because Angela’s high school was
predominantly white, Angela is unaccustomed to diversity. More specifically, she is
uncomfortable talking directly to white classmates. In an attempt to explain why she does
not fit in with other white students, Angela ascribes social class as the culprit citing
wealth and freedom of her classmates and other times, she blames race—having lived
among and gone to school with black students for so long. As cited in Langhout, Rosselli,
and Feinstein (2007), class issues transcend race issues in academic settings, as many
white FGCS who attend predominantly white colleges feel marginalized.
In review, Angela’s FGCS experiences differ greatly from that of her non-FGCS
counterparts. Table 23 parallels Angela’s experiences with those of non-FGCS
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participants for ease of comparison. Of the six participants, two appear to be repeatedly
paired in similarities and/or differences—non-FGCS Jacob and FGCS Angela.
Table 23
Comparison of Six Experiences Between FGCS Angela and non-FGCS Counterparts
FGCS: Angela

VS.

Angela had poor class
performance and
unsatisfactory grades
*Stressed about losing
scholarship
Angela not academically
prepared
*attributes poor public school
system

Academic
Performance Decline
in GPA

Angela attended all-Black
school
*did not feel socially
prepared for college
Angela
 knows no one who
attended college
 received no advice or
information

Social Preparedness

Angela doubts herself in all
aspects and has thought of
dropping out

Self-Doubt and
Dropping Out

Angela lives and works offcampus:
 poor social skills
 has developed no
relationships with
peers
 does not participate in
extracurricular
activities

Academic
Preparedness

Navigation of New
Environment

Campus Life
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Non-FGCS: Jacob, Allen,
Carmen, Richard
Jacob had poor class
performance and
unsatisfactory grades
*Not worried about poor
grades
Jacob not academically
prepared
*accustomed to personal
attention by teachers and
counselors
Allen attended all-male school
*still felt socially prepared for
college
Jacob
 has parents and sibling
who attended college
 received advice on
professor and
classmate expectations
Carmen doubted track
abilities.
Richard doubted ability to
adjust academically.
No thoughts of dropping out
Richard lives and works on
campus
 improved social skills
 developed
relationships
 participates in
extracurricular
activities

Their current academic performance and decline in GPA was similar, but their
attitudes about poor performance were different. They both felt their high school
education did not academically prepare them for college, but the quality of their
educations were polar opposites—Jacob coming from a middle-class suburban high
school of significantly greater resources than Angela’s urban, predominantly black high
school in a low-income neighborhood. Jacob had access to people and resources that
would provide vital information that would help him navigate the college environment,
while Angela did not and had to around for secondary resources, sometimes inaccurate
information, and likely unsound advice.
The family life and responsibilities of non-FGCS and FGCS are very different.
Jacob lives on campus and has no responsibility outside of school, while Angela has the
responsibilities of a wage-earner, care-giver, and tutor to her parents and siblings.
Angela’s experiences as a FGCS also contrasted with the experiences of other
non-FGCS. Two of the non-FGCS, Carmen and Richard, experienced self-doubt in
specific areas of their lives, but Angela’s self-doubt was all-encompassing and fueled by
her parents’ insults.
Campus life for Angela differed from that of Richard (non-FGCS) because he was
able to live and socialize with his peers, thus improving his social skills. Though she
wanted to live on campus, Angela only comes to campus for class and leaves
immediately after classes are over.
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Angela’s experience differed from Richard’s experience in the area of social
preparedness also. Because Richard attended a racially diverse high school, he was more
accustomed to diversity than Angela who attended a predominantly black high school.
Summary. RQ2 asked “how do the experiences of FGCS with high levels of CA
at the University of Memphis compare to the experiences of non-FGCS at the University
of Memphis?” NVIVO, a content analysis program, allowed interview data to be
interpreted and compared. The comparison revealed non-FGCS encounter college
differently than FGCS with regard to social preparedness, navigation of environment,
self-doubt and thoughts of dropping out, and campus life. The similar experiences
between the two groups of students are academic performance/decline in GPA and
academic preparedness; Angela and Jacob both experienced poor academic performance
and GPA decline, but Angela was worried about her academic performance while Jacob
was not. Angela and Jacob both felt they were not academically prepared for college;
Angela blamed her lack of preparation on the poor quality of her high school, while Jacob
blamed the personal attention and good quality of his high school.
The quantitative study investigated the difference in levels of CA between nonFGCS and FGCS, and the next section offers an explanation of those findings.
Quantitative Findings
The quantitative portion of this study was conducted to determine if FGCS
experience higher levels of communication apprehension than non-FGCS. Scores on the
PRCA-24 were collected from three sub-categories (interpersonal, meetings, and group
discussion) and independent samples t-test was conducted to compare levels of CA in
FGCS to levels of CA in non-FGCS.
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There was no significant difference in the scores for interpersonal
communication, communication in meetings, or group discussion between FGCS and
non-FGCS; consequently, there was no significant difference in the scores for overall
communication apprehension between FGCS and non-FGCS. Conclusions can only be
generalized to the population when the sample statistic is statistically significant. When
the sample statistic is not statistically significant, conclusions can only be made about the
sample not the population because of the high probability that the results occurred by
chance in the sample and may not occur in the population (Hinkle, Wiersma,& Jurs,
2003)
The significance level for the overall communication apprehension scores was
.99, indicating that there is more than a 99% chance that the results occurred by chance.
Therefore the findings regarding overall communication apprehension are specific to only
this study’s sample and cannot be generalized to the population of FGCS and non-FGCS
students at the University of Memphis.
What can be concluded from the lack of statistically insignificant difference
between the levels of CA between the two groups is that parental education has no effect
on a student’s level of communication apprehension. Qualitative data regarding the
experiences of non-FGCS and FGCS indicate variables other than parental education may
influence a student’s apprehension to communicate in and outside of the classroom.
Possible variables could be age, racial and social class diversity, and levels of confidence,
as these variables were key elements in the qualitative interviews. I reflect further on
these findings to conclude this discussion.
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Researcher’s Reflections
Even though quantitative data says otherwise, I hold fast to my belief that FGCS
experience higher levels of apprehension than non-FGCS. I believe the quantitative
findings of this study are a result of a small sample. A larger sample population is needed
in order to explore the possibility of a significant difference more fully.
While the data collected from all six participants provide valuable insight into the
thoughts and feelings of college students with high levels of CA, Angela’s personal
narrative was of particular significance. Angela embodies the characteristics of
stereotypical FGCS—low socioeconomic background, low culture capital, and low selfefficacy. Her narrative revealed her fear of rejection by her classmates as a result of her
social class and background to be the primary source of her high levels of communication
apprehension. Because Angela’s awareness of the socioeconomic differences between her
and her non-FGCS classmates contributed to her levels of CA, I am interested in an
investigation that would determine if her experience is similar to others who share her
FGCS status. Limitations that might have influenced the qualitative and quantitative
survey results are discussed in the next section.
Limitations
Limitations affected the study in terms of survey participation, interview
participation, and researcher’s influence. First, the study was limited by the solicitation of
survey participation. Of the 4,319 students who received an invitation via campus email
to complete the survey online, only 201 students completed the survey. Students use
forms of computer-mediated communication and social media other than campus email.
Because the survey was not promoted on social media sites like Facebook or Twitter or
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sent to their personal email addresses, it is possible that many students were unaware of
the invitation. IRB guidelines prohibit researchers from offering prizes to promote
participation, making it possible that students who received the survey invitation decided
again participation as they stood to gain nothing tangible for participating.
Second, the study is limited based on the nature of the research. The interview
portion of the study relied on students who had already been identified as highly
apprehensive to be willing to meet and speak with a stranger. Getting students to
participate in interviews its own challenge, but seeking to interview highly apprehensive
is a great challenge. Managing to get six students with high levels of apprehension to
share their experiences could be considered a miracle.
Finally, the study is limited by the researcher’s influence. As a novice researcher,
I am certain there were questions that should have been answered and comments that
could have been elaborated upon that were not as a result of inexperience. These three
limitations do not render the findings of this study worthless but rather a starting point for
improving future research.
Three recommendations are offered for counteracting some of the limitations and
enhancing the study of communication apprehension and/or first-generation college
students. First, in a future study I would use social media to promote participation. Many
colleges and universities have Facebook pages and Twitter accounts, so promoting the
study or providing a link to an electronic survey may increase participation. Second, I
would encourage participation in both survey or interview research by offering prizes or
working with teachers to offer extra credit as a reward for participation. Finally, some
colleges and universities have programs for first-generation college students (i.e., Trio
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Classic, Trio STEM, First Scholars), and partnering with programs that specifically assist
FGCS might ensure more study participation. These recommendations may enhance
future research regarding FGCS and CA. Additional recommendations regarding this
study’s findings and future areas of research are offered in the next section.
Recommendations
This section of the discussion offers recommendations for applying the study’s
findings to earlier literature and recommendations for future research.
Recommendations for Applying the Study’s Findings
This study investigated the experiences of FGCS, compared the experiences of
FGCS and non-FGCS, and compared the levels of CA of FGCS and non-FGCS. Though
statistical results indicate that FGCS do not experience higher levels of CA than nonFGCS, the qualitative results from this pilot study are consistent with results from
previous research that report FGCS: (a) lack human, social, and culture capital; (b) lack
financial, social, and emotional support; (c) have family responsibilities; (d) are not
involved in activities and relationships on campus; and (e) leave college to work or attend
a two-year college. Previous research on CA also reports highly apprehensive students
are not involved in activities and relationships on campus.
I propose using my research findings in three specific ways: (a) as examples of
what has been profiled and described in earlier research on FGCS, (b) as examples of
what has been profiled and described in earlier research on students with high levels of
CA, and (c) to promote qualitative studies in the areas of FGCS and students with high
levels of CA as a means of learning about the students’ actual experiences, needs, and
feelings. Moreover, qualitative studies will allow faculty, staff, and administrators to see
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the faces of FGCS and understand that many conceptualizations and stereotypes about
FGCS being minorities or students of color are not necessarily true or accurate.
In the section explaining how to use my findings as real-life examples of previous
literature, I will outline how the qualitative findings from this study are consistent with
findings from previous literature on FGCS. Immediately following will be a similar
outline discussing the consistencies discovered between my findings and those from
previous literature on students with high levels of CA. Finally, the need for qualitative
studies in the two [aforementioned] areas of research will be addressed.
Examples of Earlier Research on FGCS
The areas where my findings converge with previous literature are: (a) parental
education, (c) lack of human capital, (d) lack of social capital, (e) lack of culture capital,
(f) lack of financial support, and (g) lack of social support.
Parental education. While the term “first-generation college student” has been
defined in various ways, Angela is a first-generation college student according to Chen
(2005) who defines FGCS as “students who are the first in their families to attend
college” (p.iii). She is also a FGCS according to the definition by Tym et al. (2004) that
states a FGCS is one “whose parents did not attend college (p.1). The definition put forth
by the U.S. Department of Education explains FGCS as “students whose parents never
enrolled in postsecondary education” (p.v). By any and all of these definitions, Angela is
a FGCS. Her mother dropped out of high school but earned her GED, and her father did
not graduate high school. Because of her parents’ lack of education, Angela has
experienced an array of hardships associated with low-socioeconomic backgrounds.
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Lack of human capital. Bornstein (2002) explains human capital as the parent(s)
ability to communicate high academic aspirations and concrete help in achieving those
aspirations. Because Angela’s parents did not graduate high school or attend college, they
are unable to clearly communicate high aspirations. Angela was not expected to attend
college. Her parents’ goal was for her to graduate high school without becoming
pregnant. They have been unable to provide concrete assistance in helping her succeed in
college. Their encouragement is general and advice on academic matters is inaccurate.
Lack of social capital. Social capital is the ability of the parent(s) to provide
connections to the larger community (Bornstein, 2002). Because of Angela’s parents’
limited education and lack of gainful employment, they are unable to connect Angela to
successful individuals in the community. Angela personally knows no one who has
attended college, thus limiting her access to knowledge and resources that could help her
adapt to or navigate the college culture.
Lack of culture capital. Oldfield (2009) defines culture capital as “knowledge,
skills, education, and other advantages a person has that makes the educational system a
comfortable and familiar environment in which he or she can succeed easily” (p. 59).
Angela lacks culture capital. Prior to beginning college, she had no knowledge about
college or what would be expected of her. Although she was an honor student in high
school, she believes she was not academically prepared to pursue higher education. She
had no advantages—her parents had not gone to college, no one else in her life had
attended college, not even her high school counselor had provided information or advice
on attending college. Even though Angela graduated with a 3.95 GPA, her guidance
counselor recommended enrolling at a local community college to the entire graduating
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class. In essence, Angela arrived on an uncomfortable and unfamiliar campus in need of
financial, social, and emotional support.
Lack of financial support. According to Herndon and Hirt (2004), money stresses
FGCS more than non-FGCS students, and the lack of financial support often causes
students to drop out of college. After Angela lost her Hope Scholarship, she struggled to
find information on financial aid and other scholarships. She had to take out a $2000
student loan about which she and her parents still worry about. Some students look for
work-study jobs or employment on and off-campus, but Angela’s responsibility to her
parents prevent her from seeking employment. Because her parents receive disability
benefits and do not work, they paint apartments in their complex in exchange for rent.
Because her father has a back injury and her sister is physically small, Angela is relied on
to assist with the painting by carrying heavy paint buckets and moving heavy equipment.
She is her family’s financial support, prompting a need for social support—which is also
lacking.
Lack of social support. Oldfield (2009) said surviving the social challenges of the
college culture is just as demanding as making good grades. Cutrona and Russell define
social support as “behaviors that provide information and assistance during times of
stress, thus giving one a sense of belonging” (as cited in Rester & Franklin, 2011, p.3).
Because she does not live on campus and is only on campus to attend classes, Angela has
found it difficult to establish relationships with her peers. She has not made any lasting
friendships while attending college. The one friendship she managed to develop was a
result of helping a classmate with her work in a Spanish class. The young lady was only
Angela’s friend for the length of the class and refused to answer her calls when the class
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ended. Angela repeatedly shared her feelings of not belonging and not being accepted by
her classmates. Because she has no college friends, Angela has no one at the university
who can commiserate during her times of stress. Because her parents have not
experienced the college culture, they cannot offer sustained and adequate support.
Summary. Angela is the archetypical FGCS. Neither of her parents attended
college. She lacks human and social capital as described by Bornstein (2002) and culture
capital as explained by Oldfield (2009). While she earned college-worthy grades, like
many FGCS, she comes from a low socioeconomic background which leaves her in need
of financial and social support which she lacks.
First-generation college students have been researched for decades. They have
been profiled and described by both scholars and private organizations. Previous research
provides factors by which FGCS success can be predicted, how individuals of lowsocioeconomic backgrounds are disadvantaged by their parents’ lack of education and
income, and how they struggle to adjust in an environment foreign to them. Previous
research substantiates the hardships FGCS face when going to college and the types of
support they need in order succeed, but there is no research on how these students
communicate once they arrive in the classroom on the college campus. This study
attempts to fill that gap by providing a firsthand account of a FGCS’s experiences,
feelings and behaviors in regards to CA.
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Examples of Research on High CA
The qualitative findings from this study are also consistent with findings in
previous literature on high CA students. The areas where my findings converge with
previous literature are: (a) reticence, (b) shyness, (c) unwillingness to communicate, (d)
situation CA, (e) self-efficacy, and (f) peer interaction. Angela is also the archetypical
student with high levels of CA. Her communication behavior is demonstrative of all four
constructs of communication avoidance—communication apprehension, reticence,
shyness, and unwillingness to communicate. The type of CA she experiences is identified
as state or situational, and how CA affects her daily interactions with others is clear.
Communication apprehension. McCroskey (1977b) defines communication
apprehension as, “an individual’s fear or anxiety associated with either real or anticipated
communication with another person or persons” (p.78). The PRCA-24 measures
communication apprehension (see Appendix A). The instrument consists of 24
statements regarding feelings about communicating with others, allowing the researcher
to attain and calculate “sub-scores on the contexts of public speaking, dyadic interaction,
small groups, and large groups”
(http://www.jamescmccroskey.com/measures/prca24.htm). The scaled answer choices
range from 1 to 5: Strongly Disagree = 1; Disagree = 2; Neutral = 3; Agree = 4; and
Strongly Agree = 5. Scores can range from 24-120.Participants scoring below 51 are
individuals who have very low levels of CA. Participants scoring between 51- 80 are
individuals with average levels of CA. Participants scoring above 80 represent are
individuals who have high levels of CA. Angela’s score on the PRCA-24 is 109,
indicating she has a high level of CA.
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Reticent behavior. Phillips explains reticence essentially as “a problem of
deficient communication skills” (Kelly, 1982, p. 100). One of Angela’s reasons for
wanting to move on campus is to learn how to talk and socialize with others. Because
she attended school with primarily Black students, she is uncertain about her ability to
communicate with other white students. Her deficient communication skills give the
impression that she is shy.
Shy behavior. Zimbardo explains shyness as the behaviors and emotions that
range from mild to chronic (Kelly, 1982).On one end, shyness is behavior of those who
prefer solitude. In the middle are those whose shyness is brought about by lack of selfconfidence, inadequate social skills, and embarrassment at receiving attention. On the
other end of the continuum are those who avoid communication in order to protect their
self-esteem and avoid anxiety—“chronically” shy (Kelly, 1982, p. 100). Angela falls in
the middle of the continuum, as she lacks self-confidence and adequate social skills.
Because she does like to talk and participate in public speaking, she does not necessarily
shy away from receiving attention. She does, however fear being embarrassed by her
peers and being rejected. This fear leads to an unwillingness to communicate.
Unwillingness to communicate. Hester and Paterline define unwillingness to
communicate as “a general avoidance of communication, either out of fear, distrust,
shyness, perceived isolation from others, or perceived failure in communication” (as cited
in Kelly, 1982). As I earlier, Angela avoids communicating with her classmates or peer
strangers out of fear of being embarrassed or rejected. She reported that she becomes
quiet during classroom collaboration because she does not usually want her classmates to
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know how intelligent she is or tease her. Because her apprehensive behaviors arise during
certain situations, it is easy to see that she experiences state or situational CA.
State/situational CA. The origins of CA have been classified into two
categories—trait-like and state. Trait-like CA refers to apprehension related to
personality or temperament characteristics that one inherits. State CA refers to
apprehension that one learns from experiences or situations—a condition that varies over
time (Sawyer & Behnke, 2009). The levels of state CA are sensitive to situations and
may increase or decrease given certain communication contexts or settings. When
communication results in negative experiences, the child becomes reluctant to
communicate; thus, developing high levels of CA that many carry into adulthood
(McCroskey, 1976). Negative reinforcement for communicating in the classroom from
teachers and peers can either cause a student to develop high levels of CA or increase a
student’s CA levels from low or moderate to high.
Angela experiences CA of the state or situational variety. She looks forward to
talking to her professors. She enjoys public speaking and seemed to have no problem
talking to me during her interview. However, when she is in a situation where she must
communicate with her peers, she “shuts down.” Angela reported trying to strike up
conversations with her classmates and being teased or rejected. She shared she had been
teased by her former classmates since her parents moved her from a predominantly white
elementary school in a suburb to schools in the predominantly Black inner city area of
Frayser. Over time, she has become hypersensitive to what her white peers may think of
her or how they may respond to her, and her communication behavior reflects this in the
form of apprehension. In other communication settings, she is less apprehensive and
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talkative. There are other factors that may contribute to Angela’s communication
apprehension.
Self-efficacy. Albert Bandura’s social cognitive theory (1997) defines selfefficacy as “beliefs in one’s capabilities to organize and execute the course of action
required to manage prospective situations” (p. 2). Individuals who have low levels of
self-efficacy feel neither competent nor confident in their abilities; and these abilities
could be any number of things—solving math problems, recalling information, or
communicating with others.
Angela’s low levels of self-efficacy touch every aspect of her life. In one breath,
she admits she is intelligent and is proud of graduating with a high GPA, but in the next
breath, she says she is not smart enough to be a teacher or to tutor her younger siblings.
She does not believe she has enough intelligence to establish relationships with others nor
does she believe she is capable of developing social skills. Her lack of confidence in her
abilities could stem from the disparaging comments made by her parents, as they have
often said that her young sister has more common sense than she does. This lack of selfconfidence spreads to her interaction with others.
Peer interaction. The social construct of self-efficacy is based on Bandura’s selfefficacy theory applied to social situations. Guadiano and Herbert (2003) define social
self-efficacy as “a feeling of confidence in being able to convey a favorable impression to
others” (p. 537). Individuals who have little or no social self-efficacy may actually
develop a fear of social situations, and this fear is called social anxiety disorder (SAD).
Social anxiety disorder centers on a “fear of negative evaluation by others in one or more
social or performance situations” (Gaudiano & Herbert, 2003, p. 538). Because Angela
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has been teased and embarrassed by her peers since her early childhood, she tries to avoid
interacting with peers.
Schwarzer and Jerusalem (1992) define self-focus as occurring when individuals
believe they are being observed and evaluated by others, indicating that individuals with
low self-efficacy exhibit high public self-awareness. Consequently, this heightened selfawareness causes them to dwell on their deficiencies, envision failures, and anticipate
negative consequences. Angela reported that she is too self-conscious to approach
students in the library or student center in order to strike up a conversation. She rarely
talks to her classmates but when she does, she shares how unhappy she is with her life
and wishes aloud that she had the other person’s life.
Summary. Angela’s communication behavior is demonstrative of all four
constructions of communication avoidance—communication apprehension, reticence,
shyness, and unwillingness to communicate. The source of Angela’s CA comes from her
negative experiences as white student from a low-socioeconomic background who
attended a Black inner-city school trying to engage with white, middle-class students
from the suburbs; this would explain her apprehension being of the state variety, which is
apprehension that one learns from experience or situations and varies over time (Sawyer
& Behnke, 2009). Angela also has low levels of self-efficacy whereby she does not
believe in her ability to accomplish anything. She also has low social self-efficacy,
which is related to the social anxiety disorder that centers on a “fear of negative
evaluation by others in one or more social performance situations” (Gaudiano & Herbert,
2003, p. 538). Just as McCroskey and Sheahan (1978) reported that high CA individuals
interact less with peer strangers, and Richmond (2009) reported high CA individuals
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cling tightly to the one or two friends they have, Angela shared her experiences and
feelings that exemplify these reports. Again, this study provides a real life person who
embodies the reported behaviors of individuals with high levels of CA; thus, attempting
to close the gap left by descriptions with actual experiences. In addition to exemplifying
previous research, these findings can also be used to promote future qualitative studies.
Promotion of Qualitative Studies
I propose using my findings to promote more qualitative studies in the research of
FGCS and CA for two reasons: (a) qualitative studies will allow investigations of “reallife” people and situations and (b) qualitative studies will allow others to “see” the faces
of FGCS rather than rely on conceptualizations that may not be true or accurate.
First, the findings from this study help to personify previous research in the form
of experiences and feelings of real students that is not shared in most of the existing
literature. While the experiences of six students with high levels of CA (two FGCS and
four non-FGCS) were included in the study, the experiences and self-reported behavior of
Angela illustrates what the disadvantages of being a FGCS and the behavior and feelings
of high levels of communication apprehension look like when embodied in one
individual. It was my objective to provide an in-depth look at the experiences of students
who are the first to attend college and/or have high levels of apprehension so that faculty
can better understand classroom communication behaviors, staff can appreciate and
accommodate the students’ need for additional support, and administrators can initiate
programs that will provide the support necessary for high level CA and FGCS students to
succeed at their institutions.
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Second, the findings from this study help to reveal the faces of students who share
characteristics of students who have been profiled and described as FGCS in earlier
studies. FGCS are profiled by socioeconomic status, which is then usually profiled to
include minorities or students of color. In this study, however, conceptualizations of
FGCS and non-FGCS are challenged. Jacob, Angela, and Richard either confirm or refute
what is usually generalized about FGCS and non-FGCS.
Jacob confirms what is generalized about non-FGCS, as he is a Caucasian male
from a middle class family with two college-educated parents. Though he takes them for
granted, he has the resources he needs to succeed in college. Richard challenges the race
expectations of FGCS. Richard, a Black male, fits the generalization of a non-FGCS
more than Jacob. He, too, is from a middle class family two college-educated parents and
maintains a high GPA. He tries to establish a rapport with his professors, he was socially
and academically prepared for college, is active on campus, and has a diverse group of
friends.
Angela confirms what is generalized about FGCS. Neither of her parents
graduated high school or college, nor are they able to provide Angela with the culture,
financial, human, and social capital that she needs to succeed in college. Like many
FGCS, familial responsibilities, lack of academic and social preparedness, and low levels
of self-efficacy, have already prompted Angela to entertain thoughts of dropping out of
college. Because Angela is a Caucasian female, she also refutes the generalization that
most FGCS are students of color.
The faces of these three students can be seen through the collection of qualitative
data, possibly prompting readers to reconsider how they conceptualize FGCS. Because of
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the exploration of personal experiences, perceptions, and feelings of the participants in
this study, I was able to understand how qualitative research can complement, expound
upon, and personalize quantitative research. Future research in the area of FGCS and CA
should be conducted by qualitative methods in order to provide real-life depictions of
what has been studied quantitatively.
Recommendations for Future Research
The qualitative findings from this study encourage a continuation of this of this
research as well as introduce new lines of research. Future research could take three
possible directions: (a) comparison of experiences of FGCS by race at a predominantly
white institutions, (b) CA of non-traditional students who attend classes with traditional
students, and (c) classroom communication behaviors of non-traditional students.
Race and First-Generation College Students
Because two of the study participants defied the common conceptualizations of
the FGCS being minorities or students of color and the non-FGCS being white middle
class, my next research endeavor will explore the role that race plays in the experiences
of FGCS. More specifically, I would like to investigate how experiences of FGCS differ
according to race.
Along those same lines, the role of race in non-FGCS could also be explored.
Richard (the non-FGCS Black male in this study) maintained a high grade point average,
worked hard to establish a rapport with his professors, and lived and worked on campus
seemed to be a better- performing, more well-rounded student than Allen and Jacob (the
white males who were also non-FGCS). More attention should be given to the nontraditional student as well.
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Communication Apprehension and Classroom Communication in Non-Traditional
Students
As the non-traditional student in the study, Rita’s participation and data were
unexpected and prompted additional questions. Because Rita’s communication
apprehension stemmed from the age difference between her and her classmates,
researchers who are interested in the non-traditional student population should consider
investigating CA in non-traditional students who take classes with traditional students.
Along a similar vein, an investigation of the classroom communication styles of
non-traditional students4 would be helpful, as many non-traditional students may find
themselves uncomfortable participating in class discussions and classroom collaborations
because of age differences between themselves and their classmates and/ or their
teachers. Such discomfort may influence communication styles, causing interpersonal
conflict, and classroom disruptions.
Summary & Conclusions
This study accomplished a three-pronged objective. First, the study explored the
experiences of FGCS with high levels of CA. Second, the study explored how the
experiences of FGCS with high levels of CA compared to the experiences of non-FGCS
with high levels of CA. Third, the study explored the possibility that FGCS experience
higher levels of CA than non-FGCS. This dissertation is comprised of six chapters.
Chapter 1, Introduction, provided an overview of the study by explaining its purpose and
significance. Chapter 2, Literature Review, summarized literature on topics of
communication apprehension and its influence on college success and first-generation

4

Non-traditional students enroll at age 21and older.
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college students and the factors that influence their college success. Chapter 3,
Methodology, describes the mixed methods approach to the investigation of firstgeneration college students and communication apprehension. Chapter 4, Qualitative
Findings, shared the analysis of qualitative data from participant interviews. Chapter 5,
Quantitative Findings, explained the analyses of the descriptive statistics. Chapter 6,
Discussion, addresses conclusions regarding the qualitative and quantitative data,
limitations of the study, and recommendations for applying the study’s findings and
improving the study in the future.
When reflecting on this study and determining what its findings mean for the
fields of communication and education, I can: (a) confirm that students who the first in
their families to attend college have experiences different from students whose parents
attended or graduated from college, (b) establish a possible link between the academic
preparedness of students from poor quality/performing urban schools and students from
high performing suburban schools, (c) confirm that high levels of CA most often come
from a concern of how students are perceived by their peers, (d) provide an example of
how self-efficacy and social self-efficacy are connected to communication apprehension,
(e) posit that non-traditional students have concerns about age difference when taking
classes with traditional students that may lead to state or situational communication
apprehension, and (f) provide an example of how communication apprehension can stem
from an awareness of socioeconomic difference between FGCS and non-FGCS.
This preliminary investigation serves to bring attention to and prompt further
investigation of communication apprehension in first generation college students for
educators in Communication and Education fields.
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Appendix A
Personal Report of Communication Apprehension (PRCA-24)
The PRCA-24 is the instrument which is most widely used to measure
communication apprehension. It is preferable above all earlier versions of the instrument
(PRCA, PRCA10, PRCA-24B, etc.). It is highly reliable (alpha regularly >.90) and has
very high predictive validity. It permits one to obtain sub-scores on the contexts of public
speaking, dyadic interaction, small groups, and large groups. However, these scores are
substantially less reliable than the total PRCA-24 scores-because of the reduced number
of items. People interested only in public speaking anxiety should consider using the
PRPSA rather than the public speaking sub-score drawn from the PRCA-24. It is much
more reliable for this purpose.
This instrument is composed of 24 statements concerning feelings about
communicating with others. Please indicate the degree to which each statement applies to
you by marking whether you: Strongly Disagree = 1; Disagree = 2; Neutral = 3; Agree
= 4; Strongly Agree = 5
1. I dislike participating in group discussions.
2. Generally, I am comfortable while participating in group discussions.
3. I am tense and nervous while participating in group discussions.
4. I like to get involved in group discussions.
5. Engaging in a group discussion with new people makes me tense and nervous.
6. I am calm and relaxed while participating in group discussions.
7. Generally, I am nervous when I have to participate in a meeting.
8. Usually, I am comfortable when I have to participate in a meeting.
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9. I am very calm and relaxed when I am called upon to express an opinion at a
meeting.
10. I am afraid to express myself at meetings.
11. Communicating at meetings usually makes me uncomfortable.
12. I am very relaxed when answering questions at a meeting.
13. While participating in a conversation with a new acquaintance, I feel very nervous.
14. I have no fear of speaking up in conversations.
15. Ordinarily I am very tense and nervous in conversations.
16. Ordinarily I am very calm and relaxed in conversations.
17. While conversing with a new acquaintance, I feel very relaxed.
18. I'm afraid to speak up in conversations.
19. I have no fear of giving a speech.
20. Certain parts of my body feel very tense and rigid while giving a speech.
21. I feel relaxed while giving a speech.
22. My thoughts become confused and jumbled when I am giving a speech.
23. I face the prospect of giving a speech with confidence.
24. While giving a speech, I get so nervous I forget facts I really know.
SCORING:
Group discussion: 18 - (scores for items 2, 4, & 6) + (scores for items 1,3, & 5)
Meetings: 18 - (scores for items 8, 9, & 12) + (scores for items 7, 10, & 11)
Interpersonal: 18 - (scores for items 14, 16, & 17) + (scores for items 13, 15, & 18)
Public Speaking: 18 - (scores for items 19, 21, & 23) + (scores for items 20, 22, &24)
Group Discussion Score: _______
Interpersonal Score: _______
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Meetings Score: _______
Public Speaking Score: _______
To obtain your total score for the PRCA, simply add your sub-scores together. _______
Scores can range from 24-120. Scores below 51 represent people who have very low CA.
Scores between 51-80 represent people with average CA. Scores above 80 represent
people who have high levels of trait CA.
NORMS FOR THE PRCA-24: (based on over 40,000 college students; data from over
3,000 non-student adults in a national sample provided virtually identical norms, within
0.20 for all scores.)
Mean
Standard Deviation
High
Low
Total Score
65.6
15.3
>
80
< 51
Group:
15.4
4.8
>
20
< 11
Meeting:
16.4
4.2
>
20
< 13
Dyad (Interpersonal): 14.2
3.9
>
18
< 11
Public:
19.3
5.1
>
24
< 14
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Appendix B
Interview Questions
Question 1: Were you encouraged to go to college or was it expected?
Question 2: Has being a FGCS influenced your college experience? If so,
how?
Question 3: Do you feel that you were prepared socially and academically for
college?
Question 4: Do you ask questions or make comments in class?
4a: If so, when do you do this? How often do you do this?
4b: If not, why do you not ask questions or make comments?
Question 5: Have you ever not asked a question when you didn’t understand or
hear information clearly?
5a: If so, why didn’t you ask?
5b: Have your grades ever been affected by your not asking a question in
class?
Question 6: Have you ever not responded when a teacher called on you to answer
a question or offer a comment?
6a: If yes, why didn’t you answer?
6b: What were you thinking as you sat quietly?
Question 7: What other times have you felt uncomfortable communicating in
class?
Question 8: Do you communicate with your professors in private conversations?
8a: If so, how often does this happen? What do you talk about? How do
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you feel when you are talking privately with a professor?
8b: If not, why don’t you talk to your professors?
8c: Have you ever needed to talk to a professor to clarity on an
assignment or your progress and did not? How do you feel about
talking to your professor?
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